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ABSTRACT
MIRACA J. SCOTT
PERSISTENCE AS RESISTANCE: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL NARRATIVE ANALYSIS
OF THE AFRICULTURAL COPING AND MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES OF AFRICAN
AMERICAN COLLEGE STUDENTS
Under the direction of OLIVIA M. BOGGS, ED.D.
Despite decades of institutional efforts to mitigate African American college student first-year
attrition, this population continues to have the lowest graduation rates compared to other races
and ethnicities (National Center for Education Statistics, 2021). Historically, the collegiate first
and fourth years have received more attention from student success researchers due to their direct
connection to institutional enrollment and graduation rates (Gahagan & Hunter, 2006); however,
more recent research has indicated that the collegiate sophomore year poses the most significant
threat to student retention and graduation rates (Perez, 2020). This qualitative study explored
how racial-cultural identity salience, culture-specific coping behaviors, and motivation
influenced how Afrocentric African American college students avoided college departure to
persist to junior year successfully. Framed within an Afrocentric theoretical framework, a
phenomenological narrative methodology was employed to assess students’ perceptions of which
coping behaviors and motivational factors helped them overcome challenges experienced during
their sophomore year at a southern public, four-year predominantly white institution. Six
participants were recruited using criterion and snowball sampling techniques. Data analysis
revealed 22 subthemes which were consolidated into six emergent themes: 1) Achievementoriented Motivation, 2) Soundproofing, 3) Centripetal Autonomy, 4) Centripetal Grouping, 5)
Self-Care, and 6) Self-Monitoring. Findings suggest an inextricable link between Black
sophomores’ need for intraracial connection, the salience of their racial and cultural identity as

xx

African American or Black, and their community-centered motivations for persevering during
their sophomore year. Implications for practice include establishing wrap-around support for
African American sophomore students, championing and amplifying Black sophomore voices,
and integrating culturally-aligned theory into higher education policy. For a representative body
of literature, researchers are encouraged to abandon using theoretical models that embody EuroAmerican values when studying Black students. Implications of this study suggest future studies
should be positioned using an Afrocentric theoretical framework to illuminate the needs of
African American students.

xxi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
“I am because we are; and since we are, therefore I am.”
John Mbiti (1970)
For many Black collegians, attending college is a collective endeavor, an undertaking that
seminal theories of student departure historically postured as an individual accomplishment
(Guiffrida, 2006; Tinto, 1993; Moemeka, 1998). In many African societies, an individual’s
personhood is regarded within the context of the family to which he or she belongs (Ray, 2000).
Though endowed with their own defining personality, characteristics, and destiny, individuals
are first acknowledged as extensions of a community of people (Karenga, 1998; Mbiti, 1970,
1991; Ray, 2000). The family plays a fundamental role in defining the possibilities of who an
individual can become in his or her lifetime (Ray, 2000). Moreover, this exposure to personal
identity development serves as an external stimulus that encourages individuals to metabolize the
energy needed to grow, explore, experience the world for themselves (Ray, 2000), and in the
case of this study, graduate from college. Identity, a nuanced construct of various components, is
a motivational factor for racially minoritized students (Linder et al., 2019; Oyserman & Destin,
2010). For African Americans, the dominant identity of race is a social construction that has
historically inhibited them from accessing the justice, capital, and resources routinely afforded to
those who are white (Linder et al., 2019).
Problem Statement
African American college students continue to have the lowest persistence, retention, and
degree completion rates compared to other races and ethnicities (Hussar et al., 2020; National
Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2021; National Student Clearinghouse Research Center
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[NSCRC], 2021). Nationally, the rate of immediate post-high school college enrollments has
increased for African American students; yet a significant baccalaureate degree attainment gap
remains between these students and their white counterparts (Guiffrida & Douthit, 2010; NCES,
2021; Shapiro et al., 2019). The NSCRC (2022) reported the six-year graduation rate for Black
students was the lowest of four racial groups at 44.3%. The four-year public institution
persistence rate for students who started in Fall 2019 was 78.0% (NCES, 2021). Comparatively,
the four-year public institution persistence rate for other racial and ethnic groups within the same
cohort was as follows: 92.8% for Asian students, 87.7% for white students, and 80.7% for Latinx
students (NCES, 2021).Over the last decade, scholarly inquiry regarding the collegiate first year
increased substantially and has led to improved rates of persistence and retention for first-year
students attending American four-year public higher education institutions (Chen et al., 2019).
Further, the NSCRC (2022) suggested the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19; Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2022) was responsible for causing the first-year college
persistence rate to move for the first time in four years, dropping two percentage points to 73.9%
for the Fall 2019 cohort (NSCRC, 2022). Despite the overall improvement in first-year student
persistence and retention data across all racial and ethnic groups that occurred prior to COVID19, attrition in the second year of undergraduate study continues to increase yearly, especially
among African American students (Causey et al., 2020; Tetley et al., 2010).
Background of the Study
American history documents early race-specific barriers that prevented Black people
from receiving a formal education or attending school. The first colleges in America were
founded during the colonial era and were restricted to upper class white men. When Harvard
College (1636), the College of William and Mary (1693), and Yale College (1701) were
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established, Black people were still under the authority of slavery (Brubacher & Rudy, 2017;
Geiger, 2014). It was not until 1954, when the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously declared
segregation in public institutions to be illegal that white universities in the South were required
by federal statute to cease their history of excluding African Americans from being admitted
(Johnson, 1954; Smith, 1981). The majority of these universities were so committed to denying
the admission of Black students that they went to court to forestall compliance with the Supreme
Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education (1954). While the University of Georgia (UGA)
admitted their first two Black students in 1961, their African American enrollment 60 years later
in 2021 was only 7.5%; in a state where 31.9% of the population is Black (UGA, 2022).
Similarly, the African American enrollment at the University of Mississippi is 12.8%, in a state
where 38% of the population is Black, and the African American enrollment at the University of
Alabama is 11%, in a state where the Black population is 27.8% (Alabama data, 2022).
Over the last two years, a number of unprecedented and traumatizing societal and health
issues disrupted the lives of American college students and their communities, and subsequently
affected their postsecondary journey, both academically and emotionally. These years were
particularly unsettling for African American college students who witnessed high-profile killings
against unarmed Black men and women (Bowleg et al., 2021; Njoku et al., 2021). The racial
consciousness of African American college students rose to an all-time generational high
(Bennett, 2020) when the videotaped murder of George Floyd (2020) birthed an international
outcry and organized protests akin to the African American Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s
and 1960s (Dreyer et al., 2020; Hill et al., 2020; Taylor, 2020). Additionally, an unforeseen
pandemic simultaneously disrupted life for every American and limited human contact in a way
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not seen since the 1918 influenza pandemic (CDC, 2022; Krishnan et al.; 2020, Taubenberger &
Morens, 2006; Yancy, 2020).
In America, enrollments at traditional four-year colleges and universities are
hemorrhaging at a rate that, if ignored, will affect the viability and sustainability of traditional
brick and mortar institutions as we know it (Garrett, 2019; Jaschik, 2020; Nadworny & Larkin,
2019; Nietzel, 2019; Pavlov & Katsamakas, 2020). For eight consecutive years pre-pandemic
and two years into the pandemic, college enrollments at America’s postsecondary institutions
have steadily declined (NSCRC, 2019, 2022). Furthermore, institutions are experiencing a
pattern of attrition in the second year that, if not remedied, will surpass that of what is
historically known to occur in the first year (Sterling, 2018). Increased scholastic inquiry and
research about the collegiate first-year transition have led to improved persistence and retention
rates for first-year students at American four-year public higher education institutions; however,
attrition rates remain high, and African American students continue to have the lowest rates of
persistence and retention in comparison to other races and ethnicities (NSCRC, 2022). For
example, 84.1% of all students who entered a public, four-year college or university in Fall 2019
persisted from year one to year two. Of that 84.1%, African American students had the lowest
overall persistence rate at 78%, down from 78.3% the previous year (NSCRC, 2020, 2021).
Although the nation’s predominantly white institutions (PWIs) enroll more African American
students than Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), the rate of degree conferral
amongst those same Black students is disproportionately lower than all other identified
populations within the same entering cohorts year to year (Rodgers & Summers, 2008; Shapiro
et al., 2019). Ensuring that African American students enroll and complete their undergraduate
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tenure is not an issue of individual attainment but rather collective progression (Carson, 2009;
Eze, 2008; Karenga, 2003; Shujaa, 1994).
In order to expose potential solutions to the lack of retention of African American
students from year two to year three, a phenomenological narrative study was designed to
chronicle the lived experiences of African American students who have successfully persisted to
junior year at a southern PWI. The study’s participants self-identified as Afrocentric, African
American, and viewed their journey of persistence as one deeply influenced by their adoption of
the Afrocentric paradigm.
Research Questions
RQ1. How does an Afrocentric perspective inform how African American students cope
with the challenges of their sophomore year of college at a four-year southern PWI?
a. How does an Afrocentric perspective manifest in the educational experiences of
African American students?
b. What coping methods do African American sophomore students utilize as they
face challenges that threaten their persistence to junior year?
c. What motivational strategies do African American sophomore students utilize to
persist to junior year successfully?
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this phenomenological narrative study was to explore how Afrocentric
African American college students coped with the challenges experienced during their
sophomore year of college at a PWI located in the southern region of the United States. Further,
the study sought to use this information to better understand reasons for the high rate of
enrollment attrition rate during the collegiate second-year.
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Significance of the Study
The study significantly extended extant higher education student persistence literature,
African American college student psychology literature, and academic motivation literature. In
particular, the study provided a qualitative perspective of African American sophomore student
experiences as they coped with the stressors of matriculating at a southern PWI during the time
of a global pandemic and social unrest fueled by America’s inextricable relationship with racial
injustice. This research enhanced the understanding of how covert and overt racism in America
disproportionately and adversely affected African American students pursuing a bachelor’s
degree. To address theoretical, methodological, and population gaps within higher education
persistence literature (Miles, 2017), this phenomenological narrative study functionally
amalgamated the psychological and sociological concepts of ethnicity, identity development,
psychocultural coping, and motivation.
Theoretical models that were inherently designed with the average white American in
mind were used to frame previous collegiate persistence research studying the motivations of
African American students (Guiffrida, 2006). However, people of color tend to function very
differently than their white American counterparts, especially concerning achievement and
motivation (Arevalo et al., 2016; Cokley, 2003; Greer & Chwalisz, 2007; Guiffrida, 2006).
Previous research has also failed to document and amplify the voices and experiences of African
American sophomore students who self-identify as Afrocentric as they matriculate at a southern
PWI. By structuring this study using an Afrocentric lens and seeking students who chose to live
their lives in alignment with the values emphasized within the Afrocentric paradigm, I sought to
fill the void within American higher education literature by introducing a study ripe with
information that will be representative of the cultural realities experienced by a targeted
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minoritized population. Additionally, this study occurred during a global pandemic where
distance learning, out of necessity rather than preference, served as an innovative disruption to
the traditional residential collegiate experience. Therefore, students endured a new normal that
was ripe with newly experienced persistence challenges.
Theoretical Framework
To understand how an Afrocentric worldview influenced how Black sophomore students
coped with their collegiate experience while attending a PWI, Guiffrida’s (2006) CulturalMotivational Theory and Johnson’s (2001) Nguzo Saba Student Development Theory were
employed as the theoretical frameworks. A large majority of student departure and retention
research has been informed by Tinto’s (1975, 1993) theory of student departure. Despite its
popularity as a framework, Tinto’s (1975, 1993) model has been met with critiques about its
applicability to students of color who hail from cultural backgrounds not reflective of the
dominant American white majority (Guiffrida, 2006; Johnson, 2001). Most notably missing from
Tinto’s (1975, 1993) theoretical contribution is exploring the roles community and kinship in the
lives of students of color (Guiffrida, 2006). Community acknowledgment and practice, as posited
by Fairfax (2017), are “essential and culturally congruent in applied science when working in the
African American community” (p. 1). By suggesting that a student sever ties with family when
arriving on campus, Tinto (1975, 1993) limited the scope to whom his model applied.
Individualism and competition are fundamental components of Western thought and are unique
to the European and, therefore, American experience (Cokley & Garba, 2018; Guiffrida, 2006).
Eurocentricity is an ideology rooted in “meritorious individualism” (Fairfax, 2017; Gusa, 2010,
p. 469), the antithesis of collectivist orientations such as Afrocentrism (Asante, 1987; Komarraju
& Cokley, 2008; Mazama, 2003; Metz, 2015; Moemeka, 1998). Guiffrida’s (2006) Cultural-
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Motivational Theory incorporates “social and cross-cultural psychological principles” (p. 453)
into Tinto’s (1975, 1993) original model. By doing so, Guiffrida (2006) attempted to give
credence to the fact that motivational orientation and cultural norms are integral to the
persistence and academic achievement of racially minoritized (Benitez, 2010; Stewart, 2013)
students matriculating at PWIs. Johnson’s (2001) adaptation of the Nguzo Saba (Karenga, 1998)
will be utilized as an accompaniment to Guiffrida’s (2006) theory to ground this study within the
Afrocentric paradigm (Asante, 2003).
Summary of Methods
In order to evaluate the multi-dimensional nature of the research problem, a qualitative
design was utilized for this study. The methodology selected, phenomenological narrative,
allowed the participants’ experiences to be captured in a way that focused on the collective
phenomenon of coping while utilizing individual narratives to uncover what was experienced
during their sophomore year. The chosen methodology also provided insight into how meaning
was ascribed to identified happenings (Patterson, 2018; Patton, 2002). Semi-structured
interviews were conducted to gain an in-depth understanding of sophomore year persistence
experiences and the coping methods employed by Black students in response to challenges
encountered while matriculating at PWIs located in the southern region of the United States.
Participants for this study were selected through a purposive sampling method. Ideal
candidates for this study were classified as a junior. The initial sample of participants were
sourced using social media and a mailing list of persisting juniors as identified by a charter
school network’s database. Subsequent participants were acquired through snowball sampling,
and then an electronic invitation was distributed to students soliciting their participation in the
study.
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Limitations and Delimitations
The study was subject to several limitations. During this study, racial tension within the
country, but particularly in the South, reached new heights following police officers killing
several unarmed Black men and women. During the same time, the world was being ravaged by
the deadly COVID-19 virus, and consequently, postsecondary schooling was disrupted in ways
unseen for more than a century. Many students were required to evacuate school campuses in the
middle of the semester resulting in collegiate experiences that were abruptly interrupted. The
displacement of college students could alter the traditional, likely residential, collegiate
experience targeted by the research question. I assumed that the nation’s social justice climate or
the implementation of virtual-only learning environments, due to social distancing protocols,
would notably affect how sampled participants experienced their sophomore year in college.
Another limitation of the study was the niche population of students sought for
participation. Only students who self-identified as African American or Black and considered
themselves Afrocentric were interviewed. It was assumed that initially, there would be
ambiguous understandings of the terminology Afrocentric. The retrospective accounts of
sophomore year provided by the study’s participants was the third limitation. By recalling
happenings of their sophomore year, it was assumed that details would be altered or forgotten
due to the reliance upon memory recall. I identified as an Afrocentric African American female
who earned her baccalaureate degree from a large, public southern PWI.
The delimitations of this study were researcher-imposed and served as parameters of the
study. The study was conducted using traditionally-aged college students who: (a) self-identified
as African American and Afrocentric, (b) were classified as a full-time junior at the time of the
interview, (c) attended a southern PWI, (d) maintained their enrollment and received credit for
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classes attended during the 2019-2020 or 2020-2021 school year COVID-19 social distancing
digital learning imperative, and (e) were on track to obtain their undergraduate degree within six
years of their initial enrollment date as a traditional freshman student. African Americans were
not the only ethnic group present on the campuses attended by participants; however, discussion
of other ethnic groups was beyond the scope of the study.
Definitions of Terms
The following definitions were used for this study.
Afrocentric is a communitarian philosophical perspective or worldview through which
emphasis is placed on “the self-defining characteristics and self-determining actions” (Asante,
2003, p. 50) of both Africans and diasporic Africans in pursuit of a society “marked and moved
by civility, reciprocity, and equality in all areas [sic] of human life and practice” (Karenga, 2003,
p. 90). The crux of the Afrocentric perspective is the acknowledgment of the agency African
people possess to seek action, maintain a victorious consciousness, and fulfill the objectives of
psychological liberation and cultural reclamation (Asante, 2003; Modupe, 2003). Within the
literature and this study, Africentric may be used interchangeably with Afrocentric.
Africultural Coping is the culture-specific coping behaviors African Americans employ
during everyday stressful situations (Utsey et al., 2000a).
Attrition is the percentage of students who terminate their college enrollment without
completing a degree (Tinto, 2012).
African American is the terminology that describes “people of African descent who were
born, reared, and/or reside in the United States of America” (Matthews, 2010, p. 12). In this
study, African American is used interchangeably with Black.
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Ethnic Identity is a social construction used to describe the intragroup similarities and
differences between members of an ethnic group (Sherry et al., 2006). More specifically, ethnic
identity refers to an individual’s feelings of belonging and self-concept rooted in “traditions,
values, language, behavior, and customs within a particular ethnicity” (Sherry et al., 2006, p.
1367).
Four-year institution is a college or university that offers degree programs at the
bachelor’s level or higher. These institutions tend to have a strong research focus (NCES, 2020).
Persistence is the percentage of students who return to college, at any institution, for their
second year. Persistence is also the act of continuing to an academic goal and is student-centered
in origin (VitaNavis Blog, 2019).
Retention is an institutional-level statistic that measures the percentage of students who
return to the same institution within a calendared school year (VitaNavis Blog, 2019).
Sophomore is a student who has been enrolled at the same postsecondary institution for
two consecutive years, beginning with their freshman year. For this study, previously earned
credit hours will not classify a student as a sophomore.
Summary
African American students have the lowest rates of higher education retention,
persistence, and degree attainment amongst the four racial categories for which data are reported
(NSCRC, 2021; NCES, 2020). Although a sense of belonging and social integration was touted
as crucial factors to the success of Black students at PWIs (Creighton, 2007; Hausmann et al.,
2007; Morgan et al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2014), studies highlighting the intersectional impact of
cultural identity, motivational orientations, coping, and collectivist cultural orientations were
noticeably void in African American student success and persistence literature. The purpose of
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this study was to explore how Afrocentric African American college students coped with the
challenges encountered during their sophomore year of college at an American southern PWI.
Sophomore African American college students’ persistence experiences were examined
through the lens of Guiffrida’s (2006) Cultural-Motivational Theory and Johnson’s (2001)
adaptation of the Nguzo Saba (Karenga, 1998). Chapter 1 provided an introduction regarding the
graduation and persistence rates of Black students who attend post-secondary institutions in the
United States of America. Additionally, within the chapter, I provided a historical overview of
the Maafa and how the world’s largest kidnapping and holocaust led to 402 years of inequity for
African Americans, especially in the space of higher education. Subsequently, the problems and
implications of the increased attrition rate in the collegiate sophomore year were discussed, along
with the significance, delimitations, limitations, and definitions for key terminology.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Chapter 2 provides an overview of extant literature that details and corroborates the
research problem. When compared to other races and ethnicities, African American college
students continue to have the lowest rates of year-to-year retention and degree completion,
despite increased institutional efforts to target and mitigate Black attrition (Banks & Dohy, 2019;
Hussar et al., 2020; National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2020; National Student
Clearinghouse Research Center [NSCRC], 2020). This extensive literature reviews examined the
historical, socio-political, educational, legal, and psychological experiences of African
Americans in the United States from 1619 until 2021. The literature review also juxtaposes those
unique experiences by illuminating extant discourse surrounding the campus cultures of
pervasively white environments found at the nation’s higher education predominantly white
institutions (PWI). Factors associated with cultural identity, psychocultural coping, motivation,
and collegiate sophomore year persistence are discussed.
Anti-Black Racism in the United States of America
Chattel: The Black Experience in Colonial America
The Black experience in Colonial America was less than favorable. It was during this
time when laws, statutes, and codes of racism and Christian morality initially prescribed the
inferiority of Blackness and established a precedent for systemic and inherent discrimination
against enslaved Africans and their descendants (Baptist, 2014; DeGruy, 2005; Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011; Higginbotham, 1978). In Colonial America, as evidenced in the census
counts of 1623 and 1624 (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011), British imperialists coerced
kidnapped Africans to work alongside white indentured servants within their new settlements.
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These egalitarian conditions did not last long because within 40 years of 1619, castes were
established placing enslaved Africans and their offspring at the bottom of the social hierarchy
(Durant & Knottnerus, 1999). Distinctions in treatment between white servants and enslaved
Africans soon became standard practice in Virginia’s colonial society and neighboring
settlements (Durant & Knottnerus, 1999; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). According to Bell
(2008), during this time, enslaved Africans were “separated from the rest of the population by
custom and law” (p. 27), stripped of their humanity, restricted from marrying British colonizers,
and prohibited from practicing their indigenous traditions (Bell, 2008). Laws codified the
mistreatment of enslaved Africans and provided justification for the racial basis of slavery
(Durant & Knottnerus, 1999; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Namely, heavy fines discouraged
slave owners from freeing their African slaves or committing any other benevolent acts that
might render the enslaved African human (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). In the 17th century,
the creation and enforcement of separatist laws swiftly ushered in a new era of American slavery
– the era of chattel bondage.
Beginning in the 1660s, the heinous institution of chattel slavery was exceptionally brutal
and lasted until 1865 (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Franklin and Higginbotham (2011)
explained that as England’s influence on the New World colonies grew, colonial leaders enacted
slave codes that were comprehensive laws enacted to govern how enslaved Africans maneuvered
within colonial and antebellum societies, and other discriminatory practices designed to
irrevocably trap Africans into chattel slavery (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Zinn, 2009). The
notion of enslaved Africans as “chattels personal” (Stampp, 1956, p. 197) transcended America’s
independence from Great Britain, the ratification of the U.S. Constitution, and was sustained by
the Founding Fathers of the United States of America – many of whom were slave owners at the
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time of independence (Bell, 2008; Iaccarino, 2016; Plummer, 1999). In Laccarino’s (2016) view,
the founders’ “simultaneous commitment to private property rights, principles of limited
government, and intersectional harmony” (para. 1) prevented them from disavowing slavery.
Alternatively, Bell (2008) cited white ambivalence and the “almost universal belief in Negro
inferiority” (p. 36) as the source of contradiction for the Founding Fathers. Edmund Morgan
(1972) considered it a “challenge” (p. 6) to explain how a nation founded on the principles of
liberty and human dignity was, for hundreds of years, complicit in maintaining a system of
human bondage that disadvantaged millions of people. Highlighting the paradox of freedom and
the American institution of slavery, Morgan (1972) stated:
To dismiss the rise of liberty and equality in American history as a mere sham is not only
to ignore hard facts, it is also to evade the problem presented by those facts. The rise of
liberty and equality in this country was accompanied by the rise of slavery. That two such
contradictory developments were taking place simultaneously over a long period of our
history, from the seventeenth century to the nineteenth, is the central paradox of
American history. (p. 6)
Beyond the duplicity of the Founding Fathers’ preservation of slavery and the subsequent
verbiage of “…all men are created equal” in the Declaration of Independence (1776), the
humanity of enslaved Africans remained invisible with the omission of the words slavery or
slave in the U.S. Constitution (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Morgan, 1972; Zinn, 2009). The
moment the U.S. Constitution was ratified without any mention or condemnation of slavery, the
United States of America could no longer hold Great Britain responsible for their participation in
slavery (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). America’s newfound independence from Britain
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served as the “end of an era” (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011, p. 102) and gave new life to
America’s institution of anti-Black violence.
The Antebellum Southern Slave Plantation
In the 13 original colonies, stark differences existed between the severity of violence
experienced by enslaved people living in the North and those living in the South. The Colonial
South consisted of Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina, and Georgia. After the
Revolutionary War and well into the late 18th century, the South’s territory expanded southward
to Florida and westward toward the Mississippi River to include the modern-day states of
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas. Two distinct slave societies
existed in the South, the Eastern Seaboard and the Lower Mississippi Valley; and in many ways,
geography determined the cultural characteristics of those societies (Franklin & Higginbotham,
2011; Horne, 2007; Mullin, 1976). The Antebellum Period, a time of renewed economic vitality
for the newly formed United States of America, was characteristic of the acquisition of sprawling
plots of land upon which a new era of field labor, cash crop production, and involuntary
servitude would be born (Ishak, 2020; Mullin, 1976). According to Mullin (1976), southern
plantations were “factories in the field” (p. 3) and “a remorseless engine of profit and change” (p.
3) that antagonized the industrious commercial economy of the North. Throughout the literature,
the slave plantation has been defined as an organized social system (Durant, 1999; Thompson,
1975), a total institution (Goffman, 1961), and a system of agricultural production (Durant,
1999).
Thomas Durant, Jr. (1999), utilizing the sociological social systems perspective,
described the slave plantation as a “social institution composed of four distinguishable
dimensions” (p. 4): a settlement institution, an economic institution, a political institution, and a
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cultural institution. According to Durant (1999), the slave plantation essentially served as a
dwelling for slaves and slaveowners that functionally doubled as the helm of agricultural
production. In further explanation of the slave plantation’s distinguishable dimensions, Durant
(1999) also explained how power and authority over land, labor, and economic capital were
attained, maintained, and distributed. The cultural norms established within the context of the
slave plantation, but most notably the antebellum slave plantation, were reflections of
philosophical beliefs held by wealthy white planters and thereby, served as the bedrock of
various oppressive social instruments of control used to influence fundamental institutions such
as the family unit, religion, and education for both the planter and the plantation’s workforce
(Durant, 1999). As John (1999) stated, “the plantation was the institutionalized model of
southern race rules” (p. 41).
Southern Plantation Culture
The character and culture of the southern slave plantation were fashioned after the
distinctive dynamics that existed in the context of the “peculiar” (Calhoun, 1830) institution of
slavery. The most significant dynamics were: (1) the use and forced exploitation of imported
African slaves for the purpose of wealth acquisition in a system controlled by white Americans;
(2) the distinction of African slaves as chattel; (3) an established social hierarchy based on race
and class that possessed qualities of permanence and social immobility; (4) racially stratified
divisions of labor along the basis of race; and (5) the establishment of harsh methods of
governance and control that reinforced the internal and external subordination of the enslaved
African (Durant, 1999; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). As noted by several historians, no
plantation was exactly the same because various sociodemographic, ecological, economic and
cultural factors shaped the specific organizational structure of a given plantation (Durant, 1999;
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Thompson, 1975). In describing how antebellum slave plantations were organized, Faust (1980)
highlighted that planters were strategic in arranging systems through which maximum control
would be maintained because of their fear of the efficacious enslaved retaliating and seeking
revenge for their mistreatment. As Faust (1980) recalled the story of a young Carolinian planter,
he described the planter’s attempt to thwart any possibility of solidarity among enslaved African
by stating that: “… he established a carefully designed plan of physical and psychological
domination in hopes of destroying the foundations of black solidarity” (p. 83). The fear of Black
retribution served as the impetus of codified prejudice and the imposition of harsh slave codes
(Faust, 1980; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Higginbotham, 1979; John, 1999; Plummer,
1999).
Through the creation of slave codes, white Americans indicated that they understood the
Black desire for liberation and possessed a fear of enslaved Africans’ determination to realize
freedom for themselves (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; John, 1999; Zinn, 2009).
Subsequently, as states tightened the restrictions on the enslaved Africans, the remaining number
of white indentured servants in slave-holding states were freed solidifying the enduring social
stratification of white and Black Americans (Durant, 1999; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011).
According to Degler (1959), racial prejudice against Black people reinforced a legalized caste
system that affixed those of African ancestry with a status of permanent inferiority. Durant
(1999) extended this thought when he introduced information about the various roles and basic
processual elements of the southern slave plantation.
The roles of planter or owner, manager, overseer, driver, “house slave”, and “field slave”
were usually found within the plantation’s milieu; however, positions were ultimately a function
of the size of the plantation system (Durant & Knottnerus, 1999). During the antebellum period,
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work systems and assigned roles governed the social dynamics between enslaved and nonenslaved (Durant, 1999). Of the roles outlined above, the planter and manager were likely to be
white and determined to be amongst the elite of southern society (Durant, 1999). In most
instances, the overseer would have been a lower-classed white male farmer recruited from the
surrounding community who had likely experienced joblessness due to the influx of enslaved
labor (Blassingame, 1979; Durant, 1999; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Zinn, 2009). The
enslaved driver was next in the chain of command and unlike the roles of manager or overseer,
there could be more than one driver on a property (Durant, 1999). According to Stampp (1956),
if there was more than one driver on a single plantation, designations of “head” or “lower” would
be assigned denoting status (p. 40). Drivers were often Black and what Durant (1999) described
as “well-heeled” (p. 9). In his article, Miller (1979) described the physique of the African
American diver as “imposing” and mentioned that the driver would likely exude “an aura of
power” that would command the respect of the field hands (para. 2).
The domestic role of the “house slave” was next in the line of succession (Durant, 1999).
They were usually handpicked by the planter to serve as wet nurses, general nurses, butlers,
artisans, carpenters, chambermaids, cooks, personal maids, mechanics, or coachmen (Harper,
1978; Starobin, 1971). Aesthetically, the lighter-skinned enslaved Africans, those bondsmen and
bondswomen with phenotypical marks of whiteness, were thought to possess essences of
superiority that distinguished them from their darker-skinned counterparts (Harper, 1978;
Starobin, 1971). Located at the very bottom of the plantation hierarchy was the role of field hand
– a work role directly associated with agricultural production. As explained by Harper (1978)
and Durant (1999), the majority of enslaved Africans on a plantation were field hands and their
grueling work served as the heartbeat of the entire institution of slavery.
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The culture of the southern plantation was one of inequity rooted in the social
constructions of race and class. Durant (1999) asserted “the social organization of slave
plantations was characterized by a dual racial and class structure, including a white upper class
… and a black lower class” (p. 10). Defined by the parsimonious distribution of wealth, power,
and privilege to African Americans and the brutality of that prejudice, the social structures of the
antebellum southern slave plantation paved the way for the institutionalization of white
superiority and Black subordination in the American psyche and future legal codes (Durant,
1999).
Early Anti-Black Legislation
During the Antebellum Period, the eastern seaboard states experienced a population
boom as slave imports increased and the American-born enslaved began to reproduce naturally
(Blassingame, 1979; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). As enslaved populations grew, state
governments solely built holding pens, jails, and other facilities of containment for the purposes
of controlling the massive volumes of human traffic caused by the domestic slave trade (Franklin
& Higginbotham, 2011). John (1999), in her research on the social psychology of white
slaveholders, asserted that “the possibility of whites losing personal and collective power
increased” (p. 45) with the rapid increase of the enslaved population. Furthermore, as the United
States enslaved population grew, so did imperialistic instruments of torture and control (Franklin
& Higginbotham, 2011). According to John (1999), the creation of black codes served as a
“testament to white fear and attempts to harness whiteness and wield power over blacks” (p. 45).
Black Codes
During the year of emancipation, dismal profits due to a shortage of field laborers sent
many southern planters into a panic (Wilson, 1965). Agriculture was the heart of the South’s
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survival and with the passing of the 13th Amendment, many freedmen refused to work in
environments that resembled the violent, patriarchal, and racist system of slavery from which
they had recently been freed (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Furthermore, for many freedmen
and their families, this newfound freedom served as an opportunity to explore the possibilities of
living and working outside of the rural plantation environment (Lewis & Lewis, 2009; Wilson,
1965).
Black migration to nearby cities and towns prompted a wave of white fear that sought to
reimagine systems of control and inferiority over Black Americans (Franklin & Higginbotham,
2011; Wilson, 1965). Wilson (1965), in recalling his historical ethnographic research of southern
white Americans post-emancipation, shared that many written journals revealed the perceived
“…idleness and wanderlust which affected huge numbers of Negroes after they secured their
freedom” (p. 51) was the core of white frustration. Centering Black agency in their Eurocentric
scopes of reality, southern whites maintained perceptions of Black ignorance and could not
imagine freedmen as educated, functional, or ambitious (Wilson, 1965). For freedmen,
“wanderlust” (Wilson, 1965) was an opportunity to explore the privileges of their newfound
freedom. The influx of African Americans to towns and cities led to a new white obsession with
Black life that was evidenced in journal entries and municipal publications. According to Wilson
(1965), white citizens often pestered freedmen about the intentions they had for their freedom; a
question to which many Black people responded, “I don’t know” (p. 52). Wilson (1965) also
explained that African Americans were described as “looking much out of sorts” and resembled
“bird[s] [sic] out of the cage” (p. 52). As a result of their imperialistic impulses, anti-Black
violence increased and white lawmakers in southern states soon began to resituate their societies
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to maximize white comfort at the expense of Black residents (Cohen, 1994; Crouch, 1994; Haws
& Namorato, 1994).
From the time immediately following the Emancipation Proclamation to 1868, black
codes replaced the slave codes that initially prescribed Black inferiority within America’s white
society (Parillo, 2008). For many southerners, black codes symbolically represented the link
between their old way of life and their new enslavement-free reality (Yates, 1999). As Parillo
(2008) explained, “Black codes were a perpetuation of antebellum slave codes but differed in
that they granted freedmen limited civil rights such as the ability to marry, own personal
property, and sue in court” (p. 354). It was through the same system of Black and white
separation that old planters attempted to regain dominance over the labor force and quell
opportunities for Black economic or educational advancement (Cohen, 1994; Crouch, 1994;
Haws & Namorato, 1994).
Black codes varied from state to state and so did the severity of the codified limitations
(Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Lewis & Lewis, 2009; Parillo, 2008; Wilson, 1965). Black
movement was limited and monitored through the use of labor licenses, “negro catchers”
(Parillo, 2008), prohibitive laws that prevented migration or the freedom of residency, and
sundown curfews (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Parillo, 2008; Wilson, 1965). African
Americans were not allowed to vote or own firearms, and their freedom of speech was hampered
by the fear of criminal conviction or harsh financial penalties (Parillo, 2008; Wilson, 1965). In
many states, white paranoia lead to the creation and implementation of vagrancy laws written to
ensure Black labor retention through the use of year-long employment contracts (Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011; Wilson, 1965). Laws prohibited the perceived behavior of “idleness”
(Wilson, 1965, p. 58) and were only enacted to target “colored populations” (p. 58). Children,
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often without the consent of their parents, were forced into apprenticeships with white employers
who would inherit and maintain guardianship of the minor until he or she was deemed an adult at
the age of 18 or 21 (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Occupational options for freedmen were
severely limited, and therefore, so was the ability to own property (Lewis & Lewis, 2009).
By 1866, African Americans were being terrorized by acts of guerrilla warfare waged by
their southern white counterparts (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). During this time, white
arsonists targeted and destroyed Black communities by forcing many freedmen back to the rural
periphery with limited resources (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Wilson, 1965). White
vigilante groups, organizations founded on the basis of protecting whiteness and the supremacy
afforded white people, emerged in greater number to “keep the Negro in his place” (Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011, p. 239). Toward the end of the 19th century, these codified acts of white
violence became customary practices that ushered in the era of Jim Crow (Ferris State
University, n.d.; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011).
Jim Crow Laws
The legacy of Jim Crow, laws that emerged between 1900-1965, is a storied one (Lewis
& Lewis, 2009). Jim Crow, a popular minstrel show character played by white men in blackface,
became the moniker assigned to the set of laws that ensured that de facto racial discrimination
remained a defining aspect of American society for over a half-century (Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011). Of the three minstrel personas, Jim Crow was the minstrel character used
to satirize laziness and ignorance – two negative stereotypes of African Americans long held and
maintained by white Americans (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Lewis & Lewis, 2009). The
name ‘Jim Crow’ soon became an adjective used to describe Black Americans and has been
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considered by historians to be the precursory terminology to nigger (Franklin & Higginbotham,
2011; Fremon, 2014).
In the North, the region of the United States where both black codes and Jim Crow laws
originated, Black and white intermingling was strictly prohibited because white citizens were
committed to the notions of white superiority and Black inferiority (Lewis & Lewis, 2009).
According to Lewis and Lewis (2009), Jim Crow laws did not originate in the South because the
institution of slavery already restricted Black freedom. By 1860, widespread segregation of
housing, public accommodations, modes of transportation, commerce, union apprenticeships and
memberships, restaurants, schools, and churches existed in each of the northern states setting a
legal precedent for de facto statues created decades later (Lewis & Lewis, 2009). Many Black
Americans, particularly those living in northern states, were well-educated and credentialed as
physicians, pharmacists, lawyers, professors, and educators (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). In
1868, the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution was ratified granting citizenship to all
African Americans and two years later in 1870, the 15th Amendment granted Black men the
right to vote. Empowered by their newfound citizenship and suffrage, African American men
sought public office and were successfully elected to positions at the local, state, and federal
levels (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Lewis & Lewis, 2009). Almost immediately, after
witnessing the power of the Black vote, southern conservative Democrats sought to regain power
and influence (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Fremon, 2014) and did so “through political
maneuvering, intimidation, and violence” (Lewis & Lewis, 2009, p. xvii).
In the years immediately following emancipation, dozens of white nationalist
organizations formed and cultivated nationwide regimes of terror in response to the rapid
advancement of African Americans (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Organizations such as the
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White Camelia, Constitutional Union Guards, Pale Faces, White Brotherhood, Council of Safety,
76 Association, White League of Louisiana, White Line of Mississippi, Rifle Clubs of South
Carolina, and Ku Klux Klan (KKK) flourished with the goal of protecting the social, economic,
and political interests of the white majority from Black citizens and their allies (Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011; Fremon, 2014). The White Camelia and KKK were the most notorious and
nefarious of the secret white terror organizations (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). The first
iteration of the KKK “sprang up like a mushroom” (Burton, 2012, p. 9) for the purpose of
scaring into submission “unruly free negroes and the troublemaking carpetbaggers” (p. 11). As
the patriots of Jim Crow, the KKK used “…force, ostracism in business and society, bribery at
the polls, arson, and even murder to accomplish their deeds” (p. 257). African American schools,
churches, and the private residences of Black politicians often became the targets of arson by the
white, sheet-wearing terrorists (Fremon, 2014). In response to the KKK’s political violence, the
42nd United States Congress passed the three Enforcement Acts of 1870 and 1871 that allowed
the federal government to prosecute and imprison Klan members without a trial (Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011; Fremon, 2014). As a result, the first KKK sect was fully dismantled by the
end of 1872 (Fremon, 2014). In 1915, on the heels of the Birth of a Nation (Griffith, 1915) film
release, the KKK reemerged to serve as the vanguards of the 20th century era of Jim Crow
(Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Fremon, 2014).
Contemporary Anti-Black Racism in America
African Americans have been victimized by the United States criminal justice system for
centuries but, for the last two decades, anti-Black police brutality and mass incarceration have
been at the forefront of justice system inequities (Taylor, 2013). In 2021, there were
approximately 44,473,761 African Americans living in the United States of America, accounting
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for 13.4% of the population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2021). Concurrently, there were 151,735
individuals incarcerated in federal prisons nationwide and Black inmates made up 38.6% of the
inmate population (Federal Bureau of Prisons, 2021). In 2020, 1,004 fatal police shootings
occurred across the nation, an increase of five involvements from the year prior (Statista, 2021a).
Statista (2021b) and The Washington Post (2021) also reported that since 2015, African
Americans have been killed by the police at a rate two times higher than that of white
Americans. Black people in America continue to be disproportionately brutalized and killed by
the police (Holmes, 2020). In addition to police killings, Holmes (2020) identified other forms of
anti-Black police brutality that often go under reported such as “emotional and sexual violence,
verbal assaults, and psychological intimidation” (p. 803). Law enforcement is the premiere
institution of the provocation of white supremacy in America (Berry, 1995; Taylor, 2013;
Graham et al., 2020; Feminist Studies Editorial Collective, 2020).
On May 25, 2020, outrage over recurring state-sanctioned violence against unarmed
Black Americans reached a fever pitch with the killing of George Floyd (BBC, 2021; Dungca et
al., 2020; Hutchinson, 2020). At that time, Floyd’s (2020) murder was the twelfth high-profile
fatal police encounter since the murder of Eric Garner on July 17, 2014 (Dungca et al., 2020;
Hutchinson, 2020). In addition to Garner (2014) and Floyd (2020), Black Americans have
collectively grieved the loss of Michael Brown (2014), Laquan McDonald (2014), Tamir Rice
(2014), Walter Scott (2015), Samuel DuBose (2015), Freddie Gray (2015), Alton Sterling
(2016), Philando Castile (2016), Ahmaud Arbery (2020), and Breonna Taylor (2020). Unique to
the 2020 murder of Ahmaud Arbery was the element of white vigilante justice by a retired police
officer (Dungca et al., 2020; Fausset, 2020) – an element that eerily parallels how Trayvon
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Martin was hunted down and killed in 2012 by a neighborhood watch volunteer who perpetrated
the role of a law enforcement officer (Munro, 2021).
Black Lives Matter Movement
In 2013, the Black Lives Matter (BLM) Global Network started as a social media hashtag
after Trayvon Martin’s killer, white supremacist George Zimmerman, was acquitted of murder
(BLM, “Herstory”, n.d.). BLM is currently a “member-led global network of more than 40
chapters” (BLM, “Herstory”, n.d., para. 2) and the organization’s mission is to ultimately “create
space for Black imagination and innovation, and Black joy” (BLM, “About”, n.d., para. 1) by
eradicating white supremacy and building local power for intervening in violence inflicted on
Black communities by the state or vigilantes of justice (BLM, n.d.).
Afrocentricity
The majority of research that has been conducted regarding the lived experiences and
behaviors of African descendants, but particularly African Americans, has been framed within
the context of the European cultural ethos (Ani, 1994; Asante, 2003). According to Cheatham
and Berg-Cross (1992), Afrocentrism argues that “despite enforced isolation, denied education
and other insidious aspects of Slavery, an ethos that has a sturdy base in African form and
tradition survived and is manifested in values, beliefs, and ethos that are the legacy of African
Americans” (p. 179). Mazama (2003) contended extant research about Africans in the African
diaspora has been theoretically and conceptually framed using a Western worldview that hypervalorizes colonial culture and systematically denigrates colonized culture (Fanon, 1961;
Woodson, 1933). Several scholars of Black Studies have suggested that in order for the research
conducted on the lived experiences of African descendants in America to be representative and
meaningful, the worldview, perspectives, and models through which those experiences are
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studied must place African ideals at the center of any analysis involving African culture or
behavior (Asante, 2003; Asante & Mazama, 2005; Karenga, 2003; Mazama, 2003; Schiele,
2003). Asante and Mazama (2005) wrote,
Dislocation is at the root of many of the theoretical problems in studying African
phenomena… thus, the intent of the Afrocentric revolution, including its cultural and
political forms, is to relocate Africans everywhere within their own centered context for
analysis and interpretation, enabling them to produce more authentic and genuine
responses to phenomena. (pp. xxvi-xxvii)
African American students, when researched through an Afrocentric lens, are humanized as
creators of knowledge as opposed to objects within the European experience (Asante, 1991,
2003).
Since 1980, the intellectual dimension of Afrocentricity has been defined differently by
several scholars (Chawane, 2016; Mazama, 2003). Molefi Kete Asante (1980, 1991), the
originator of the term Afrocentricity, posited that Afrocentricity is “the study of the ideas and
events from the standpoint of Africans as the key players rather than victims” (p. 172). However,
over the last four decades, even Asante’s definitions have taken on different iterations of
explanation. Afrocentricity has also been described as a “critical theoretical framework that
advocates analysis of African history and culture and, more generally, world history and culture
from an African perspective” (Asante & Mazama, 2005, p. 66). Asante (1980) established that
the framework of Afrocentricity was constructed using four historic contributions that
encouraged the agency and centeredness of African people. The four major foundational blocks
of Afrocentricity are Marcus Garvey’s philosophy (1923), the Negritude movement, the
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philosophy of Kawaida (Karenga, 1998), and Diop’s historiographical catalogue (Asante, 1980;
Mazama, 2003).
Modupe (2003) offered that Afrocentricity is a “philosophical perspective” (p. 55). As a
philosophical perspective, Afrocentricity consists of seven interconnected components that serve
as the defining structure of Afrocentric theory and the Afrocentric academic framework
(Modupe, 2003). Modupe (2003) identified seven basic components of the Afrocentric
philosophical perspective but highlighted “African development” as the “ultimate objective” of
Afrocentricity (p. 57). Similarly, Modupe (2003) explained the development referenced in the
literature is both “psychic and cultural” (p. 57) in nature. Asante (1988) made clear the human
personality serves as the source of Afrocentric progression. Africans and African descendants are
“…the source of life for the material and the spiritual…” (p. 81), and when they become more
conscious of themselves, they will be advanced and make progress.
From an academic standpoint, Mazama (2003) and Modupe (2003) suggested
Afrocentricity would be best understood as a paradigm. As a paradigm, Afrocentricity functions
as a mode of thought and practice that has been largely accepted as normal and consists of three
central aspects: cognitive, structural, and functional (Mazama, 2003). Each aspect of the
Afrocentric paradigm functions to “make explicit the existence of premises upon which all
intellectual inquiries are necessarily based…” (Mazama, 2003, p. 7). Mazama (2003) also noted
the functional aspect of Afrocentricity is what differentiates it from Eurocentric thought. The
cognitive aspect of Afrocentricity consists of two additional categories, affective and conative
(Mazama, 2003). Asante (2003) denoted the cognitive, affective, and conative positions were
“fundamental existential postures that one can take with respect to the human condition” (p. 49)
and deemed the positions synonymous with the acts of knowing, feeling, and acting.
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Karenga (1991) defined Afrocentricity as a “perspective or approach rooted in the
cultural image and human interests of African people” (p. 404). However, he challenged the idea
of Afrocentricity being paradigmatic (Mazama, 2003). Afrocentricity is a “theory about African
development, psychic and cultural, of the person and of the people, as African” (Modupe, 2003,
p. 57). Asante (2005, 2009) contended that agency and centeredness are central to the
Afrocentric paradigm and suggested that “when Black people view themselves as centered or
central in their own history…they see themselves as agents, actors, and participants rather than
marginals on the periphery…” (2009, para. 5).
Afrocentricity as Agency
Rabaka (2005) declared “Afrocentricity revolves on an axis of African agency…” (p. 74),
and Asante (2003) noted “the Afrocentric idea is unthinkable without African agency” (p. 49).
Agency, defined within the context of Afrocentricity, is a consciousness of victory (Asante, 2003;
Modupe, 2003). In contemporary general psychology literature, the phrase ‘sense of agency’
denotes a feeling of control over actions and the resulting consequences of those actions (Moore,
2016). Alongside the provided definition, Moore (2016) identified three synonymous words that
frame the concept of agency: consciousness, free will, and responsibility. According to Mazama
(2003), Marcus Garvey established African agency as the organizing principle of Black
Nationalism, his powerful philosophical ideology. Garvey’s conceptualization of African agency
was one of Black divinity that was predicated upon a deep respect and appreciation for the
“accomplishments, struggles, and sufferings” of the Ancestors (Mazama, 2003, p. 11).
“Afrocentricity liberates the African by establishing agency as the key concept for
freedom” (Asante, 2003, p. 50). Asante (2003) contended freedom is realized through the
African or African American’s self-defining and self-determining actions. Within intellectual
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discourse, Africans and African descendants engage topics via a standpoint that illuminates
African people as action generators within the European experience (Asante, 2003). African
culture, people, and history are often objectified by non-Africans utilizing Eurocentric or
Westernized philosophies that do not honor the role Africans play in manifesting their own
destinies (Ani, 1994; Asante, 2003).
Afrocentricity as Centeredness
Centeredness is “a conceptualization which argues for and employs the philosophical
‘should’ of Africans having knowledge and understanding of their historical origin and cultural
development…” (Modupe, 2003, p. 65). Karenga (2003) described the concept of centeredness
as “groundedness” (p. 65) and “place, location, and orientation” (p. 79); while Asante (1990)
argued that the groundedness of an individual’s behavior is rooted in their historical experiences.
Similarly, W.E.B. Du Bois (1973) wrote about the concept of centeredness and exclaimed the
imperative nature of anchoring the history of a group of people, particularly people of the
African diaspora, within the framework of their collective experiences. Du Bois (1973) argued
that it was pedagogically insufficient for professors of Black collegians to teach or encourage the
study of science, history, sociology or art in a “general” and “disembodied” (p. 98) manner. Du
Bois (1973) emphasized that collegiate instruction “cannot begin with history and lead to Negro
history. It cannot start with sociology and end with Negro sociology” (p. 95) because “no system
of learning – no university – can be universal before it is German, French, Negro” (p. 96).
Therefore, education cannot begin without an acknowledgment of the current conditions of the
people to whom the instruction is directed.
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Afrocentricity as Community
Described as a “communitarian philosophy” (Karenga, 2003, p. 90), the framework of
Afrocentricity conceptualizes society as an environment where people and systems exemplify
civility, reciprocity, and equality. The Afrocentric paradigm assumes that human identity is
collective and places considerable emphasis on “… a collective conceptualization of human
beings and collective survival” (Schiele, 2003, p. 189); therefore, individuality cannot be
honored, nor understood, separately from the broader group of reference.
The communitarian nature of African people is often referenced in philosophical
literature and the essence of collectivism has most notably been expressed using the term
Ubuntu. Ubuntu, a term adapted from the Zulu and Xhosa people of South Africa, embodies the
African belief that there is no perceptual separation between the individual and their community
(Schiele, 2003). The concept of ubuntu acknowledges that the common bonds shared amongst a
group of people are more important than the uniqueness that rests in personhood (Akbar, 2003;
Mbiti, 1970; Ogude, 2019). In 1970, Seminal African philosopher and theologian John Mbiti
established, “Whatever happens to the individual happens to the whole group, and whatever
happens to the whole group happens to the individual” (p. 141). Ogude (2019) concurred with
this assertion when he explained that ubuntu is rooted in a “relational form of personhood” (para.
3) where an individual’s humanity and personhood are fostered in relation to other people.
African people of the continent and diaspora are not a monolith; however, as a result of
the Maafa and the legacy of slavery in Western hemisphere, thought leaders have often regarded
the collective as a single entity making no reference to the thousands of very different ethnic
groups (Thompson, 2008). Throughout the literature, researchers have used the terms tribe,
people, peoples, nations, or ethnic groups to describe the various cultural conglomerates that
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make up the African diaspora (Mbiti, 1970). Each group can be characterized by (1) their own
language and dialect; (2) geographical location; (3) a common history determined by
mythological beliefs in “first ancestors” (Mbiti, 1970, p. 133) or national leaders to whom a
group may acknowledge as the architects of their national consciousness; (4) a distinct social and
political organizational structure for governance; and (5) a religious system (Mbiti, 1970). Unlike
the imperialistic European Christian missionaries who introduced the practice of religious
conversion to the African people during the Age of Exploration, indigenous Africans are born
into a religious system of which conversion is not an option (Mbiti, 1970). Within the African
tradition, neither the religious system nor tribal group into which an individual is born can ever
be changed (Mbiti, 1970). Tribal identity has traditionally been revered as a powerful and
fundamental force (Mbiti, 1970, 1991; Taylor et al., 2013); yet kinship is “one the strongest
forces in traditional African life” (Mbiti, 1970, p. 135).
Kinship, a relationship determined by blood or marriage, defines the social relationships
that are established within a tribe (Mbiti, 1970). Unlike the European and European-American
nuclear family, African families are what anthropologists have classified as an extended family
since most kinship clans contain grandparents, parents, children and their offspring, uncles,
aunts, and cousins. In addition to the living members of a family, children who have yet to be
born and deceased relatives are also considered members of the family. As a system, kinship
norms and governs behavior through the practice of deference and elder respect. Similarly, it is
the standard practice for living descendants to frequently honor and commune with family
members who have transitioned into the ancestral realm. Considered the “living-dead” (Mbiti,
1970), departed relatives are believed to play an integral role in actively guiding and protecting
their surviving family members.
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There is an inherent need for racially minoritized college students to remain connected to
their kinship groups and the wider communities to which they belong as they persist to degree
completion (Guiffrida, 2006). Communalistic communities are structured within a social order
where “the supremacy of community is culturally and socially entrenched, society is
hierarchically ordered, life is sacrosanct, and religion is a way of life” (Moemeka, 1998, p. 124).
Consequently, students raised within these communities are taught that the strength of individual
accomplishment hinges upon its transferability to the community and that success and failure are
both collective experiences (Metz, 2020; Moemeka, 1998; Tafarodi & Walters, 1999).
Kwanzaa
According to DeGruy (2009), “if we are to understand African American culture, we
must understand the African value systems from which it sprung” (p. 54). Kwanzaa is the
African American celebration of family, community, and culture created by Maulana Karenga in
1966 (Karenga, 1998). For decades, the seven-day cultural holiday has served as a time of
“ingathering” for African Americans to enrich their Black consciousness through (1)
Reaffirming and Restoring Culture, (2) Reinforcing the bonds between Diasporan Africans, and
(3) Introducing and Reinforcing the Nguzo Saba (Karenga, 1998). As the “core and
consciousness of Kwanzaa” (Karenga, 1998, p. 43), the Nguzo Saba consists of seven principles
that are considered to be the minimum set of values for which African Americans should
structure their lives. These principles are Umoja, Kujichagulia, Ujima, Ujamaa, Nia, Kuumba,
and Imani (Karenga, 1998). Each principle is first written in the Pan-African language of Swahili
and then accompanied by the English translation (Karenga, 1998).
Umoja translates to “unity” and encourages African Americans to attain and maintain
unity within their family, community, nation, and race (Karenga, 1998). Kujichagulia translates
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to “self-determination” and encourages African Americans to define, name, create, and speak for
themselves. Ujima translates to “collective work and responsibility” and encourages African
Americans to collectively build and maintain their communities with the understanding that
failures, setbacks, victories, and achievements are representative of the collective whole. Ujamaa
translates to “cooperative economics” and encourages African Americans to collectively
establish and support their own businesses in an effort to establish economic self-sufficiency. Nia
translates to “purpose” and encourages African Americans to use their historical and cultural
identity to build, develop, and defend their legacy as the “fathers and mothers” of humanity and
human civilization. Kuumba translates to “creativity” and encourages African Americans to do
everything in their power to collectively leave their community more beautiful and beneficial
than they inherited it. Imani translates to “faith” and encourages African Americans to possess a
“profound and enduring” (Karenga, 1998, p. 65) belief in the righteousness and victory of their
collective struggle while paying homage to parents, teachers, and leaders.
Kwanzaa originated from the communitarian African philosophy of Kawaida (Karenga,
1998). Defined as a dynamic synthesis of “…the best African thought and practice in constant
exchange with the world” (Karenga, 1998, p. 35), Kawaida provided the theoretical basis for the
assertion that values and tradition are central to the liberation and development of African
Americans (Asante & Mazama, 2005; Johnson, 2001; Karenga, 1998). According to Karenga
(2020), solutions to the liberatory struggles of African Americas are ascertained through the
continual process of inquiring about the “enduring concerns of the African and human
community” (Karenga, 2020, para. 1). Within the framework of Kawaida, culture is the source of
diasporan identity, purpose and direction (Karenga, 2020).
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As a cultural synthesis of continental African and diasporan elements (Karenga, 1998),
Kwanzaa was created during an era where unapologetic Black cultural expression became a
mainstream act of resistance and display of pride for the first time in American history (Franklin
& Higginbotham, 2011). Beginning in the late 1960s, for nearly two decades, the Black Power
movement served as a paradigmatic shapeshifter for Black political activism during the African
American Civil Rights Movement (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Enervated by the pace with
which the then nonviolent protest strategies effected judicial and legislative change for Black
Americans, a cadre of young Black activists emerged to reject the notion of integration and
alternatively asserted that Black self-determination, self-reliance, and economic self-sufficiency
were the keys to Black liberation (Cokley & Garba, 2018; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011;
Karenga, 1988; 2014).
According to Franklin and Higginbotham (2011), there was a necessary, and noteworthy,
distinction between the two Black power ideologies of Black revolutionary nationalism and
cultural nationalism. Unlike Black revolutionary nationalism, Black cultural nationalism did not
advocate for the adoption of Marxist ideals as the philosophical basis of African American
liberation (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). Black cultural nationalism, best represented by the
philosophy of Kawaida and the celebration of Kwanzaa, was created to promote cultural
exploration and political transformation within the Black liberation struggle (Karenga, 1966,
1998, 2014). Called “pork chop nationalists” by the late Black Panther leader Huey P. Newton,
young Black cultural nationalists desirous of a cultural rebirth were inspired by indigenous Black
culture as chronicled by Black nationalist Harold Cruse in his controversial 1967 publication
Crisis of the Negro Intellectual (Joseph, 2003).
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With the emergence of Black cultural nationalism came the rise of Black cultural
expression and other forms of Africanity (Asante, 2003; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). In
describing the ideological foundations of the Black pride movement, Mary Vargas (2009)
succinctly summarized how fashion and politics were used to communicate meaningful
liberatory messages to the rest of the world. Vargas (2009) wrote:
Black activists and supporters, to express their solidarity and support of this movement,
adorned symbolic clothing, accessories, and hairstyles. Politics and fashion were fused
during this time and the use of these symbolic fashion statements sent a clear message to
America and the rest of the world that African Americans were proud of their heritage,
that Black was indeed beautiful and that it was important to embrace ones [sic] African
identity. (p. 95)
Colorful West African dashikis became increasingly popular and were worn to protests. Soon,
dashikis made of Ghanaian Kente cloth served as activism wear and later became an African
American fashion statement (Joseph, 2003; Vargas, 2009). Accompanying the dashiki was the
iconic natural unisex hairstyle called the afro. While members of the Black Panther Party, too,
donned their afros, they were huge critics of the commodification of Kente cloth and decided
instead to adopt their own revolutionary uniform – “black leather jacket, powder blue shirt, black
pants, black shoes, black beret, and optional black gloves” (Vargas, 2009, p. 96). Like the
dashiki and afro, the Black Panther Party’s uniform became an iconic cultural relic of the Black
liberation movement era (Ogbar, 2019). In addition to fashion, name changes and an interest in
learning and adopting the African language of Swahili were other forms of Africanity that
emerged during the time of the Black Power movement (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). The
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cultural awakening and renewal of the 1960s and 1970s also inspired a new genre of psychology
research, Black racial identity development (Cross, 1971).
Black Identity Development
One of the most heavily researched topics on the psychological experience of Black
Americans is that of racial identity (Sellers et al., 1998). Theories of racial identity development
have historically focused on how the sociopolitical construction of race dictates an individual’s
perception of themselves, the world, and opportunities to which they may or may not have access
(Burrell-Craft, 2020; Evans et al., 2010). Traditionally, racial identity theorists have taken a
broad-stroked approach to understanding the common psychological structures associated with
group identities, and unfortunately for African Americans, those theories rarely served as an
appropriate lens through which their identity development could be analyzed (Burrell-Craft,
2020; Burt & Halpin, 1998; Sellers et al., 1998). Racial identity theories centered on the Black
experience emerged toward the end of the 1960s during a time when a collective ideological shift
toward Black liberation and self-determination started (Burrell-Craft, 2020; Constantine et al.,
1998). As a result, theoretical models of Black identity development were created to explain the
evolutionary awakening of Black identity consciousness in an attempt to define what healthy
Black identity development looked like (Burrell-Craft, 2020; Constantine et al., 1998; Phipps,
2017).
Early racial identity researchers struggled with ascribing meaning and significance to the
socio-political construction of race (Sellers et al., 1998). Consequently, a large majority of the
early studies of Black identity development were designed and analyzed through the prejudicial
lens of the attending white male researcher (Burt & Halpin, 1998; Sellers et al., 1998).
Corroborating the previous assertion, Burt and Halpin (1998) highlighted that prior to 1970,
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identity development models solely “sought to explain the deficiencies inherent in the Black
‘personality’…” (p. 5). For instance, Erikson (1959) described the demeanor of Black identity as
“child like” [sic] and warned that if Jim Crow laws were abolished and access to a quality
education improved, the government would “thrust these Negroes into a dangerous and evil
identity stage” (p. 37). Familiar in Erikson’s (1959) narrative were disparaging slave-era racial
tropes and stereotypes (Burt & Halpin, 1998). When defining what positive “Negro identity” (p.
37) looked like, Erikson (1959) used descriptors such as “mild, submissive, dependent,
somewhat querulous, but always ready to serve…” (p. 37). Erikson (1959) was not the only
identity researcher, of his time, to publish racist views as facts. Burt and Haplin (1998)
exclaimed that in many cases, identity research regarding African Americans was written and
viewed “through the lens of the dominant culture” (p. 5) which led to a distorted representation
of the Black experience.
Traditional and contemporary racial identity development literature has since been
organized into two traditions: mainstream and underground (Constantine, 1998; Sellers et al.,
1998). The mainstream approach reflects the early identity development models where African
American identity was viewed in accordance with the stigmatizing beliefs held by members of
the dominant culture without any regard for the role history, racism, or a difference in culture
(Sellers et al., 1998). Constantine et al. (1998) extended Sellers et al.’s (1998) definition by
noting that within mainstream tradition, the goal is to focus strictly on the universal affective,
cognitive, and behavioral aspects of racial identity development (Asante, 2003; Mazama, 2003).
The mainstream approach ignores the nuances that exist within American society that would
otherwise dictate experiences of prejudice (Sellers et al., 1998).
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The underground approach serves as an alternative to the mainstream tradition because
its grounding acknowledgement is that historical and cultural factors exist (Constantine, 1998;
Sellers et al., 1998). In essence, the underground approach emphasizes the cultural and historical
factors associated with the African American experience (Gaines & Reed, 1998). More
specifically, Gaines and Reed (1994, 1995) deemed race-based oppression too significant a
factor to disregard in identity studies, particularly as the racial prejudice endured by African
Americans is a byproduct of America’s history of chattel slavery. In addition to the institution of
slavery, Helms (1990) offered that Reconstruction, the African American Civil Rights
Movement, and Black Power movement each significantly impacted the collective identity of
African Americans.
Black Identity Development Theoretical Models
The initial Black identity models (Cross, 1971; Helms, 1984; Jackson, 1975; Thomas,
1971) focused on the affective, cognitive, and behavioral aspects of navigating American society
as a Black person and were arranged using sequential stages (Constantine et al., 1998). Due to
the uniqueness of the African American experience, using a mainstream approach did not
effectively capture the essence of Black identity development (Gaines & Reed, 1994, 1995;
Sellers et al., 1998); and therefore, in 1980, African American social scientists began publishing
underground Black identity development models that were grounded in the Black cultural
experience (Baldwin, 1984; Milliones, 1980; Parham, 1989). W.E.B. Du Bois (1903) discussed
nuances of the African American self-concept, and his work served as a philosophical basis for
many of the newly formed models (Burt & Halpin, 1998; Sellers et al., 1998).
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Cross’ Model of Nigrescence
Many models of Black racial identity development exist; however, Cross’ (1971, 1991)
seminal model of nigrescence is the most popular model of Black racial identity and has played a
significant role in African American racial identity research over the last 50 years (Burrell-Craft,
2020; Constantine et al., 1998; Helms, 1990; Sellers et al., 1998; Worrell et al., 2001). Despite
the revision of the nigrescence theory (Cross, 1971, 1991), researchers continue to demonstrate a
preference for the original iteration due to its association with a scale of measurement (Simmons
et al., 2008; Vandiver et al., 2002; Worrell et al., 2004). Nigrescence, a French terminology for
“turning Black” (Vandiver et al., 2001, p. 166), is the process through which African Americans
come to accept and affirm their identity as Black within an American context (Cross, 1971;
Tatum, 2003; Vandiver, 2001). The original model was classified as a mainstream approach and
consisted of the following five stages: Pre-Encounter, Encounter, Immersion-Emersion,
Internalization, and Internalization-Commitment. Particularly with the Pre-Encounter stage,
Cross (1971) assumed every Black person possessed self-hatred, low esteem, an impaired
personality, and poor mental health functioning (Vandiver, 2001). Additionally, Cross (1971)
also adopted the viewpoint of previous identity researchers, such as Gordon Allport (1954), who
maintained that African Americans were forced to devalue themselves as a result of racist
environmental interactions (Sellers et al., 1998).
In the 1991 revision, Cross (1991) made a total of five changes to the original
nigrescence theory (Vandiver, 2001). The revised model maintained the ideas originally
expressed in the original five stages; however, changes were made to the Pre-Encounter and
Internalization stages (Cross, 1991; Vandiver, 2001). Cross (1991) also provided an explanation
differentiating reference group orientation from personal identity and explained a Black
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person’s self-concept is composed of both a reference group orientation and personal identity.
Reference group orientation refers to the behavior of positioning oneself within a social group
and serves as the crux of nigrescence theory (Vandiver 2001; Vandiver et al., 2002). Vandiver et
al. (2002) explained, “social membership is based on variables such as race, gender, sexual
orientation, religion, disability, and so forth…” (p. 72) and also highlighted that an individual
could belong to more than one social group at a time. Personal identity reflects the general
personality traits or features that make up a person’s personality (Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver et
al., 2002).
In the Pre-Encounter stage, Cross (1991) replaced the term “pro-white” with “race
salience” and also unveiled two new Pre-Encounter identities: Pre-Encounter Assimilation and
Pre-Encounter Anti-Black. Pre-Encounter Assimilation describes the adoption of a pro-American
identity and Pre-Encounter Anti-Black measures the valence of anti-Black sentiments held by a
person (Cross, 1991; Vandiver, 2001). As explained Vandiver (2001), “miseducation and selfhatred” (p. 168) constitute the grounds for an anti-Black identity formation. Ultimately, the
revisions made to the Pre-Encounter stage of nigrescence led to a refined explanation of the
relationship that exists between self-esteem and racial identity (Vandiver, 2001).
The next set of changes Cross (1991) proposed were for the Immersion-Emersion stage
of nigrescence. In the revised model, Cross (1991) introduced the concepts of “Weusi pride,
Weusi self-acceptance” (p. 210), and “Weusi anxiety” (p. 205) to represent the presence of Black
Nationalist sentimentality or discomfort. Cross (1991) also denoted that in the revised model, the
pro-Black and anti-white aspects of Immersion were no longer synonymous realities as
proclaimed in the original nigrescence model. A person can identify as either as pro-Black, anti-
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white or both (Cross, 1991; Vandiver, 2001). The last set of revisions were made to the
Internalization stages of the original model.
In the revised model, the Internalization-Commitment stage, formerly the fifth and final
stage of nigrescence, was dissolved and collapsed into the Internalization stage (Cross, 1991).
Cross’ (1991) revised model of nigrescence now consists of a total of four stages with the final
stage being Internalization. Within this stage, Cross (1991) identified three new identities to
which self-acceptance are attributable: Black Nationalist, Biculturalist, and Multiculturalist. The
Black nationalist’s only salient identity is “being Black”; the biculturalist incorporates a sense of
Blackness with a sense of Americanness; and the multiculturalist uses three or more reference
group orientations to construct their identity (Vandiver, 2001).
Cross’ (1971,1991) models are operationalized by two instruments. The original
nigrescence model was operationalized by Parham and Helms (1981) in the creation of the 50item Racial Identity Attitudes Scale (RIAS) that measured attitudes regarding self-concept, Black
Americans, and white Americans. In response to the changes made in the revised model, the
Cross Racial Identity Scale (CRIS; Vandiver et al., 2001) was created to empirically measure
nigrescence according to the newest theory.
Cross’ (1971, 1991) model of nigrescence, though the most popular, has received
criticism from researchers. In explaining Black identity development, Tatum (2003) argued the
process of racial identity development is “not so much linear as circular” (p. 83). Cross’ (1971,
1991) models displayed identity development as a step-by-step linear progression while Tatum
(2003) used the metaphor of a spiral staircase. Constantine et al. (1998) also critiqued the stage
format and suggested such a format generalizes Black identity and “conceptualize[s] Black
culture as representing a situational way of reacting to oppression, as opposed to a coherent and
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enduring system of African and Black American cultural practices” (p. 98). Cokley (2002)
critiqued the CRIS and deemed it “problematic” (p. 481) that the word Afrocentric was used as a
CRIS variable without ever being formally defined. According to Cokley (2002), “…because the
word Afrocentric is never defined… the individual completing the scale is left to define for himor herself what Afrocentric means” (p. 481). The lack of a definition in this instance could
invalidate obtained data due to the lack of consistency in understanding (Cokley, 2002). Lastly,
the lack of reliable and valid instruments to empirically measure the Cross’ (1971,1991) theory
(Worrell et al., 2001) is a lasting critique of this model. Scales exist to operationalize the Cross’
(1971, 1991) theory of nigrescence; yet, issues of time, reliability (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1999),
validity, and scoring have affected each of them (Worrell et al., 2001).
Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity
Unlike Cross’ (1971, 1991) model of nigrescence, the Multidimensional Model of Racial
Identity (MMRI; Sellers et al., 1998) was created to integrate prominent mainstream approaches
with underground approaches that were sensitive to the cultural and historical experiences of
African Americans (Sellers et al., 1998). The MMRI model views identity as intersectional and,
in many respects, dynamic (Sellers et al., 1998). The MMRI is powered by four assumptions: (1)
Racial identity in African Americans has dynamic and stable properties. The dynamic properties
are susceptible to contextual cues and the stable properties allow researchers to assess the
differences between the research driven and individual-derived meaningfulness; (2) individuals
have a number of different identities that are hierarchically arranged; (3) “an individual’s
perception of their racial identity is the most valid indicator of their identity” (Sellers et al., 1998,
p. 23); and (4) “the MMRI is primarily concerned with the status of an individual’s racial
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identity as opposed to its development” (Sellers et al., 1998, p. 24), especially as it relates to
linear developmental sequences.
In response to two-thirds of extant racial and ethnic identity research theories lacking a
working definition of racial identity (Phinney, 1990), Sellers et al. (1998) defined African
American racial identity in the MMRI as the “significance and qualitative meaning that
individuals attribute to their membership within the Black racial group within their selfconcepts” (p. 23). Sellers et al. (1998) also identified four dimensions of racial identity: racial
salience, racial centrality, racial regard, and racial ideology. Each dimension functions as a
simplified representation of how racial identity is manifested in behavior and thought (Sellers et
al., 1998). In order to most effectively use the MMRI model, Sellers et al. (1998) encouraged
researchers to choose the dimension that best aligns with the goals of their research.
Racial salience is defined as “the extent to which one’s race is a relevant part of one’s
self-concept at a particular moment or in a particular situation” (p. 24). Racial centrality “refers
to the extent to which a person normatively defines himself or herself with regard to race” (p.
25). Sellers et al. (1998) contended racial salience and centrality measure the significance
individuals assign to race while defining themselves. They also added that these two dimensions
capture the “texture and richness” (p. 25) associated with the heterogeneous nature of African
American racial identity development experiences. In contrast with racial centrality, racial
salience functions as the “mediating process between the more stable characteristics of identity
and the way individuals construe and behave in specific situations” (p. 25). Racial centrality,
however, is characterized as “relatively stable” (p. 25) across situations.
Racial regard “refers to a person’s affective and evaluative judgement of her or his race
in terms of positive-negative valence” (p. 26) and, as a dimension of the MMRI, consists of a
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public and private component. Public regard correlates with an individual’s perception of the
positive or negative attributions others have ascribed to African Americans, and private regard
correlates with the extent to which an individual feels positively or negatively about their own
identity as an African American and how they feel about fellow African (Sellers et al., 1998).
Racial ideology, the last dimension, represents how an individual feels African
Americans should behave and operate in society. Sellers et al. (1998) divided this final
dimension into four ideological philosophies: nationalist, oppressed minority, assimilation, and
humanist. Nationalist ideology “stresses the uniqueness of being Black” (p. 27) and “posits that
African Americans should be in control of their own destiny with minimal input from other
groups” (p. 27). Oppressed minority ideology “emphasizes the similarities between the
oppression that African Americans face and that of other groups” (p. 27). The assimilationist
ideology is “characterized by an emphasis on the similarities between African Americans and the
rest of American society” (p. 28). In accordance with this definition, an assimilationist is a
person who desires to enter mainstream society as much as possible. Lastly, the humanist
ideology “emphasizes the similarities among all humans” (p. 28) and is personified through
individuals who refuse to employ distinguishing characteristics as a means of classifying people.
Humanists “emphasize the moral detriments of oppression” (p. 28) and concern themselves with
global issues such as food insecurity, environment conservation, and world peace.
The MMRI is operationalized by the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity
(MIBI) which is comprised of three scales that measure the centrality, ideology, and regard
dimensions (Sellers et al., 1998) and six subscales that measure the four racial ideological
philosophies and the two components of regard. The MIBI’s validity and reliability has been
tested and preliminarily verified by studies (Baber, 2012; Cokley & Helm, 2001; Sellers et al.,
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1997; Simmons et al., 2008; Vandiver et al., 2009). The primary critique of the instrument is that
the MIBI does not reflect the MMRI (Vandiver et al., 2009). Cokley and Helm (2001) suggested
that the MIBI be revisited so “researchers can know confidently what it is measuring” (p. 93).
Race-Related Traumatology
Race-based experiences serve as a key source of stress for African Americans (Griffin &
Armstead, 2020). African American resiliency has yet to absolve Black Americans from
experiencing the mental and physical ailments linked to chronic stress and prolonged, continual
coping (Brondolo et al., 2009; Mosley et al., 2020; Griffin & Armstead, 2020; Williams, 2018).
For 50 years, scholars have documented the effects of intergenerational trauma transmission
within other historically oppressed groups (Danieli, 1998; Shabad, 1993); however, studies
accessing the traumatic effects of having to endure centuries of race-related maltreatment have
less frequently focused on African Americans (DeGruy, 2009; Ortega-Williams et al., 2021).
Despite this fact, research and counter narratives regarding the traumatic effects experienced by
African Americans have been presented in the literature by Cross (1998), DeGruy (2009), and
others.
Trauma
Merriam-Webster (n.d.) defined trauma as “a disordered psychic or behavioral state
resulting from severe mental or emotional stress…” (1b) or “an emotional upset” (1c). In the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5; American Psychiatric
Association [APA], 2013) disorders attributable to traumatic or stressful event exposure are
outlined in the “Trauma- and Stressor-Related Disorders” section. Also, in the DSM-5’s (APA,
2013) criterion for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), trauma is described as the “exposure
to actual or threatened death, serious injury, or sexual violence” (APA, p. 271), and
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circumstances under which an individual must experience said exposure to death, injury or
sexual violence are described. The individual must (1) be directly exposed to the traumatic
event(s); (2) witness, in person, the event(s) as it occurred to others; (3) learn that a violent or
accidental event(s) occurred to a close family member or close friend; and (4) be exposed
repeatedly or with a frequency considered “extreme” (APA, 2013, p. 271). Most notably,
particularly as it relates to this study’s topic and the current relevancy of social media (Ahlers,
2006; Aral & Zhao, 2019; Ferrara & Yang, 2015), the DSM-5 (APA, 2013) provided the noted
exclusion of any exposure to trauma through “electronic media, television, movies, or
pictures…” (APA, 2013, p. 271). Plainly, the APA (2013) resolved that trauma cannot be
experienced through electronic media, to include social media, television, movies, or pictures.
Individual trauma, as defined by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) (2019), is:
An event, series of events, or set of circumstances that is experienced by an individual as
physically or emotionally harmful or life threatening and that has lasting adverse effects
on the individual’s functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual wellbeing. (para.1)
Unlike the broad explanation provided by the DSM-5 (APA, 2013), SAMHSA (2014) identified
two forms of trauma along with the various events that might constitute exposure. Briere and
Scott (2015) argued the DSM-5 (APA, 2013) was too limiting in their definition of trauma.
SAMHSA (2016) agreed with this critique by adding that qualifiers such as exposure to death,
injury, or sexual violence “need not occur for people to perceive an event as traumatic” (p. 2).
Trauma is subjective and can vary by individual or group (Briere & Scott, 2015;
SAMHSA, 2014). Pretraumatic factors (APA, 2013), the temperamental, environmental,
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genetic, or physiological conditions of which an individual could predisposed, or victim
variables (Briere & Scott, 2015), those person-specific aspects that were in place prior to the
occurrence of the relevant trauma, can intensify the trauma experienced by victims. Some
examples of pretraumatic factors would be emotional problems diagnosed by age 6, previously
diagnosed mental disorders, lower socioeconomic status (SES), lower education, childhood
adversity, minority racial or ethnic status, female gender, and a family history of psychiatric
illness (APA, 2013). Similarly, Briere and Scott’s (2015) list of victim variables included female
gender, age, race, previous psychological or psychiatric diagnoses, low SES, and family history
of psychopathology. Unique to Briere and Scott’s (2015) list of victim variables were inadequate
coping skills, previous trauma experienced regardless of age, a hyperreactive or dysfunctional
nervous system, family disfunction, and the presence of great distress at the time of traumatic
exposure. For marginalized and minoritized groups in America, race is often the variable,
amongst many possible intersections, that defines and magnifies events that might otherwise be
solely considered unlawful (Carter et al., 2019; Krueger et al., 2021; Pickett, 2020; Williams,
2018).
Race
As recent as 2019, research showed that a correlation exists between the frequency with
which African American adolescents view traumatic events online, such as race-related police
killings, and their high levels of depressive or PTSD symptoms (Tynes et al., 2019). According
to the DSM-5 (APA, 2013), “race is a culturally constructed category of identity that divides
humanity into groups based on a variety of superficial physical traits attributed to some
hypothetical intrinsic, biological characteristics” (p. 749). Though a social construction, race is
also a psychosocial stressor that “supports racial ideologies, racism, discrimination, and social
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exclusion…” (APA, 2013, p. 749) and has been used since 1619 to justify the enslavement of
millions of Africans during the trans-Atlantic slave trade (Allen & Perry, 2012; DeGruy, 2009;
Lebron et al., 2015). Within sociological and psychological literature, empirical studies have
cited that race-related stressors exacerbate existing psychopathologies experienced by members
of America’s racialized minority groups (APA, 2013; Griffin & Armstead, 2019; Williams,
2018). Sibrava et al. (2019) found both racial and ethnic discrimination plays an important role
in the development of chronic cases of PTSD in African American adults. Tynes et al. (2019)
maintained researchers have focused on the traumatic effects of natural disasters or large-scale
traumatic events such as the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 (DeGruy, 2009) but have
noticeably neglected to explore the intersectional realities of race and trauma.
Multigenerational Effect of Trauma Across Various Survivor Populations
The historical and conceptual foundations of transgenerational and intergenerational
trauma are rooted in over 50 years of research (Danieli, 1998). According to Danieli (1998),
“multigenerational transmission of trauma is an integral part of human history” (p. 2) and can
occur via word of mouth, writing, mannerisms, and intentional avoidance in the form of silence.
Studies seeking to understand the effects of traumatic stress and the intergenerational
transmission of trauma began in 1966 by clinicians researching children of Nazi Holocaust
survivors (Danieli, 1998; Rakoff, 1966). The earlier research on the “second generation”
(Danieli, 1998, p. 3) of Jewish survivors laid the foundation for the DSM-5 disorder now known
as PTSD (APA, 1980, 2013; Danieli, 1998). Since 1980, systematic investigations have taken
place to explore the intergenerational transmission of trauma in the spouses and children of war
combat veterans (Bernstein, 1998; Lindt, 1998; Rosenheck & Fontana, 1998); Japanese survivors
of the 1945 atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki (Nagata, 1998; Tatara, 1998);
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Armenian survivors of the World War I-era Turkish genocide (Kupelian et al., 1998); African
and global communities following South Africa’s apartheid (Simpson, 1998); North America’s
native descendants (Duran et al., 1998; Gagné, 1998); Aboriginal Australians (Raphael et al.,
1998); and most recently, American descendants of enslaved Africans (Cross, 1998; DeGruy,
2009).
Post-Traumatic Slave Syndrome
DeGruy (2009) contended the effects of 402 years of “trauma and dehumanization” (p.
112) are observable in the present-day lived experiences of African Americans and can be
attributed to Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS). PTSS is defined as:
a condition that exists when a population has experienced multigenerational trauma
resulting from centuries of slavery and continues to experience oppression and
institutionalized racism today. Added to this condition is a belief (real or imagined) that
the benefits of the society in which they live are not accessible to them. (DeGruy, 2009,
pp. 190-191)
DeGruy (2009) described PTSS as a condition and a syndrome – the sum of two compounding
circumstances: (a) “multigenerational trauma and continued oppression” and (b) “a real or
imagined lack of access” (p. 191) to societal benefits. When asked to identify the effects to
which she has ascribed the psychosocial theory of PTSS, DeGruy (2009) explained the “legacy
of trauma” (p. 185) is observed in the shared behaviors and beliefs of African Americans. These
shared behaviors and beliefs once served as necessary tools of survival but exist in the present as
barriers that hinder collective progression and “undermine our ability to be successful” (DeGruy,
2009, p. 185). Due to the impossibility of there being a single pattern of behavior, DeGruy
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(2009) arranged patterns of behavior into three categories: Vacant Esteem, Ever Present Anger,
and Racist Socialization.
Vacant Esteem
For an individual, vacant esteem is “not a measurement of one’s actual worth” (p. 197)
but is instead the belief that they possess little or no worth in accordance with the beliefs held by
the dominant society, their immediate community, or family (DeGruy, 2009). According to
DeGruy (2009), a person’s worth is determined by the degree to which an individual contributes
to society spiritually, intellectually, emotionally, and materially (p. 194). Additionally, vacant
esteem should not be used synonymously with self-confidence or self-efficacy (DeGruy, 2009).
As a symptom of PTSS, these beliefs are passed down generationally through traditional, longstanding community standards and values, child-rearing practices, laws, education and banking
institutions, and the media (DeGruy, 2009). For example, the classic philosophical discourse
between W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington regarding African American educational
and professional attainment was a community-level belief that, for generations, colored
perceptions of achievement for African Americans (Du Bois, 1903).
Ever Present Anger
Of the three PTSS behavior patterns, ever-present anger is one of the most distinct
(DeGruy, 2009). Ever-present anger is described as the “…wellspring of anger that lies just
below the surface of many African Americans” (DeGruy, 2009, p. 249); an emotion that can be
easily triggered by seemingly innocuous incidents that quickly become “dangerous for no
apparent or rational reason” (DeGruy, 2009, p. 245). This anger, according to Samuels (n.d., as
cited in DeGruy, 2009), is usually a response generated out of fear of failure or powerlessness
felt when opportunities of advancement are blocked despite an individual’s qualifications or
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exceptional task performance and completion. Most notably, the anger often juxtaposed with
contemporary Black Americans was originally modeled by violent white imperialists beginning
in the 17th century. To this end, DeGruy (2009) stated that:
Slavery was an inherently angry and violent process. White people modeled anger and
violence in every aspect of enslavement. Individuals were forcibly captured, chained, and
regularly beaten into submission over hundreds of years. Any group of people living
under such harsh conditions would eventually learn the ways of their captors. Thus,
Africans learned that anger and violence were key ingredients necessary to insuring [sic]
that their needs were met. (p. 250)
Though chattel slavery was abolished in 1865, America’s public policies, criminal justice
system, and cultural norms continue to disenfranchise, victimize, and oppress African Americans
in 2021.
Despite historic and present-day inequities that uphold white supremacy while relegating
Black Americans into permanent positions of inferiority, African Americans still find ways to
survive within the United States’ racist society (Ashley, 2014; DeGruy, 2009; Griffin &
Armstead, 2019; Parry, 2021). Racist propaganda, such as the insidious pseudoscientific theories
of the genetic inferiority of Africans or the fictious stereotypes characterizing Black men as
indolent or Black women as angry, that have been used throughout history to excuse the violent,
hateful, and barbaric behaviors of white planters, politicians, academics, philosophers, and
former American presidents, still proliferates through American society today (Ashley, 2014;
Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Grier & Cobbs, 1968). Such fictitious portrayals serve as
barriers to equity in educational opportunities, healthcare, wealth-building, and criminal justice
for Black Americans (DeGruy, 2009). According to Ashley (2014), anger, bitterness, hostility,
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and rage are each reflective of “survival skills” (p. 28) or coping mechanisms that African
American men and women have had to employ in the face of the “trifecta of oppression” (p. 28)
– social, economic, and political oppression.
Racist Socialization
Racist socialization is the process by which African Americans have been taught that any
semblance of whiteness is superior, desirable, and correct while Blackness is inferior,
undesirable, and incorrect (DeGruy, 2009). By adopting the “slave master’s value system”
(DeGruy, 2009, p. 254), generations of African Americans have internalized and passed down
the racist, anti-Black beliefs white Americans have long used to victimize them for centuries.
According to DeGruy (2009), Black Americans demonstrate the performative and psychological
effects of racial socialization in a number of ways. Many African Americans have participated in
a process of acculturation by accommodating white prejudices through their adherence to
respectability politics and other forms of white-washing (DeGruy, 2009; Harris, 2014; Lee &
Hicken, 2016; Pitcan et al., 2018). Racial socialization can be evidenced by (a) assessing the
history of the Black aesthetic, particularly the relationship Black women have had with their hair
(Essien & Wood, 2020; Orey & Zhang, 2019; Tate, 2007) and the prejudiced intragroup
discrimination caused by colorism (Oh et al., 2021; Reece, 2020, 2021); (b) the prioritization of
Black male physicality and athleticism over intellectualism (Sailes & Allen, 2014; Sigleman,
1998); and (c) the glamorization of the inner-city struggle or “thug life” (DeGruy, 2009, p. 255)
versus possessing a preoccupation with educational attainment akin to that of generations past
when ancestors and elders fervently sought opportunities to obtain formalized education (Cokley,
2003).
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Africultural Coping
The enduring system of oppression in the United States has caused African Americans to
experience daily acts of invalidation and discrimination (Feagin & Ducey, 2018; Kirkinis et al.,
2018; Solorzano et al., 2000). The “multifaceted systemic structure” (Griffin & Armstead, 2019,
p. 610) of racism continues to affect Black Americans financially, educationally, physiologically,
mentally, and environmentally (Brondolo et al., 2009; Greer & Chwalisz, 2007; Griffin &
Armstead, 2019; Kirkinis et al., 2018; Harrell, 2000; Parry, 2021). As a result of the constant
exposure to instances of individual, institutional, and cultural racism, African Americans have
been forced to cope with a variety of psychological and practical challenges associated with
racism-related stress and trauma (Griffin & Armstead, 2019; Harrell, 2000; Kirkinis et al., 2018;
Lewis-Coles & Constantine, 2006; Utsey et al., 2000b).
Racism-related stress and trauma involves transactions that threaten the wellbeing of
targeted individuals or groups (Harrell, 2000; Lewis-Coles & Constantine, 2006). According to
Griffin and Armstead (2019), continual experiences of racial stress are associated with both
short- and long- term health risks. As a means of survival, racially-subordinate victims employ
strategies to manage the onslaught of stress. In terms of managing stress, coping becomes the
process through which victimized individuals seek relief from the stressor (Griffin & Armstead,
2019; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Lewis-Coles & Constantine, 2006). Coping, as defined by
Lazarus and Folkman (1984), refers to the “constantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts
to manage specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the
resources of the person” (p. 141). Griffin and Armstead (2019) provided a contemporary
adaptation of this definition by defining coping as “a process that unfolds in the context of a
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situation or condition that is appraised as personally significant and as taxing or exceeding the
individual’s resources for defense” (p. 610).
Africentric Coping Systems Inventory
Over the last six decades, Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) transactional model of coping
served as a seminal model for stress and coping research; however, the model neglected to
consider specific cultural elements that would adequately assess African American coping
behaviors (Greer, 2007; Greer & Chwalisz, 2007; Utsey et al., 2000a). As with the majority of
social science literature published by Western scholars (Seth, 2014), each traditional measure of
coping responses (Amirkhan, 1990; Carver et al., 1989; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Tobin et al.,
1989) possessed a deep Eurocentric bias that prevented transferability to non-white populations
of people (Utsey et al., 2000b). In response to the lack of culture-specific coping models
specifically designed to explore African American coping strategies, Utsey et al. (2000a)
developed the Africultural Coping Systems Inventory (ACSI).
The ACSI is an Afrocentric 30-item psychometric instrument created to measure the
culture-specific coping strategies used by African Americans in stressful situations (Utsey et al.,
2000a). While instances exist where African Americans may display coping responses congruent
with the problem- or emotional-focused coping functions proposed by Lazarus and Folkman
(1984), culturally, that dichotomous nature of the transactional model is structurally unable to
evaluate African-centered values, attitudes, and customs (Greer, 2007; Lewis-Coles &
Constantine, 2006; Utsey et al., 2000a). As noted by Utsey et al. (2000a), many West African
spiritual beliefs and sacred practices have been preserved since the time of the Maafa despite
African Americans existing in completely different environmental, economic, and sociopolitical
conditions than their African ancestors. Citing Jackson (1982), Utsey et al. (2000) furthered the
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assertion that any serious efforts to study African American behavior must be grounded within a
West African context. Through the conceptual lens of Afrocentricity, coping is viewed as the
effort expended “… to maintain a sense of harmony and balance within the physical,
metaphysical, collective/communal, and the spiritual/psychological realms of existence” (Utsey
et al., 2000a, p. 197).
The ACSI postulates that Africultural coping consists of four primary dimensions:
cognitive/emotional debriefing, spiritual-centered coping, collective coping, and ritual-centered
coping (Utsey et al., 2000a). Cognitive/emotional debriefing refers to the African American
process of employing “adaptive reactions” (Lewis-Coles & Constantine, 2006, p. 435) to manage
or regulate stressful situations. Spiritual-centered coping refers to the metaphysical coping
behaviors that are rooted in spirituality, an inherent aspect of African culture (Asante, 2008).
Collective coping is underscored by the African philosophy of Ubuntu which posits that “I am
because we are and since we are, therefore, I am” (Mbiti, 1963, p. 106). According to Utsey et al.
(2000a), African American coping efforts to not occur in isolation. Collective coping
acknowledges the propensity of African Americans to seek refuge from stressful situations
within kinship or other community groups. Ritual-centered coping refers to the use of rituals,
such as burning a candle or incense for strength or guidance, to manage stressful situations
(Utsey el al., 2000a).
The ACSI has been used in several studies seeking to understand the Africentric coping
behaviors of Black adolescents (Constantine et al., 2002; Jackson, 2008), Black adults (LewisColes & Constantine, 2006), Black women (Watson-Singleton et al., 2020), Black college
students (Garvin, 2020; Morrison & Hopkins, 2018; Sarpong, 2020; Shahid et al., 2017), Black
young adults aged 18-35 (Farrow, 2019), and African descent populations (Utsey et al., 2004).
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Though four studies are listed regarding the ACSI being used to understand the coping behaviors
of African American college student, no studies exist where the model has been applied
specifically to junior college students for the purposes of understanding the behaviors of college
persistence.
African American Student Motivation
According to Hattie et al. (2020), motivation is “fundamental to human agency and
volitional behavior” (p. 1) and functions as the complex interplay of internal and external factors
that determine human behavior (Trenshaw et al., 2016). Ryan and Deci (2017) also defined
motivation when they asserted that motivation “concerns what moves people to action” and
focuses on what “energizes and gives direction to behavior” (p. 13). A plethora of human
motivation theories exist to explain why individuals engage, act, and invest in their choices
(Trenshaw et al., 2016). Of those theories, several have been utilized to explain the achievement
motivations of African American college students and debunk racist tropes, such as Black antiintellectualism (Cokley, 2003). As Cokley (2003) stated, “the perception that African Americans
do not value education is paradoxical and historically shortsighted…” (p. 524). The African
American fight for equal access to educational opportunities and resources has been an arduous
one. In many instances, unsung martyrs sacrificed their lives to ensure that future generations of
African Americans could have the rightful access to quality educational institutions and their
corresponding credentials (Bullock, 1967; Cokley, 2003; Du Bois, 1973; Lovett, 2011). If the
myth of anti-intellectualism were true, Black people would not be attending college or choosing
to attain graduate degrees (Cokley, 2003). The National Center for Education Statistics (2021)
reported there was a total of 2.1 million Black students enrolled at degree-granting postsecondary institutions around the nation in the Fall of 2019.
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Although thousands of educational topics have been researched regarding teaching and
learning at every level of American education, few topics have received more attention than that
of the academic achievement gap that exists between African American students and their white
counterparts (Eller & DiPrete, 2018; Chapman-Hilliard et al., 2016; Cokley, 2003; Reardon,
2016). Historically, researchers interested in student achievement motivation framed their
inquiry using a deficit approach which consequentially led to the broadening of representation
inequities within social science literature (Dudley-Marling, 2007; Harper, 2010; Valencia, 1997;
Venzant Chambers & Spikes, 2016). While deficit posturing still occurs in modern-day
achievement motivation research, scholars conscientious of the lack of strengths-based studies
pertaining to African American student motivation and academic self-concept have attempted fill
that void by using frameworks such as attribution theory (Graham & Weiner, 1996; Weiner,
1986) and self-determination theory (SDT) (Deci & Ryan, 1991) to explain outcomes and
occurrences.
Attribution theory (Graham & Weiner, 1996) provides the framework through which
certain outcomes of human behavior are made attributable to causal determinants. According to
Graham and Weiner (1996), attribution theory has been thoroughly examined in the achievement
domain where causalities of success and failure are the focus of the study; however, Graham
(1991) later determined that attribution research regarding African Americans “does not fit
neatly” (p. 6) into Weiner’s (1986) model. A review of African American achievement
motivation literature, framed by attribution theory revealed claims that African American
students lack an achievement-oriented personality are not substantiated by empirical research,
and the assumption that poor academic achievement validates the myth that Black identity exists
as a self-denigrating construct characterized by low self-esteem, an impaired personality, and
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poor mental health (Constantine et al., 1998; Vandiver, 2001) is untrue (Cokley, 2003; Graham,
1994).
Per Cokley’s (2003) assertion, “evidence shows that, in spite of poor academic
achievement and economic disadvantage, African American students maintain a relatively high
self-concept of ability and expectations of future success” (p. 531). Similarly to Cokley’s (2003)
and Graham’s (1994) findings regarding the unsubstantiated link between poor academic
performance and low African American self-concept, Van Laar (2000) also found that African
American students maintained high self-esteem despite poor academic performance due to them
attributing less than desirable outcomes to external causes such as anti-Black discrimination. By
blaming external causes that are usually systemic and beyond their control, Black college
students “disassociate their self-esteem from various achievement outcomes such as grade point
average” (Cokley, 2003, p. 532) and therefore, do not view such outcomes as measures of their
value or potential. Further, due to factors such as stronger psychosocial adjustment (Banks &
Dohy, 2019; Fleming, 1984; Ross et al., 2016), the racial composition of a collegiate campus
(Briscoe, 2021; Cabrera et al., 2016; Gusa, 2010; Ohito & Brown, 2021), and student-faculty
relationships (Cokley, 2000; Cokley, 2003; Griffin, 2006; Reeder & Schmitt, 2013), African
American students matriculating at Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) may
be more motivated to persist to graduation than their peers attending PWIs (Bernard et al., 2020;
Cokley, 2003; Hamilton, 2009; Reeder & Schmitt, 2013).
Non-attributional in approach, SDT (Deci & Ryan, 1991), unlike attributional theory
(Graham & Weiner, 1996), is a framework that focuses on the “locus of causality” (p. 327) or the
source of motivation. In making a distinction between SDT and other theories of motivation,
Deci et al. (1991) explained that SDT extended previous models of motivation by focusing on
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further classifying efficacious behaviors beyond the labels of “intentional” or “motivated” (p.
326). According to Deci et al. (1991), intentional behavior is either self-determined or controlled.
Self-determination measures the extent to which an individual’s motivated actions are entirely
volitional and “endorsed by one’s sense of self” (Deci et al., 1991, p. 326). Self-determination is
also concerned with the regulatory process of choice that functions as a continuum between
autonomy and control (Deci et al., 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2017). Cokley (2003) explained that
autonomous behavior is inherently intrinsic because it originates from the self and is free of
external influence. Alternatively, controlled behavior is inherently extrinsic because it originates
outside of the self and is influenced by external factors (Cokley, 2003, p. 534). Deci et al. (1991)
identified four types of extrinsic motivation regulation: external, introjected, identified, and
integrated.
SDT has been applied to education research and as a result, certain components of the
theory have been adapted accordingly. Ryan and Desi (2017) outlined three types of intrinsic
academic motivation: intrinsic motivation to know, intrinsic motivation to accomplish, and
intrinsic motivation to experience. Intrinsic motivation to know refers to “engaging in behavior
for the gratification one gets from learning something new” (Cokley, 2003, p. 535; Ryan & Desi,
2017). Intrinsic motivation to accomplish refers to the process of engaging in behavior “for the
enjoyment one experiences when accomplishing something” (Cokley, 2003, p.535), and the third
type, intrinsic motivation to experience, refers to the process of “engaging in behavior for the
sensory arousal one gets from learning” (Cokley, 2003, p. 535). Much like intrinsic motivation,
Ryan and Deci (2017) also defined four types of extrinsic academic motivation: identified
regulation, introjected regulation, external regulation, and integrated regulation. Identified
regulation refers to the process of “engaging in behavior because it is valued and internalized”
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and introjected regulation refers to behaviors that are the result of “internalized rules or demands
to behave in a certain way” (Cokley, 2003, p. 535). The third type of extrinsic academic
motivation, external regulation, describes the motivation to behave in a certain manner due to an
“expected reward or the threat of punishment” (Cokley, 2003, p. 535). Of the other two types,
external regulation is the least self-determined (Cokley, 2003). Integrated regulation is
considered by Deci et al. (1991) to be the “most developmentally advanced form of extrinsic
motivation” (p. 330) because it contains qualities of autonomous self-regulation. Integrated
regulations represent the behaviors that occur as the result of a task or activity being “personally
important for a valued outcome” (Deci et al., 1991, p. 330).
A review of African American achievement motivation literature revealed the limited
amount of available studies that explain the relationship between motivation, academic
achievement, and racial identity (Martin, 2012). Additionally, the void became more prominent
when seeking studies framed using SDT (Ryan & Dei, 2017). For the studies that have been
published, no delineation was made between the mainstream lived experiences of white
Americans and their non-white counterparts, despite documented cultural differences (Goldman
et al., 2017). As Martin (2012) stated, “motivational factors seem to be particularly neglected…
research has failed to address way in which the motivational needs of African American college
students may be met” (p. 24).
Cokley (2003) integrated attribution and self-determination models of motivation in
search of a comprehensive understanding of African American college student motivation.
Cokley’s (2003) study revealed that despite having lower GPAs, Black students at PWIs reported
having higher extrinsic motivation and self-esteem than their white counterparts. Self-esteem and
GPA were the strongest predictors of academic concept amongst Black collegiate students, but
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the two variables shared no relationship. Cokley (2003) found Black collegians maintained high
self-esteem despite the status of their GPA and were not intrinsically motivated “to know” (Desi
et al., 1991) or learn information just for learning’s sake. Intrinsic motivation possessed no
relationship with academic self-concept but instead possessed a strong relatedness to self-esteem.
Black collegians indeed find intrinsic motivation important; however, their motivation lacks
resemblance with that often found with white collegians. In his discussion notes, Cokley (2003)
referenced this finding and the impact it could have on explaining why professors, particularly
those who teach at PWIs, perceive that African American students are anti-intellectual. He
stated:
In an academic setting where teachers are likely to make judgements about students
based on their perceptions of students’ level of intrinsic motivation, African American
students with a high academic self-concept that is not contingent on high intrinsic
motivation may come across as overly confident, not serious about school, and ultimately
anti-intellectual. (Cokley, 2003, p. 551)
Cokley (2003) also found that school type was related to African American student motivation
and that faculty encouragement could strongly predict academic self-concept.
African Americans in Higher Education
Prior to the Civil War, only three institutes existed for the purposes of educating
freedmen: Cheyney, Lincoln, and Wilberforce (Lovett, 2015). Founded by northern religious
groups with anti-slavery ideologies, HBCUs became the primary focus of the budding
abolitionist movement and were viewed as a “liberating force” of goodwill (Lovett, 2015, p. 4).
Cheyney College, located in Pennsylvania, was identified as the first HBCU. Cheyney was
founded in 1837 by Quakers seeking to assemble a cadre of Black teachers formally trained in
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the fields of mechanics, trade, and agriculture (Lovett, 2015). At the same time, the possibility of
Black people lawfully receiving a formal education ignited white opposition in the South and led
to anti-Black violence at the hands of white vigilante groups in the South. According to Lovett
(2015), in 1837, a Nashville, Tennessee freedman and entrepreneur named Alphonso Sumner
was nearly whipped to death and forced into exile after being accused of operating a school for
enslaved persons. The ideological differences between the Quakers, clergymen, and white
philanthropist of the North and the white ruling class of the South could not have been more
antagonistic.
In 1854, Lincoln Institute was established by Pennsylvania Presbyterians who extolled
that it was the first institution to provide African American male youth with “a higher education
of arts and sciences” (Lovett, 2015, p. 12). The Presbyterians believed that college-educated
African Americans would effectively advance their missionary agenda by spreading the gospel to
their kinship and peer groups. Lastly, in 1856, Wilberforce Institute was founded by the
Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC). The MEC collaborated with the African Methodist
Episcopal Church to fund Wilberforce Institute’s operations. Following the establishment of
these three antebellum higher education institutions, HBCUs, both public and private, were
created to instruct students in morality, religion, respect of human rights, service, and technical
skills (Lovett, 2015). In 2021, there are currently 102 surviving HBCUs (NCES, 2021).
Historic Legislation
As with other aspects of the collective lived experience descendants of enslaved Africans
in the United States have endured, the plight to ensure “liberty and justice for all” (Bellamy,
1953) was a long, storied one (Bell, 2008; Miller, 1966; Nieman, 1994). Beginning in the early
1930s, African American civil rights attorneys established a long-range legal strategy to upend
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the segregationist laws of the South by ensuring that overt laws of discrimination and inequity
were nullified federally and at the state level (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011). In their book,
Franklin and Higginbotham (2011) credited the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People’s (NAACP) legal team for the numerous legal victories won on behalf of African
Americans in the early 20th Century. The historians wrote:
The NAACP legal team of Charles Houston, Thurgood Marshall, Robert L. Carter, and
other black attorneys fought case by case in the courts for voting rights, equalizing
teacher salaries, integrating higher education and interstate public transportation,
employment equality, and equal access to housing. (Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011, p.
502)
Numerous were the racial discrimination lawsuits filed against public higher education
institutions by African American graduate-level students for either admissions into an academic
program or equal access to the same educational resources afforded white students attending the
same school (Bullock, 1967; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Stefkovich & Leas, 1994).
According to Stefkovich and Leas (1994), “the American judiciary has struggled with
issues of segregation and desegregation in higher education” (p. 406) for well over a century.
The chronological timeline of the legal history of higher education desegregation efforts can be
arranged into three time periods within the late 19th century and early to middle 20th century
(Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). The earliest time period of desegregation litigation can be
characterized by cases that focused on how public institutions continued to embrace de jure
segregation despite the equal protections guaranteed to African Americans by the 14 th
Amendment of the United States Constitution (Bullock, 1967). A case characteristic of this time
period of litigation was Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada (1938). In this case, Lloyd Gaines, a
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Lincoln University graduate and aspiring attorney, applied for admission into the University of
Missouri Law School and was denied because he was Black (Bullock, 1967; Missouri ex rel.
Gaines v. Canada, 1938; Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). State-level statutes that proscribed the
segregation of public facilities were used as legal justification for denying Gaines admission into
the law school (Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 1938). When Gaines petitioned the denial, the
president of the university referenced Section 9622 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri (1929),
which outlined a state-funded tuition program for African Americans who sought to take a
course or pursue scholastic interests not offered at the “institution maintained by the State of
Missouri for the higher education of negroes” (Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 1938, p. 342)
– Lincoln University.
Before the circuit court of Missouri, Gaines and his legal team argued that the
university’s denial of admission was in violation of his 14th Amendment rights and hoped that a
favorable verdict would allow him immediate admission into the law school (Stefkovich & Leas,
1994). When the circuit court held that the University of Missouri was not in violation of the 14th
Amendment, Gaines appealed to the Supreme Court of Missouri where the decision of the lower
court was affirmed (Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 1938; Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). On
October 10, 1938, the Supreme Court of the United States revived the case when it granted a writ
of certiorari for further review. Two months later, on December 12, 1938, Chief Justice Hughes
and his court held that the University of Missouri’s decision to deny admissions on the grounds
of race was unconstitutional (Bullock, 1967). Additionally, the Court determined that the statefunded tuition program was insufficient and that “the provision for the payment of tuition fees in
another state does not remove the discrimination” (Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 1938, p.
348). The Court concluded its opinion with the assertion that the state of Missouri was “bound to
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furnish him, within its borders, facilities for legal education substantially equal to those which
the State there afforded for persons of the white race…” (Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada,
1938, p. 351). The Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada (1938) decision ushered in a new era of
civil rights litigation which sought to end the “separate but equal” doctrine established by Plessy
v. Ferguson (1896).
The next higher education case to gain national attention was Sipuel v. Board of Regents
of the University of Oklahoma (1948). Similar to Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada (1938),
Sipuel v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma (1948) was a law school admissions
case where a woman, Ada Sipuel, was denied admission on the basis of race (Bullock, 1967;
Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). Two years later, the second time period of higher education
desegregation litigation began with the Supreme Court hearing two cases: Sweatt v. Painter
(1950) and McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents (1950).
In the case of Sweatt v. Painter (1950), a Black man, Herman Sweatt, sought admission
into the University of Texas Law School and was denied because of his race. At the time, the
state of Texas prohibited African Americans from attending law school at any state-funded
college or university (Sweatt v. Painter, 1950). Referencing Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada
(1938), a trial court of Texas determined that Sweatt did not receive equal protection as
guaranteed by the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and ordered that a law school for
“negroes” be established by the state (Sweatt v. Painter, 1950). Determined not to admit Sweatt
to the University of Texas Law School, the trial court required Sweatt to wait for the law school
intended for African Americans to be built (Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). Once built, Sweatt
refused to enroll in the new law school because of the lack of equal facilities and resources
(Bullock, 1967; Stefkovich & Leas, 1994; Sweatt v. Painter, 1950). In 1949, the Supreme Court
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granted a writ of certiorari “because of the manifest importance of the constitutional issues
involved” (p. 632). Contained in Sweatt’s arguments were details highlighting the differences
between the facilities, faculties, course offerings, and student populations available at the
University of Texas and the new law school for Negroes. The case syllabus reads:
The University of Texas Law School, from which petitioner was excluded, was staffed by
a faculty of sixteen full-time and three part-time professors, some of whom are nationally
recognized authorities in their field. Its student body numbered 850. The library
contained over 65,000 volumes. Among the other facilities available to the students were
a law review, moot court facilities, scholarship funds, and Order of the Coif affiliation.
The school's alumni occupy the most distinguished positions in the private practice of the
law and in the public life of the State. It may properly be considered one of the nation's
ranking law schools.
The law school for Negroes which was to have opened in February 1947, would
have had no independent faculty or library. The teaching was to be carried on by four
members of the University of Texas Law School faculty, who were to maintain their
offices at the University of Texas while teaching at both institutions. Few of the 10,000
volumes ordered for the library had arrived, nor was there any full-time librarian. The
school lacked accreditation. (Sweatt v. Painter, 1950, pp. 632-633)
After comparing the two institutions, the Court could not find “substantial equality” (Sweatt v.
Painter, 1950, p. 633) in the educational resources offered to the state’s white and Black law
students. Consequently, the Court held that in accordance with the 14th Amendment, Sweatt had
to be admitted to the University of Texas Law School. Additionally, for the first time, the
Supreme Court addressed the issue of individualized preference by acknowledging that it would
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be “difficult to believe” (Sweatt v. Painter, 1950, p. 634) that if given the option, a person would
choose to attend the new negro law school (Stefkovich & Leas, 1994; Sweatt v. Painter, 1950)
over the University of Texas Law School.
McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents (1950), like Sweatt v. Painter (1950), focused on
the desegregation of graduate and professional education programs (Stefkovich & Leas, 1994).
For this case, McLaurin’s victories were twofold. In the initial lawsuit, McLaurin sought
admission into University of Oklahoma’s Doctor of Education program and was denied entry
because of his race (McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 1950; Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). At
the time, it was a misdemeanor for anyone to “maintain or operate, teach, or attend a school at
which both whites and Negroes are enrolled or taught” (McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents,
1950, p. 638). After hearing the case, the District Court held that it was unconstitutional to deny
McLaurin admission into the graduate program solely because of his race and ordered that the
legislators amend the existing statutes to permit racial integration at the state’s higher education
institutions (McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 1950).
Once McLaurin was admitted into the University of Oklahoma’s doctoral program, he
was spatially segregated from the white students. According to the McLaurin v. Oklahoma State
Regents (1950) syllabus, in accordance with the state’s statutory directive that mandated Black
students receive their education on a “segregated basis” (p. 639), McLaurin was required to: (a)
sit at designated desks in an adjoining classroom when attending classes, (b) sit on the mezzanine
level when visiting the library, (c) sit a designated table within the school’s dining hall, and (d)
eat at a different time than the white students. In order to remove these conditions, McLaurin
petitioned the district court once more and it was determined that the school did not violate the
14th Amendment (McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 1950; Stefkovich & Leas, 1994). An
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appeal followed and the Supreme Court accepted the case to determine “whether a state may,
after admitting a student to graduate instruction in its state university, afford him different
treatment from other students solely because of his race” (McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents,
1950, p. 638). The Court unanimously determined that the separations imposed by the state of
Oklahoma and the University of Oklahoma were “merely nominal” (p. 641) and unconstitutional.
In its opinion, the Supreme Court acknowledged the harmful effects of separatist policies and
provided the following closing remarks:
Our society grows increasingly complex, and our need for trained leaders increases
correspondingly. Appellant's case represents, perhaps, the epitome of that need, for he is
attempting to obtain an advanced degree in education, to become, by definition, a leader
and trainer of others. Those who will come under his guidance and influence must be
directly affected by the education he receives. Their own education and development will
necessarily suffer to the extent that his training is unequal to that of his classmates. Stateimposed restrictions which produce such inequalities cannot be sustained. (McLaurin v.
Oklahoma State Regents, 1950, p. 641)
Despite offering an opinion that suggested that educational inequalities could not be sustained,
the Court never mentioned overturning the decision that established the separate but equal
doctrine, Plessy v. Ferguson (1896).
Brown v. Board of Education
For African Americans, the landmark Supreme Court decision of Brown v. Board of
Education (1954) served as a long-awaited victory within the legislative landscape of America’s
segregated institutions (Bell, 2008; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Purdy, 2018; Reardon &
Owens 2014). Fifty-eight years prior to the Brown (1954) decision, another landmark Supreme
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Court decision, Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), upheld the constitutionality of state-mandated
segregation laws that allowed discrimination to persist on the basis of white and Black
Americans receiving separate but allegedly equal accommodations (Bell, 2008; Franklin &
Higginbotham, 2011). While Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) began as a legal repercussion that
stemmed from a passenger train incident in the state of Louisiana, it quickly became a decision
that not only solidified the codification of racial distinctions between white and Black citizens
within America’s legal systems also served as the impetus through which systems of racial
apartheid, such as Jim Crow, became a mainstay in the southern states.
Brown v. Board of Education (1954) was a consolidation of four different cases that each
sought to challenge the widespread belief that public schools operating on a racially segregated
basis were not in violation of the equal protection clause guaranteed by the 14th Amendment
(Bell, 2008). According to Bell (2008), prior to Brown v. Board of Education (1954), the
Supreme Court struck down cases that advocated for provisions that “failed to provide equal
education of blacks” (p. 86). Conversely, on several occasions, the Court refused to provide an
opinion on whether or not segregation was an unconstitutional practice (Bell, 2008; McLaurin v.
Oklahoma State Regents, 1950; Sweatt v. Painter, 1950).
After the initial Brown (1954) decision, many southern states refused to comply with the
ruling of the Court (Bullock, 1967; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011; Reardon & Owens, 2014).
There were intentional efforts made by state governors and legislatures to thwart any efforts to
desegregate public schools. For example, in the state of Georgia, Governor Herman Talmadge
(1954), a staunch segregationist and business owner, expressed the following sentiments in direct
opposition to the Supreme Court’s 1954 ruling:
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The U.S. Supreme Court by its decision today has reduced our Constitution to a mere
scrap of paper…There is no constitutional provision, statute or precedent to support the
position the court has taken. It has swept aside 88 years of sound judicial precedent,
repudiated the greatest legal minds of our age and lowered itself to the level of common
politics. It has attempted in one stroke to strike the 10th Amendment from the
Constitution and to set the stage for the development of an all-powerful federal
bureaucracy in Washington which can regulate the lives of all the citizens in the minutest
detail.
The people of Georgia believe in, adhere to and will fight for their rights under
the United States and Georgia Constitutions to manage their own affairs. They cannot and
they will not accept a bald political decree without basis in law or practicality which
overturns their accepted pattern of life. The court has thrown down the gauntlet before
those who believe the Constitution means what it says when it reserves to the individual
states the right to regulate their own internal affairs. Georgians accept the challenge and
will not tolerate the mixing of the races in the public schools or any of its public taxsupported institutions. The fact that the high tribunal has seen fit to proclaim its views on
sociology as law will not make any difference.
If adjustments in our laws and procedures are necessary, they will be made. In the
meantime, all Georgians will follow their pursuits by separate paths and in accepted
fashion. The U.S. and Georgia Constitutions have not been changed. The Georgia
Constitution provides for separation of the races. It will be upheld.
As governor and chairman of the State Commission on Education I am
summoning that body into immediate session to map a program to insure continued and
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permanent segregation of the races. I urge all Georgians to remain calm and resist any
attempt to arouse fear or hysteria. The full powers of my office are ready to see that the
laws of our state are enforced impartially and without violence. I was elected governor of
Georgia on the solemn promise to maintain our accepted way of life. So long as I hold
this office it shall be done. (p. 3)
Governor Talmadge’s words were a mere reflection of the deep-seated commitment many white
southerners had to the racist ideals that protected their self-interests and institutions of Black
subordination (Bell, 2008; Franklin & Higginbotham, 2011).
In addition to the defiance displayed by Georgia’s governor, other states around the
nation also experienced instances of white discontent in reaction to the Brown (1954) decision
(Bullock, 1967). There were violent white rebellions in cities such as Baltimore, Maryland;
Milford, Delaware; Sturgis, Kentucky; Mansfield, Texas; Clinton, Tennessee; and most notably,
Little Rock, Arkansas (Bullock, 1967). In parts of the Deep South, several states legislatures
passed laws in an attempt to avoid compliance with the Court’s order. For example, former
slave-holding states Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia each enacted pupil placement laws that required white and
Black students to be subjectively assigned to schools within local districts on the basis of
psychological aptitude or perceived competence (Bullock, 1967). Additionally, some pupil
placement laws allowed local school officials to disperse the populations of “negro” children
throughout their districts and in some instances, throughout the state, without regard to location
of residency (1967). According to Bullock (1967), these laws were enacted to for three reasons:
(1) “to make it necessary for Negroes to sue each school board and superintendent and thereby
diffuse the impact of litigation aimed at desegregating the schools”, (2) “to make it possible for
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desegregated schools to disappear for want of white students”, and (3) “to make it possible for
superintendents caught under the force of a court mandate to exclude Negro pupils from allwhite schools on spurious grounds that were not susceptible to clear validation” (p. 258).
In continued attempts to maintain their “accepted way of life” (Talmadge, 1954, p. 3),
Georgia made it a felonious crime, worthy of two years jail time, to spend tax dollars for schools
that were integrated (Bullock, 1967). Other states established fiscal penalties for any school
official or school district that attempted to comply with the Brown (1954) desegregation
directive; and rather boldly, a few governors were willing to abolish their state’s public school
system to keep Black students from attending school with their white children (Bullock, 1967).
White resistance to the Brown (1954) decision underscored the fact that the Supreme Court did
not include in the decision any instructions, or mandates, for an expeditious implementation
(Bell, 2008; Bullock; 1967; Miller; 1966).
In 1955, the Supreme Court reconvened for the purposes of outlining rules for how states
should roll out their school integration plans (Bell, 2008; Brown v. Board of Education II, 1955).
Ultimately, in Brown II (1955), the Court held that: (1) school authorities had the responsibility
of implementing the constitutional mandate in a “systemic and effective manner” (Brown v.
Board of Education II, 1955, p. 295); (2) implementation of the year-old constitutional mandate
was to occur “with all deliberate speed” (p. 301); and (3) district courts were responsible for
overseeing future cases that resulted from the ruling (Brown v. Board of Education II, 1955).
Discourse within existing literature elucidate feelings of aggravation and dissatisfaction with the
Court’s lukewarm time mandate of “with all deliberate speed” (p. 301) amongst former civil
rights attorneys, historians, and pro-integration activists (Bell, 2008; Bullock, 1967; Miller,
1966; Reardon & Owens, 2014). As lawyer-historian Loren Miller (1966) stated in his critique of
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both Brown (1954,1955) decisions, “the harsh truth is that the first Brown decision was a great
decision; the second Brown decision was a great mistake” (p. 351).
Brown’s (1954, 1955) Impact on Higher Education. Although Brown v. Board of
Education (1954) and Brown v. Board of Education II (1955) were an amalgamation of four
secondary school cases, these landmark decisions had a profound impact on higher education
(Bullock, 1967). Prior to Brown v. Board of Education (1954), the NAACP’s legal strategy
amassed great success within the professional and graduate school sector of higher education
(Bell, 2008; McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 1950; Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada,
1938; Sweatt v. Painter, 1950; Sipuel v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma);
however, undergraduate programs had yet to be targeted (Bullock, 1967). Without the need for
litigation, some institutions in Delaware, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Texas desegregated their
undergraduate divisions prior to the 1954 Brown decision but the majority of desegregations
occurred between 1954 and 1964 (Bullock, 1967).
Beginning in 1961, Meredith v. Fair, 313 F.2d 534 (1962) gained national attention when
James Meredith sought undergraduate admission into the University of Mississippi. Mississippi,
along with Alabama, Florida, Georgia and South Carolina, was one of the last states to
desegregate public colleges and universities (Bullock, 1967; Crusto, 1989). Defying precedential
Supreme Court decisions and the shifting tide of integration within educational institutions, the
University of Mississippi, with the support of then Governor Ross Barnett, refused to admit
Meredith despite the court order from the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals (Meredith v. Fair, 313
F.2d 534, 1962). Meredith v. Fair, 313 F.2d 534 (1962) illustrated the stubborn nature of
segregationists who were determined, by any means necessary, to maintain oppressive systems
of white supremacy and protect traditions of the antebellum South (Crusto, 1989). At the time of
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Meredith v. Fair, 313 F.2d 534 (1962), African Americans amassed approximately 30 years of
sustained court litigations in a campaign to desegregate schools and ensure equal educational
access as guaranteed by the United States Constitution (Bullock, 1967).
Civil Rights Act of 1964
A rebirth of the repealed Civil Rights Act of 1875, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 served as
the beginning of federal legislation designed to make things fairer for African Americans and
those individuals living with exceptional circumstances in the United States (Bell, 2008). Under
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, equal protection of the laws addressed acts of discrimination that
occurred on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin. In 1972, Title IV was amended
to add “sex” to several statutory sections (Back, 2020; United States Department of Justice,
2020). The titles of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 provided equal protection for a range of social
justice issues to include: discriminatory voting procedures (Title I), discrimination in service or
access to commercial business establishments (Title II), the desegregation of public facilities and
schools (Titles III & IV), race discrimination in federally funded programs (Title VI), and
discrimination in employment (Title VII) (Back, 2020). Provisions for federal oversight and
enforcement were also included in the act – a key difference from previously attempted civil
rights legislation (Back, 2020). The two titles that were inextricably linked to granting African
Americans access to public, predominantly white colleges and universities are Title III and Title
IV.
Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was the equal protection clause that outlawed
legalized de jure discrimination and segregation in public facilities. Public facilities, as defined
within the legislation, included parks, libraries, auditoriums, prisons, and state or locally owned
and operated facilities (Civil Rights Act, 1964). Back (2020) noted the key difference in Title II
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and Title III lies in Title III’s “operation and enforcement” (p. 26). Title II focused on statutory
protections, while Title III ensured the enforcement of constitutional protections against state
actors (Civil Rights Act, 1964; Back, 2020). Prior to 1964, “the Supreme Court and lower courts
had already held that racial segregation in a state or local government-owned or operated
facility…violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment” (Back, 2020, pp.
27-28); however, for the common citizen who could not afford to seek justice with their own
resources, Title III allowed the Attorney General of the United States to file on their behalf.
Title IV of the 1964 Civil Rights Act addressed the federal government’s enforcement of
the Equal Protection Clause within the context of public education (Back, 2020). Specifically,
Title IV enforces equal protections related to de jure segregation, and according to § 2000c(b),
desegregation is not defined by the “assignment of students to public schools in order to
overcome racial imbalance”. In 42 U.S.C. § 2000c(c), the criteria for a public school or college
designation are as follows:
‘public school’ means any elementary or secondary educational institution, and ‘public
college’ means any institution of higher education or any technical or vocational school
above the secondary school level, provided that such public school or public college is
operated by a State, subdivision of a State, or governmental agency within a State, or
operated wholly or predominantly from or through the use of governmental funds or
property, or funds or property derived from a governmental source. (Civil Rights Act,
1964)
A decade after the landmark decision of Brown v. Board of Education (1954), several southern
states had yet to eradicate their bifurcated public-school systems where a separate set of
elementary, secondary, and post-secondary schools existed for Black and white students (Back,
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2020). Back (2020) reported that even though many school districts throughout the country had
implemented integration plans by late 1963, the number of segregated schools still in operation
mirrored the amount recorded in 1959.
Title IV allows the US Attorney General to authorize litigation for instances of
discrimination against minors at public schools and individuals seeking post-secondary education
at a public college or university (Civil Rights Act, 1964). In particular, 42 U.S.C. § 2000c-6
institutes that “…being deprived by a school board of the equal protection of the laws” (42
U.S.C. § 2000c-6(a)1) or being “denied admission to or not permitted to continue in attendance
at a public college by reason of race, color, religion, sex or national origin” (42 U.S.C. § 2000c6(a)2) are grounds upon with a citizen could file a complaint. In the years following 1964, the
enforcement actions of the Department of Justice and the Department of Education were
solicited by African American citizens, as states, but mainly Southern states, moved to integrate
schools – a cultural departure from the foundational white Southerners’ belief of race-based
separation (Frankenburg et al., 2017; Hersch & Shinall, 2015; Orfield, 1969). Some scholars,
especially those who have analyzed the title’s legacy over the last half century, have critiqued it
as ineffective in swiftly ushering in an era of school desegregation (Hersch & Shinall, 2015). In
addition to that critique, Reardon et al. (2011) asserted that without continued court oversight,
legislation prescribing the desegregation of school systems became less effective over time.
Despite court-ordered desegregation plans, some elementary and secondary schools remained
segregated well into the 1990s (Hersch & Shinall, 2015).
Civil Rights Act (1964) Impact on Higher Education. The 1964 Civil Rights Act was
responsible for the “whitening” (Henry & Closson, 2010, p. 13) of state-operated HBCUs across
the nation (Lovett, 2011). Purposed to outlaw discrimination and the state-sanctioned segregation
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of Black and white Americans, the Civil Rights Act (1964) made it illegal to deny African
Americans entry into white colleges, but it also allowed white citizens to attend historically
Black colleges (McEwen et al., 1990). Prior to America’s desegregation of higher education
institutions, 95% of African American college-aged students attended HBCUs (Lovett, 2015). In
the years immediately following 1964, HBCU enrollment numbers rapidly declined, financial
challenges became commonplace, and once-viable educational institutions were inevitably
forced to close their doors. In Fall 2018, a total of 291,767 students were enrolled at a HBCU
(NCES, 2019) and of that amount, 23% of the students were non-Black.
Higher Education Act of 1965
The Higher Education Act (HEA) was signed into law in 1965 during President Lyndon
B. Johnson’s administration and, at the time, was considered by many to be “the great equalizer”
(Tierney, 2015, p. 305). As an integral piece of legislation responsible for codifying the
relationship between the federal government, colleges and universities, and prospective students,
the HEA is a product of a moment in time (Rouse, 2015; Tierney, 2015). Birthed during the time
of the Black liberation struggle and on-going activism for equality within America’s fundamental
institutions, the HEA was a legislative attempt to expand educational opportunities to historically
marginalized groups and low-income Americans (Tierney, 2015). According to Tierney (2015),
the HEA sought to “increase the economic and social well-being of the country by expanding
participation in higher education” (p. 302) and the reviewed literature corroborates this assertion.
The original 1965 iteration of the HEA consisted of six titles and currently, there are
eight (HEA, 1965; 2008). Arguably, much of the HEA’s success can be credited to Title IV – the
prominent provision that created and currently maintains the federal government’s financial aid
system (Hegji, 2018; Rouse, 2015). Due to Title IV, additional services and funding supports
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were made available to prospective, less-advantaged students who demonstrated significant
financial need (Hegji, 2018). Titles III and IV sustain initiatives designed to benefit African
American students and the institutions that have historically served them. HEA Title III and Title
IV have: (1) sustained initiatives such as the Strengthening Predominantly Black Institutions
Program, (2) authorized assistance to HBCUs and Historically Black Graduate Institutions, (3)
authorized the HBCU Capital Financing Program, and (4) authorized six separate discretionary
grant programs known as the TRIO programs (Hegji, 2018, Higher Education Act, 2008).
Though the HEA is supposed to be reauthorized by Congress every five years, the latest
version has not been comprehensively reauthorized since 2008 (Hegji, 2018; Rouse, 2015;
Tierney, 2015). According to Tierney (2015), the inability of the modern-day Congress to agree
upon a new version of the HEA might be indicative of a gradual shift in public opinion
surrounding individual responsibility for the costs associated with post-secondary degree
attainment. He asserted that though he does not expect the legislation to be repealed, “the
country has changed, and the assumption that higher education is a public good that should be
largely funded by the federal and state governments is no longer a viable option” (Tierney, 2015,
p. 305). Comparatively, Rouse (2015) exclaimed that the HEA is a vital piece of federal
legislation that will be instrumental in providing critical and necessary support to the system of
higher education as state support for higher education “continues to wane” (p. 295).
Black Experiences at PWIs
Researchers have been writing about the higher education experiences of African
American students enrolled at PWIs since the 1970s (Patton, 2016). According to Solorazano et
al. (2000), it is imperative that researchers examine the collegiate racial climate when exploring
issues of African American persistence. Tatum (2003) corroborated this point when she
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discussed the psychological toll of attending a PWI and declared that it was critical for PWIs to
establish cultural spaces that affirm the identities of their Black students. Because incessant
exposure to anti-Black racism can lead to damaging psychological effects and racial battle
fatigue (Smith et al., 2007), institutionalized spaces of cultural support must be prioritized,
funded, and created to successfully counter anti-Blackness on predominantly white campuses
(Grier-Reed et al., 2021). Prior research has shown that African American students enrolled at
PWIs have collegiate experiences vastly different from those of both their white counterparts and
African American peers attending HBCUs (Booker, 2016). At PWIs, African American students
have reported experiencing harassment and blatant anti-Black discrimination, feelings of
alienation or exclusion, low self-esteem, microaggressions, and unsafe public spaces (Booker,
2016; Tatum, 2003). For decades anti-Blackness in American higher education has taken the
form of oppressive policies, structural violence through the lack of African American
representation on both the administrative and faculty levels, the lack of Black student support
services, and in some instances, an outright disregard for Black existence in their very white
spaces (Cabrera et al., 2016; Grier-Reed et al., 2021).
When describing and differentiating anti-Blackness in the 21st century from other
significant historical eras, Grier-Reed et al. (2021) highlighted that “verbal insults, threats, and
violence” (p. 2) were the ways in which Black students are now being assaulted on PWI
campuses. In many instances, microaggressions take the form of the verbal insults mentioned by
Grier-Reed et al. (2021). African American students have reported experiencing
microaggressions while participating in on-campus activities and in the classroom environment
(Booker, 2016; Morley, 2003; Rodgers & Summers, 2008). Microaggressions are subtle
disparaging comments that seek to undermine the performance of minority populations (Booker,
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2016; Cabrera et al., 2016; Morley, 2003; Rodgers & Summers, 2008). In the research, it was
reported that microaggressions are often associated with hostile learning environments and leave
racially minoritized students, particularly those who are African American, feeling attacked and
excluded (Booker, 2016; Cabrera et al., 2016; Morley, 2003; Rodgers & Summers, 2008). Black
collegians often endure the experience of having their scholastic acumen underestimated and
academic integrity challenged by their white professors and classmates (Tatum, 2003). Morley
(2003) reported that unlike other social categorizations such a gender or socio-economic status,
competition within the student body fall along racial and ethnic lines (p. 166).
The myth of a color-bind society reinforces white dominance on the campuses of PWIs,
and according to several studies, PWI campuses are microcosms that mimic the same racial and
socio-economic stratification that exists in American society (Booker, 2016; Gusa, 2010;
Morley, 2003; Sue, 2004; Tinto, 1993; Wang & Kennedy-Phillips, 2013). The 21st century PWI
is still structured and operated in a society that thrives off of racial stratification (Cabrera et al.,
2016). After the election of former president Barack Obama in 2007, the ostensibly white power
elites who control the government, mass media, and academy introduced the notion of postracialism in America (Bonilla-Silva, 2018; Wingfield & Feagin, 2013). Since then, critical race
theorists have sought to debunk that myth – especially in higher education (Andrews, 2021;
Cabrera, 2018; Cabrera et al., 2016; Gusa, 2010). The denial of racism is harmful, especially as
anti-Black racism, xenophobia, white nationalism, and other forms of discrimination are on the
rise globally; and the preservation these structures of white dominance and oppression serves to
further disadvantage racially minoritized Americans (Gusa, 2010; Lopez & Jean-Marie, 2021;
Sue, 2004).
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Sophomore Persistence
As colleges and universities experience an increase in student attrition during the second
year, many have turned their attention to understanding the behaviors and experiences of
sophomore students (Sterling, 2018). Vincent Tinto’s (1993) theory of student departure
identifies social and academic integration as the two distinct mediating variables between
students’ backgrounds and their decision to persist to graduation. Tinto (2015) also posited that
persistence is driven by motivation, which is the sum of self-efficacy, sense of belonging, and
perceptions of the curriculum. Conversely, Brower (1992) asserted that enrollment is not
sustained by mere integration but rather through integration that aligns with a student’s personal
goals called life tasks. For many collegiate sophomores, life planning and academic goal setting
comes with a level of responsibility and accountability that was not required during their
freshman year (Kiser & Price, 2007-2008; Lipka, 2006; Sterling, 2018; Tobolowsky, 2008).
Consequently, that newfound responsibility often sends students into a downward spiral and in
persistence literature, that downward spiral has been coined the sophomore slump (Morley, 2003;
Sterling, 2018; Vuong, Brown-Welty & Tracz, 2010).
Sophomore slump was coined by Freedman (1956) in his seminal article “The Passage
Through College”. In that article, Freedman (1956) characterized the phenomenon as an
experience of “inertia or disorganization” (p. 22) and determined that the slump was more
probable during the second semester of the freshman year than during the sophomore year.
Though many scholars would eventually argue that Freedman (1956) was incorrect in his
assertion regarding the sophomore slump, the terminology shaped a new sector of retention
literature and eventually served as the subject of scholastic inquiry.
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Since Freedman’s (1956) study, the phenomenon of the sophomore slump has been
defined in various ways (Kennedy & Upcraft, 2010). For instance, Furr and Gannaway (1982)
defined the sophomore slump as a “…period of confusion and uncertainty that occurs during the
sophomore year” (p. 340). Lemons and Richmond (1987) similarly described the phenomenon as
“a period of developmental confusion” (p. 18). Vuong et al. (2010) used to the terminology
“sophomore slump” to define the adjustment stressors experienced by students during their
second year of college (p. 51), and Sterling (2018) identified the sophomore slump as the leading
cause of attrition in the sophomore year. Studies of sophomore persistence indicated that there
are several factors unique to the sophomore experience and those commonalities are sense of
purpose, major program selection (Gohn et al., 2001), identity development, academic goal
setting, belonging (De Sisto et al., 2021), and autonomy (Sterling, 2018; Vuong et al., 2010;
Rodgers & Summers, 2008). It is not clear, however, that this conclusion applies to Black
sophomores who attend a public PWI and identify as Afrocentric.
Theoretical Framework
As Glass and Rud (2012) stated, “the U.S. Population is growing browner” (p. 99).
Higher education persistence and racially minoritized student success literature must reflect this
demographic shift. Educational discourse is enriched, and bodies of literature become more
reflective of the diversity of Americans’ experiences when African American students are
allowed to speak from their own experiences, culture, and location in history (Karenga, 2003).
This section of the literature review includes a discussion of the theoretical models selected to
frame this study. The theories to be discussed are Guiffrida’s (2006) Cultural-Motivational
Theory and the Nguzo Saba (Johnson, 2001; Karenga, 1998) adapted into a student development
model for African American college students.
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Guiffrida’s (2006) Cultural-Motivational Theory
Derived from Tinto’s (1993) theory of student departure, Guiffrida’s (2006) Model of
Cultural Advancement integrated motivational and cultural orientations into Tinto’s (1993) most
recent revision of his seminal theory. Guiffrida’s (2006) model also recognized the familial and
cultural connections that are often at the heart of the achievement identity of racially minoritized
college students. Guiffrida (2006) argued Tinto’s (1993) theory contained “one significant
cultural limitation” (p. 451) and cited Tinto’s (1993) suggestion that students disassociate from
past traditions and relationships for the sake of fully integrating into a post-secondary
institution’s social and academic realm. In his critique of Tinto’s (1993) model, Guiffrida (2006)
explained, “… this concept of breaking away is not applicable to minority college students
because the model was intended to describe developmental progression within a culture rather
than assimilation from one culture to another” (p. 451). He also cited extant research that
corroborated the necessity of racially minoritized college students continuing to retain and
nurture relationships with their families and cultural communities as they matriculate to degree
completion. In introducing his model, Guiffrida (2006) asserted, “…it is logical to conclude that
a cultural advancement of Tinto’s (1993) theory begins by recognizing cultural and familial
connections more prominently” (p. 452).
Guiffrida’s (2006) cultural-motivational framework was created to explain “…how
cultural norms and motivational orientations impact college student academic achievement and
persistence” (p. 453). The framework is rooted in two human motivation theories: Deci & Ryan’s
(1991) Self-Determination Theory (SDT) and Kanungo’s (1982) Job Involvement Theory (JIT).
SDT (Deci & Ryan, 1991) posited that amotivation, a condition to which Deci and Ryan (1991)
attributed to being unmotivated, occurs in the absence of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. In
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citing Reeve et al. (2004), Guiffrida (2006) noted that the most successful learning occurs when
students are motivated intrinsically. SDT, much like other theories of motivation, lacked
transferability to non-white racial or ethnic groups (Guiffrida, 2006). In order to ground the
usage of SDT (Deci & Ryan, 1991) in a critical, cross-cultural context, Guiffrida (2006) infused
cross-cultural psychology research about cultural behavioral distinctions. His review of crosscultural psychology literature revealed two behavioral distinctions to which autonomy, a basic
psychological condition and key component of intrinsic motivation, is limited or challenged:
individualism and collectivism (Guiffrida, 2006).
Citing Phinney (1996) and Triandis et al. (1998), Guiffrida (2006) explained that
individualist societies value independence, competition, emotional detachment, and the
achievement of personal goals. In contrast, collectivist societies place great value on
interdependence, in-group harmony, emotional attachment, and collective achievement. The
United States, as do most societies in the Western hemisphere, strongly trends individualist.
Non-Western cultures, such as those found in Africa, trend collectivist. Important to this research
study in particular, Guiffrida (2006) highlighted studies that documented the positive influence
collectivist values have on African Americans, particularly related to coping with racial
oppression and socio-economic challenges. Guiffrida (2006) explained individualism and
collectivism are salient to “understanding antecedents of motivation and human behavior” (p.
455) but also noted that each behavioral distinction may not manifest as a distinct construct but
rather as “orthogonal elements” (p. 455) that coexist to varying degrees. Considering
individualist and collectivist cultural norms during research on college student motivation is
necessary, especially as the country’s demographics are changing. Furthermore, Guiffrida (2003)
acknowledged that while SDT (Deci & Ryan, 1991) provided an important foundation for
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understanding student commitment, it lacked the ability to articulate the impact cultural norms
such as individualism and collectivism have on motivational orientation. To provide this
additional theoretical dimension, Guiffrida (2006) employed the Kanungo’s (1982) JIT.
In Guiffrida’s (2006) view, “Kanungo’s (1982) motivational approach to involvement
and alienation in the workforce offers a complementary motivational framework that recognizes
differences in the motivational orientations of people from collectivist and individualist
societies” (p. 456). Unlike other theorists who research human motivation and job involvement,
Kanungo (1982) argued that a person’s job involvement depends on the job’s ability to meet
their most salient intrinsic or extrinsic needs (Guiffrida, 2006). To the contrary, other theorists
have asserted that job involvement, or in the case of this study, college student persistence,
depends on the job’s ability to meet a person’s intrinsic needs. Although JIT (Kanungo, 1982)
has not been applied directly to education, Guiffrida (2006) found it useful for “discerning the
impact of cultural norms on the need-saliency patterns of underrepresented minority college
students” (p. 457).
Guiffrida’s (2006) cultural-motivational framework advanced Tinto’s (1993) theory of
student departure by: (1) inserting cultural norms and values, represented by individualism or
collectivism, as pre-entry attributes to consider; (2) inserting student intrinsic or extrinsic
motivational orientations as factors to consider in the Goals/Commitments/Motivational
Orientation column as motivation orientations are impacted by collectivist or individualist
cultural norms; and (3) adding the home social systems (i.e., parents, friends, kinship networks,
teachers, etc.) to the Experiences While at College column. According to this revision, a
student’s home social systems work in concert with social systems found at college (i.e., peers,
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faculty, staff) to “shape and fulfill students’ salient needs” (p. 460). In summation, Guiffrida
(2006) declared:
The proposed changes, therefore, allow the theory to not only recognize the impact of
motivational orientation on academic goal commitment, but to also acknowledge that
cultural norms and home and university social systems (past and present) can have
significant effects on student motivation and subsequent academic performance and
persistence decisions. (p. 460)
Johnson’s (2001) Nguzo Saba Student Development Theory
The Nguzo Saba (Karenga, 1998) was introduced earlier in this chapter as the seven core
values upon which the African American holiday of Kwanzaa is based. According to Karenga
(1998), the Nguzo Saba are the minimum set of values needed by African Americans to “rescue
and reconstruct their lives” (p. 43). In her article, Johnson (2001) argued that current models of
college student development are Eurocentric and have resulted in the dehumanization of African
American students by student affairs professionals (p. 406). It is Johnson’s (2001) assertion that
by looking at the ways in which African Americans psychologically, socially, and
philosophically views themselves and the world, higher education policy could more accurately
reflect the needs of African American students. Johnson (2001) furthered her point by stating
that the Nguzo Saba collectively described the values of African Americans in a way that no
other existing ideology or theory could. Johnson’s (2001) practical application of the Nguzo
Saba (Karenga, 1998) provided the first theoretical model of African American college student
development.
As determined by Johnson (2001), practical applications of the Nguzo Saba within the
collegiate environment are as follows: (1) Ujoma – “The principle of Umoja suggests a creation
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of programs and activities that include the family and/or community of African American
college students” (p. 417); (2) Kujichagulia – the principle of Kujichagulia encourages the
seeking of the collective African American opinion on matters that affect them within the
campus environment. Johnson (2001) also noted that in seeking the opinion of African American
students, the Euroamerican voice should be excluded from the decision making process unless
assistance is specifically requested; (3) Ujima – the principle of Ujima “suggests collaborative
problem solving; the bringing together of African American groups and/or individuals to address
a problem that may be specific to only one group or individual” (p.418); (4) Ujamaa – the
principle of Ujamaa is represented by establishing partnerships with community businesses and
organizations that donate goods and services for the benefit of African American students or the
African American community; (5) Nia – the principle of Nia “is practiced when students and
student groups understand why they are seeking their education” (p. 419). Johnson (2001) noted
Nia first occurs once those students have reconnected with African values and traditions; (6)
Kuumba – the principle of Kuumba “is best realized when African American students and
student groups are allowed to demonstrate their creativity through art performance, writing, and
other visually aesthetic means of expression” (p. 419); and (7) Imani – the principle of Imani can
be encouraged by providing a physical space for African American students to conduct oncampus nondenominational religious services led by African American clergy in a style that
reflects the African American experience. Johnson (2001) explained that in honoring African
spirituality and tradition, the opportunity to conduct religious services should be extended to all
groups, not just Christians.
Citing the research of Cross (1971, 1991), Helms (1990), and Phinney (1992), Johnson
(2001) explained the importance of Black racial identity development and described the
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implications of nigrescence on college student self-esteem. She also maintained that “for there to
be a true theory or model for African American college student development, it must be formed
in isolation from European college student development theory” (p. 408). According to Johnson
(2001), such theories had to be Afrocentric in nature.
In her article, Johnson (2001) explained the process of reconnecting and restructuring an
African worldview in African American college students through a series of four illustrations. In
the first illustration entitled “Figure 1” (p. 411), Johnson (2001) illustrated how the framework of
African American student development would have been constructed prior to European
influence. Johnson (2001) then presented a model, entitled “Figure 2” (p. 412), that illustrated
how racism, slavery, and the European worldview disrupted African educational systems and
cultural practices. In “Figure 3” (p. 413), Johnson (2001) illustrated how Afrocentrism
restructured the African worldview as a means of reconnecting African American students to
their African heritage. According to Johnson (2001), in Figure 3, “Afrocentrism penetrates the
effects of racism and slavery on the development of African American college students” (p. 411).
The fourth illustration, entitled “Figure 4” (p. 416), displays the model that represents Johnson’s
(2001) proposed student development theory. In that model, Johnson (2001) identified the Nguzo
Saba (Karenga, 1998) as the impetus through which African American students would reconnect
with their African heritage and recontextualize the effects of European imperialism through an
Afrocentric lens.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Qualitative studies designed to gather information about the matriculation experiences of
sophomore students of color are noticeably scant. Historically, the topics of collegiate freshman
and senior student success have often received more attention from researchers and practitioners
due to their direct connection to institutional enrollment and graduation rates (Gahagan &
Hunter, 2006; Hunter et al., 2010; Tobolowsky, 2008; Webb & Cotton, 2019); however, more
recent research has indicated that it is the sophomore year of college that poses the most
significant threat to student retention (Perez, 2020; Schaller, 2018; Sterling, 2018; Webb &
Cotton, 2018). The collegiate sophomore year is the academic term where the feel-good safety
nets of freshman year are no longer substantive enough to sustain matriculating students as they
encounter new and unique challenges (Perez, 2020; Sterling, 2018; Tobolowsky, 2008). In
addition, the ambiguity that surrounds the second year of undergraduate study creates an
environment of invisibility that, for vulnerable populations, could counter all retention efforts
employed during the freshman year (Hunter et al., 2010; Tobolowsky, 2008).
If the United States desires to remain competitive and innovative globally, graduating the
most marginalized student population must become a priority (Krislov, 2018; Talbert, 2012).
Racialized minorities, and those from low-income backgrounds, made up the largest share of
entering freshman classes at the majority of America’s traditional four-year colleges and
universities (Grawe, 2019). Renowned demographer and researcher William Frey (2015; 2018)
proclaimed that by midcentury, the United States will experience a white minority for the first
time since the decennial census count began in 1790 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). The projected
demographic changes indicate the need for an influx of research that lends itself to illuminating
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the various cultural frameworks through which non-whites shape their realities and live their
lives (Fox; 2020; Guiffrida, 2006; Hurtado, 1992; Kuh & Love, 2000).
The purpose of this narrative phenomenological study was to explore how Afrocentric
African American college students successfully coped with challenges experienced during their
sophomore year at a predominantly white institution (PWI) located in the southern region of the
United States. I assessed students’ perceptions of which culture-specific coping strategies they
believe helped them complete their sophomore year of college as I sought to understand how
racial and cultural identity, culture-specific coping, and motivation intersected to shape the lived
experiences of matriculating Black sophomores.
Research Questions
RQ1. How does an Afrocentric perspective inform how African American students cope
with the challenges of their sophomore year of college at a four-year southern predominantly
white institution?
a. How does an Afrocentric perspective reveal itself in the educational experiences
of African American students?
b. What coping strategies do African American sophomore students utilize as they
face challenges that threaten their persistence to junior year?
c. What motivational strategies do African American sophomore students utilize to
persist to junior year successfully?
Research Design
With a strong desire to amplify the voices and stories of Afrocentric African American
sophomore students, this qualitative research study was designed to capture a holistic account of
their experiences. Qualitative inquiry, unlike quantitative inquiry, seeks to understand how
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people interpret, construct, and attribute meaning to their experiences (Merriam & Tisdale,
2016). Guba (1978) described qualitative research as “naturalistic” and “discovery-oriented” (p.
7). Naturalistic determines that the study should take place in a real-world setting, such as a
college campus. Discovery-oriented describes research where findings are not predetermined,
and phenomena are studied without researcher control or manipulation. This study was designed
to integrate naturalistic and discovery-oriented approaches.
This study was structured using Crotty’s (1998) four elements of qualitative research. Its
phenomenological theoretical perspective was informed by a social constructivist
epistemological stance (Stetsenko & Arievitch, 1997; Vygotsky, 1934/2012, 1978) that was also
characterized by a critical ontological dimension (Kincheloe, 2011). For a critical researcher, it is
acknowledged that bias lies in the assumption that power relations advance the interests of one
group while oppressing those of other groups (Kincheloe, 2011; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). A
phenomenological narrative was employed as the methodological approach to acquire an indepth understanding of the experiences endured by this niche population of undergraduate
students. One-on-one, semi-structured interviews served as the primary research method.
Methodology
As qualitative research traditions, narrative inquiry and phenomenology are utilized to
describe the everyday world as it is immediately experienced (Finlay, 2009). The chosen
qualitative approach was selected due to the lack of published research chronicling the first-hand
experiences of second-year African American students who self-identified as Afrocentric and the
specific ways in which they coped with the challenges encountered as they persisted through
their sophomore year of college. The synthesis of two qualitative methodologies allowed me to
chronicle and capture the essence of collective and individual experiences (Clandinin &
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Connelly, 2000; Moustakas, 1994; Patterson, 2018; Polkinghorne, 1988). Through narrative
inquiry, research participants were viewed as the generators of meaning, and the natural
inclination of humans to tell stories as a means of educating themselves, and others, was
considered (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Complementary to this assertion, Atkinson (1994)
stated “people telling their own stories reveal more about their own inner lives than any other
approach could” (p. 24). Per phenomenological principles, scientific investigation is valid when
the knowledge sought is arrived at through descriptions that make possible an understanding of
meanings and essences of experiences (Moustakas, 1994).
Narrative Inquiry
Narrative inquiry allowed me to explore the meaning systems of participants
(Polkinghorne, 1988). In the case of this study, Afrocentrism is a paradigmatic meaning system
through which an understanding of sophomore undergraduate coping, motivation, and
persistence was sought. Afrocentricity is the lens through which experiences were made
meaningful for the research participants, and behavior was informed by that meaningfulness
(Polkinghorne, 1988). Narrative expression allowed the participants to give meaning to their
experiences as sophomore students who were ever aware of their racial and cultural identities
during a time when the nation was grappling with COVID-19, a public health pandemic, and the
uprisings in support of Black Lives Matter, a pandemic of social justice proportions. According
to Polkinghorne (1988), narrative expression is the scheme by which individual human actions
and events become interrelated as a means of increasing understanding and constructing
meaning. The human experience is a collection of intangible meanings and thoughts generated
within the realm of culture and personal existence. As an inquiry goes forth, it is internalized
inwardly, outwardly, backward, and forward (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994). Clandinin and
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Connelly (1994) explained this occurrence by establishing that inward refers to internal
conditions “such as feelings, hopes, aesthetic reactions, and moral dispositions”; outward refers
to the “existential conditions” such as the environment, and backward and forward both refer to
the nature of “temporality - past, present, and future” (p. 50). Their assertion is that to research
an experience, researchers must “experience an experience” simultaneously in the four ways
mentioned above by asking questions that require participants to answer questions that align with
the tetrad.
Phenomenology
Phenomenology integrated a philosophical component to this study (Heidegger,
1927/2010; Moustakas, 1994; van Manen, 1990). According to van Manen (1990),
“Phenomenology is the systematic attempt to uncover and describe the structures… of lived
experience” (p. 10). For instance, understanding what it means to be a descendant of enslaved
Africans in the present-day United States is also to understand the nuances associated with
meaning structures that have come to restrict, amplify, or discredit the origins and foundations of
anti-Black racism in America. Hermeneutic phenomenological research places the orientation of
a lived experience within the context of socio-cultural and historical traditions (van Manen,
1990). In phenomenology, the role of I is to discover the common meaning of a lived experience
shared by several individuals. In order to discover the common meaning of shared experiences, I
collected data from Afrocentric African American college students detailing how they persisted
through their sophomore year. I then developed a description of the essence of the experience for
all participants (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Moustakas (1994) corroborated this point in his
assertion that “a description consists of what they experienced and how they experienced it” (p.
75).
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Participants and Sample
Nonprobability sampling was utilized for participant selection. Nonprobability sampling,
most often referred to as purposeful sampling (Patton, 2015; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016), is a
strategy that assumes that the investigator wants to discover, understand, and gain insight from a
sample from which the most can be learned (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Information-rich cases
benefit the most from purposeful sampling; therefore, two purposeful sampling strategies were
used in this study. I elected to initiate the sampling process by utilizing criterion sampling (Miles
& Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2015). Patton (2015) defined criterion sampling as “picking all cases
that meet some criterion” (p. 405). After the initial sample of potential participants was acquired,
I used the snowball sampling strategy to gain additional participants for the study. Snowball
sampling is a strategy that involves locating a few key participants who easily meet the set
criteria established for participation in the study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). By using current
participants as instruments to locate other potential participants, I accumulated new informationrich samples (Patton, 2015).
The sample consisted of participants who (a) identified as African American or an
American descendant of enslaved Africans; (b) were 18 years of age or older; (c) were currently
matriculating at a PWI located in the southeastern portion of the country historically known as
‘The South’; (d) were classified as juniors; (e) maintained their enrollment and received credit
for classes attended during the 2019-2020 or 2020-2021 school year COVID-19 social distancing
digital learning imperative; (e) were on track to obtain their undergraduate degree within six
years of their initial enrollment date as a traditional freshman student; and (f) self-identified as
Afrocentric.
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Participants of the sample pool attended PWIs in one or more of the states referred to as
the American South (Brown & Webb, 2007), including Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida,
Tennessee, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia. According to Creswell and Poth
(2018), qualitative studies must occur in natural settings that allow the collection data within the
environment where participants experience the problem being studied. Considering the
documented history of systemic racism in the American South, this sector of the country was
identified as the desired geographical area for this study.
Subjectivity Statement
Qualitative research will never be objective, and subjectivity cannot be avoided (Creswell
& Poth, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Moustakas, 1994). Therefore, in the phenomenological
research process, I incorporated bridling and post-bridling (Dahlberg, 2006; Vagle, 2018; Vagle
et al., 2009) into the research design to account for the shortcomings of being human and
inherently subjective.
At the time of study, I was doctoral candidate who completed the required coursework
for a degree in educational leadership. I was also employed as a college student persistence
counselor who worked with students around the country as they actively worked towards
undergraduate degree attainment. The department I worked for was responsible for supporting
college students using a research-backed approach that focused on socio-emotional health,
financial acuity, academic goal setting, and aligning student passion with career options. In
addition to persistence advising, I had formerly served as a new student orientation programming
designer for a large four-year public research university, academic advisor for undergraduate
freshmen and sophomore students, and a live-in residential advisor. I graduated from a large,
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four-year, predominantly white Research I university and identify as an Afrocentric Black
woman born, raised, and formally educated in the southeastern region of the United States.
Before beginning the study, I bridled the biases mentioned above and other
preunderstandings (Stutey et al. 2020; Vagle et al., 2009), values, or experiences relevant to the
research inquiry. Dahlberg (2006) explained that the practice of bridling is a “reflective stance”
(p. 16) that provides I with the “elbow room” (p. 16) needed to understand the phenomenon of
interest and ascertain the meaning of an experience (Stutey et al., 2020). Functionally similar to
Husserl’s (1970) procedure of bracketing, bridling is an introspective process of restraining
preunderstandings (Dahlberg, 2006; Stutey et al., 2020; Vagle, 2018; Vagle et al., 2009);
however, unlike bracketing, bridling continuously takes place throughout the data collection and
analysis portions of the study (Vagle, 2018). Ultimately, the process of bridling ensures that I
maintained “a continuous openness toward their own understanding throughout the entire
research process” (Stutey et al., 2020, p. 147), allowing for the fullness of the essence of
experience to emerge from the data.
Trustworthiness
In addition to bridling, I included other verification procedures. For this study, I ensured
the credibility of all obtained data through member checking (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Member
checking, a technique Lincoln and Guba (1985) considered the “most critical” (p. 314) for
establishing validity in a study, was implemented when I provided the participants with
transcripts of their personal interview, data analysis summaries of emergent themes and codes,
and the written summary of the study’s findings and subsequent conclusion to review and verify.
I ensured data transferability by providing readers with a “rich, thick description”
(Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 263) of the study’s participants and settings. Trochim (2016) defined
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transferability as “the degree to which the results of qualitative research can be generalized or
transferred to other contexts or settings” (p. 72). Detailed descriptions regarding the participants’
life stories, sophomoric matriculation experiences, and collegiate campuses provided the reader
with both a structural and textual analysis of the phenomenon of persistence.
Elements of bias were minimized, and the study’s trustworthiness increased due to the
incorporation of reflexivity into the data collection and analysis processes. Within the literature,
reflexivity is defined as the process of self-reflection that researchers undergo to articulate the
experiences that have shaped their world views, assumptions, and theoretical positionings
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). According to Creswell and Poth (2018), qualitative writings cannot
be separated from the author. Therefore, my writing reflects their interpretations of the world as
influenced by cultural, social, and personal politics (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). For this study, I maintained a reflexive bridling journal throughout the entire research
process for the purpose of “dwelling with the phenomenon” (Dahlberg, 2006, p. 16) and
restraining pre-understandings and personal beliefs.
Dependability, the process of determining whether or not the results and conclusions of
the study match the data collected (Merriam & Tisdale, 2016), was guaranteed through obtaining
external audits of the data. Two external auditors were retained to determine the consistency and
dependability of the data collected. According to Merriam and Tisdale (2016), the study’s
dependability hinges on the premise that another researcher could replicate the study and obtain
the same results utilizing the same process.
Lastly, the confirmability of this study was established utilizing an audit trail and the
reflexive bridling journal discussed previously (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Patton, 2002). The audit
trail served as the road map by which I conducted the research process from start to finish. By
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using this document, I replicated the study and affirmed the research findings (Creswell & Poth,
2018). Though previously mentioned as an element of reflexivity, the narrations contained in my
bridling journal confirmed the study due to the introspective and chronological nature of the
document.
Data Collection
Before contacting any participants, I completed the institutional review board (IRB)
application to gain approval for the proposed study. Along with the IRB application, I also
included proposed questions for the participant questionnaire and dissertation committeeapproved interview questions. Upon receiving IRB approval, I provided all prospective
participants with two documents: an introductory letter and the Informed Consent Form. The
introductory letter generally detailed the purpose of the study and described how the data would
be used. The letter also contained information regarding the time commitment required as a
participant of the study, along with a statement assuring participants of the voluntary nature of
their participation (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The consent form contained information regarding
the potential risks and benefits of participation in the study, data storage and security, and study
participation withdrawal. All participants were assigned an alias to maintain anonymity, and any
revealing information, such as college or university attended, was redacted or assigned an alias
as well.
Data Storage and Security
According to Creswell and Poth (2018), an essential aspect of the data collection and
analysis process is the ethical manner in which researchers manage and store data. With the
increased use of internet-based technologies, sufficient data storage and security protocols were
necessary (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Data collected during this study
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was stored on a password-protected laptop and backed up using an encrypted cloud-based file
hosting and synchronization service. Files were also stored on a password-protected external
hard drive. Access to the confidential information was restricted to my Mercer University
dissertation committee members and me as we were listed on the IRB application.
With the consent of the study’s participants, I used voice or audiovisual technology to
record all interviews. Once the recordings are obtained, I personally transcribed the interviews
with the support of a web-based transcription software. After the transcriptions were completed,
I used qualitative data analysis software to create a data collection matrix (Creswell & Poth,
2018). All data recordings were stored using the aforementioned security measures until the
study was completed and the dissertation published.
Participant Interview
As a life story researcher, my primary goal was to informally elicit in-depth, open-ended
responses that were reflective of the participant’s life story (Atkinson, 1994) to align with
Seidman’s (2006) assertion that the researcher’s primary task is to “build upon and explore”
(p.15) responses received. This study’s interview process was semi-structured and consisted of
one-on-one, in-depth interviews with purposefully sampled participants and met the study’s
criteria. Interviews were conducted via the videoconferencing platform Zoom. The following
procedures were followed to gather the initial life story narrative responses upon which the
remaining phenomenological interview questions were based:
1. I contacted participants who fit the established research criteria and agreed to participate
in the study to schedule the first interview.
2. Participants chose a “distraction-free” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.165) setting suitable for
confidential conversation, and I started the Zoom interview process started after: (a)
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introducing and reviewing the purpose of the study; (b) obtaining verbal consent from the
participant; (c) reminding the participant of their right to rescind their agreement to
participate at any time; and (d) informing participants of the audio recording and secure
storage process. I also let the participant know that they would be provided with an
opportunity to review the audio transcript and findings as typically done with member
checking.
3. I started the interview and utilized the developed interview protocol as a guide. The
chosen interview questions chronologically covered the entire life span of the participant
from childhood to college-aged adulthood. Heeding the advice of Creswell and Poth
(2018), I used a voice recording phone application as a secondary data collection
instrument during the one-on-one interviews. To minimize distractions during the
interviews, I limited the number of written field notes.
4. After each interview session, I electronically transcribed and coded the recordings in
preparation for subsequent interviews.
The Life Story Interview
The first interview incorporated elements of Atkinson’s (1994) life story interview
(Atkinson, 1994) in the narrative tradition (Polkinghorne, 1988), and subsequent interviews were
conducted in the phenomenology tradition (Bevan, 2014; van Manen, 1990). According to
Robert Atkinson (1994), the life story is a “qualitative research method for gathering information
on the subjective essence of a person’s entire life” (p. 3). As a methodology, the life story
interview allowed participants to provide a subjective perspective that allowed me to learn as
much as possible about how the participant viewed their development over time (Atkinson,
1994). Appropriately, by listening to the narratives told as a part of the life story framework, I
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discovered how participants constructed their own lives (Atkinson, 1994; Clandinin & Connelly,
2000; Polkinghorne, 1988). Particularly in this study, I aimed to ascertain an understanding of
the potential role a collectivist worldview such as Afrocentrism could have had in shaping a
student’s life and subsequently their academic success identity. To this end, Atkinson (1994)
insisted that the life story interview be used as a tool for exploring how one’s cultural values and
traditions influence development across their life cycle (p. 4).
The life story interviews for this study consisted of open-ended questions and, therefore,
was conducted using a semi-structured interviewing format (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I utilized
open-ended questions because Merriam and Tisdale (2016) reported that, “less-structured
formats assume that individual responses define the world in unique ways” (p. 110). The first
interview session, largely informal in style, was guided by questions covering the entire life
course. The questions were structured within the study’s theoretical framework and aligned with
the established research questions. As suggested by Atkinson (2014), the initial questions of the
life story interview were presented in chronological order. According to Atkinson (1994), it is
typical for a life story interview to consist of at least two to three interviews (p. 24); however,
subsequent questions during the second interview were structured around emergent themes in
need of in-depth exploration. For this study, the themes established by the conceptual framework
were ethnic identity, coping, and motivation. A thematic arrangement allowed me to focus on
specific areas that required more depth and understanding (Atkinson, 1994; Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). After obtaining narrative interpretations of the participants’ lives, I began the subsequent
inquiry round using Bevan’s (2014) phenomenological interviewing protocol.
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The Phenomenological Interview
According to Bevan (2014), “the phenomenological interview is structured by the
following key concepts: description, natural attitude, lifeworld, modes of appearing,
phenomenological reduction, and imaginative variation” (p. 138). For this study, I incorporated
aspects of the life story interview (Atkinson, 1994) into the first step of the phenomenological
interviewing protocol (Bevan, 2014). The three main domains of the phenomenological
interview are contextualization, apprehending the phenomenon, and clarifying the phenomenon
(Bevan, 2014). Through contextualization, the participants’ experiences and biographies
provided meaning to the phenomenon of study (Bevan, 2014), which was Afrocentric students
persisting from sophomore to junior year in college. During this phase of the interview process, I
asked for narrative and descriptive questions (Bevan, 2014). Bevan (2014) posited that
“contextualizing questioning enables a person to reconstruct and describe his or her experience
as a form of narrative that will be full of significant information” (p. 139).
The next phase of the interview protocol was entitled apprehending the phenomenon
(Bevan, 2014). During this phase, my scope of inquiry narrowed, and questioning became more
descriptive. The goal was to gather information directly tied to sophomore-year coping,
motivation, and persistence. The final phase of Bevan’s (2014) phenomenological interviewing
protocol is called clarifying the phenomenon (p. 141). In this phase of the protocol, I clarified the
phenomenon through the use of imaginative variation (Bevan, 2014). Moustakas (1994) stated
that “imaginative variation enables the researcher to derive structural themes from the textual
descriptions that have been obtained” (p. 99). During this phase of data collection, I added
clarity. Within this final step of the interviewing protocol, Bevan (2014) reminded readers that
the “researcher is not looking to develop a general theory of essences…; rather, he or she is
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attempting to add clarity to explicating experience” (p. 141). Regardless of the domain, I asked
all questions in the interviewee’s language and kept questions open-ended (Bevan, 2014).
Data Analysis
Data collection and analysis happen simultaneously in qualitative research (Creswell &
Poth, 2018; Merriam & Tisdale, 2016). Following each interview session, I consolidated,
reduced, and interpreted the narrative and phenomenological data. Due to the study’s unique
methodology, like Vagle (2018), I rejected the notion to “commit” (p. 110) to a particular
analytical approach just because interpretive phenomenological researchers previously used it.
For this study, I utilized Vagle’s (2018) “whole-part-whole” (p. 109) phenomenological analysis
protocol and aspects of the modified Van Kaam and Stevick-Colaizzi-Keen method introduced
by Moustakas (1994), and modeled by Lee et al. (2013), to analyze the collected data. Vagle’s
(2018) whole-part-whole phenomenological analysis protocol contains six steps:
•

Step 1: Holistic Reading of Entire Text

•

Step 2: First Line-by-Line Reading

•

Step 3: Follow-Up Questions

•

Step 4: Second Line-by-Line Reading

•

Step 5: Third Line-by-Line Reading

•

Step 6: Subsequent Readings (pp. 111-112)

The six steps were followed with fidelity until themes (Smith et al., 2009; van Manen, 1990)
emerged.
In addition to Vagle’s (2018) protocol, I also incorporated two of the seven steps that
made up a modified Van Kaam and Stevick-Colaizzi-Keen analysis method: writing textual and
structural descriptions (Lee et al., 2013; Moustakas, 1994) for each participant. Writing those
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descriptions helped me synthesize my textural and structural descriptions “…into a unified
statement of the essences that captured the experience of the phenomenon as a whole” (p. 275) to
answer the research questions. After completing the analysis portion of the study, I used visual
diagrams to illustrate how the emergent themes (Smith et al., 2009; van Manen, 1990) correlated
with the guiding research questions of this phenomenological narrative study.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to explore how Afrocentric African American college
students successfully coped with the challenges of sophomore year at a southern four-year
predominantly white institution (PWI) and the effects of the COVID-19 social distancing
learning imperative, heightened racial tensions due to the Trump-era presidency. Additionally,
this study sought to understand six students’ perceptions of which culture-specific coping
strategies helped them complete their sophomore year of college. To accomplish this, narrative
and phenomenological inquiry were employed to understand how racial and cultural identity,
culture-specific coping, and motivation intersect to shape the lived experiences of matriculating
Black sophomore collegians.
Research Questions
One primary research question, and three subsequent questions, guided this study.
RQ1. How does an Afrocentric perspective inform how African American students cope
with the challenges of their sophomore year of college at a four-year southern, predominantly
white institution?
a. How does an Afrocentric perspective manifest in the educational experiences of
African American students?
b. What coping methods do African American sophomore students utilize as they
face challenges that threaten their persistence to junior year?
c. What motivational strategies do African American sophomore students utilize to
persist to junior year successfully?
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Description of the Sample
Prospective participants were asked to complete a demographic survey where multiple
choice and open-ended, short answer questions were asked about various aspects of their
background. Although 55 prospective participants answered the demographic questions, only six
were extended an invitation to interview according to the established criteria: a) identified as
African American or an American descendant of enslaved Africans; (b) 18 years of age or older
at the time of the study; (c) matriculating at a southern PWI as a classified junior, (e) maintained
enrollment and received credit for classes attended during the 2019-2020 or 2020-2021 school
year COVID-19 social distancing digital learning imperative; (e) on track to obtain an
undergraduate degree within six years of initial enrollment date as a traditional freshman student;
and (f) self-identified as Afrocentric. Four participants, 67% of the sample, identified as
cisgender females and the other two participants identified as non-binary. In addition to sharing
their gender identification, participants also shared their age, first-generation college student
status, voter registration status, marital and dependent status, religious affiliation, and city of
birth.
This study was designed to assess the sophomore matriculation experiences of
Afrocentric African American juniors attending southern PWIs. Of the six participants, four
(67%) attended PWIs in Georgia; one attended a PWI in South Carolina; and one attended a PWI
in Virginia. Two participants attended the same PWI; therefore, five (83%) institutions boasting
a white student enrollment of 50% - 69% of their total student enrollment (Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System [IPEDS], 2022) were represented. Two (33%) institutions
were in urban areas, while the other four (67%) were in rural areas. The survey responses
showed that all participants were single with no dependents and registered to vote in local and
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national elections. Of the six participants, four were first-generation college students. Four
participants were raised and received their K-12 education in Atlanta, GA. Table 1 displays
demographic information, and pseudonyms were assigned to protect the anonymity of the
participants.
Table 1.
Participants’ Demographic Information
Pseudonym

Gender

Age

Ivy

Cisgender
Female
NonBinary
Cisgender
Female
Cisgender
Female
NonBinary
Cisgender
Female

20

Year of
High
School
Graduation
2019

22

2018

20

2019

20

2019

20

2019

21

2019

Zeaux
Sage
Keshe
Skylar
Ma’at

Institutional Location
Pseudonym of PWI

Lowcountry
University
Technology
University
Flagship
University
Kell
University
Flagship
University
Jeffersonian
University

South
Carolina
Georgia

FirstGeneration
College
Student?
Yes
Yes

Georgia

No

Georgia

Yes

Georgia

Yes

Virginia

No

Research Findings
In total, 12 interviews were conducted and transcribed using Zoom and Otter.ai
teleconferencing and transcription software. Two interviews were conducted per participant with
the first interview being conducted in the narrative qualitative tradition, and the subsequent
interview being conducted within the qualitative tradition of phenomenology. Vagle’s (2008)
“whole-part-whole” (p. 109) phenomenological analysis protocol and aspects of the modified
Van Kaam and Stevick-Colaizzi-Keen method (Lee et al., 2013; Moustakas, 1994) were
employed to write textual descriptions for each of the six participants. Throughout the process of
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“line by line reading” (Vagle, 2018), I coded the transcripts using in vivo and open coding
methods as demonstrated by Saldaña (2016). Significant statements (Colaizzi, 1978) were
extracted, and codes were arranged into thematic clusters (see Appendix F). Each code
represented meanings related to the phenomenon (Vagle, 2018). As explained by Vagle (2018),
the “… whole-part-whole analysis methods stem from the idea that we must always think about
focal meaning (e.g., moments) in relation to the whole (e.g., broader context) from which they
are situated…” (p. 165). Each step of the analysis process was repeated until the essences of the
matriculation experiences emerged. While the goal was to triangulate moments across
participants, there were instances where a single statement was powerful enough to stand alone.
Vagle (2018) maintained “sometimes a single statement, from one participant, at one moment in
time is so powerful that it needs to be amplified” (p. 108). After narrowing down the subthemes
extracted from the participants’ interviews, emergent themes (Smith et al., 2009) were named: 1)
Centripetal Autonomy, 2) Centripetal Grouping, 3) Soundproofing, 4) Self-Monitoring, 5) SelfCare, and 6) Achievement Motivation. To fully incorporate narrative analysis, excerpts from the
chronological life story interviews were included to provide full, contextual background
information that fortified the study’s emergent themes. Phenomenological analysis helped
identify epiphanies of Black consciousness in the narrative illuminating how stages of
nigrescence informed the participants’ coping and motivation strategies (Cross, 1971, 1991;
Tatum, 2003; Vandiver, 2001). In the following sections, each emergent theme will be defined
alongside supporting excerpts from participant interviews.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Flowchart of Literature and Data

Participant Profiles
Ma’at
“What caused me to push harder would be resistance. So, in the face of more resistance, I’m
more likely to push back and to push harder…”
Ma’at was born and raised in Fayetteville, Georgia, a city located 22 miles south of
Atlanta. Raised in a two-parent household as the youngest child and only girl, Ma’at was raised
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to value education. By the time Ma’at embarked upon her collegiate journey, she witnessed her
oldest brother attend and graduate from an Ivy League institution. Both of her parents were
college-educated. Tragically, Ma’at’s father passed away when she was 12 years old, leaving her
mother to raise three children as a single parent. Ma’at credited her church and “larger
community” for assisting her mother with she and her siblings after their father passed.
During her life story interview, Ma’at revealed that she had attended predominantly white
schools from elementary to high school. As a result, she recalled several occasions where she
was the tokenized Black student. When highlighting instances of memorable interactions
between her and her white childhood classmates, Ma’at mentioned that elementary school was
the first time she realized she looked different from her peers. Referencing the noticeable
differences in her hair and the questions she had to endure because of those differences, she also
shared that her attire was often different from her white peers. Revealing that middle school was
the first time she felt the “weight of being Black,” Ma’at shared that:
I was the only Black girl, the only Black kid in my classes, knowing that it wasn’t
expected for me to be in certain positions. Knowing that I’m “such a good athlete”…
middle school was definitely when I knew the weight and politicization behind
Blackness. The mindset was that Blackness is bad or other, but you and your Blackness
are acceptable.
An accomplished athlete and scholar, Ma’at was accepted into several notable higher
education institutions including the University of Pennsylvania. When asked how she selected
which institutions to apply for and ultimately which institution to attend, Ma’at highlighted her
desire to become a lawyer along with her university’s politics program and proximity to
Washington D.C. Located in Virginia, her institution had an African American enrollment of 7%
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(IPEDS, 2022). Outside of the time required for attending classes and sports practice, Ma’at
limited her time on campus unless she was serving on the executive board of a student
organization or participating in other activities or programs that aligned with her interests. Thus
far, Ma’at has strategically orchestrated her collegiate experience by intentionally seeking Black
counter spaces and participating in the African American sub-culture established by currently
enrolled Black students.
Skylar
“It’s so funny because the first summer I had come back home from Flagship University, my
parents, especially my dad, were like you just came home all radicalized”.
Skylar’s participation in the study resulted from snowball sampling; their roommate Sage
provided the recommendation after completing her first interview. Skylar is a twin, has three
siblings, maintains a great relationship with their parents, prefers the pronouns they/them/their,
and identifies as non-binary, queer, and African American. In addition, Skylar is an avid reader
with a voracious appetite for various genres of literature. A public health major, Skylar is
passionate about Black representation in the public health field and aims to lend their voice to
shaping public health policies, interventions, and programs.
A native of Atlanta, Georgia, a Black southern metropolis (Glaude, 2017; Strait & Gong,
2015) where African Americans make up 51% of the total city population (U.S. Census Bureau,
2020), Skylar shared that growing up, they “knew no white person” because they “grew up and
went to school with predominantly Black people…”. This revelation regarding growing up on
the westside of Atlanta contextualizes and underscores the salience of the psychological
nigrescence (Cross, 1971; 1991) Skylar experienced during the first two years of their collegiate
experience at Flagship University. While reflecting on their collegiate journey thus far, Skylar
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candidly articulated their struggle to confidently exist in a predominantly white space due to their
life-long internalization of anti-Black sentiments relating to their skin color, hair texture, and
even body size. Skylar recalled the stares they would encounter on campus from white students
and how those uncomfortable moments often caused them to question whether the fixed looks
were attributable to their phenotypical characteristics.
Possessing strong anti-white opinions while recounting their matriculation experiences at
Flagship University thus far, Skylar highlighted how pervasive expressions of anti-Blackness and
‘far-right’ politically conservative ideologies led to them feeling unsafe on campus during their
sophomore year. Throughout the interviews, Skylar’s frustration with the lack of inclusivity,
covert and overt instances of anti-Black racism, and “performative” measures taken by the
institution’s administration to address the death of George Floyd was palpable. During their
sophomore year, Skylar read Black non-fiction literature, such as titles written by Dr. Angela
Davis, to inform their activism strategy.
Keshe
“I didn’t quit because I felt like I had already come too far. I felt like I had already given a lot of
my time and energy”.
Keshe grew up in the metropolitan Atlanta area and attended Kell University, an urban
research institution located in Atlanta, Georgia. Keshe majored in Business and Managerial
Sciences with an emphasis in Human Resources. As the “golden child”, a self-attributed title
utilized during her interview, Keshe was passionate about education, achieving her academic
goals, and being a trailblazer in her family as a first-generation college graduate. As she
discussed her upbringing and childhood educational experiences, she often referenced her middle
school experience attending a charter school that emphasized the importance of “doing her best”
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and how that experience shaped her academic achievement identity as an “educated African
American woman.” In addition to her likening her success to the principles taught in middle
school, Keshe often spoke about the impact her family members, particularly her mother, oldest
sister, and father had on her life.
Keshe was raised by her mother alongside three other siblings, one older and two
younger. Keshe shared that for the majority of her childhood, her father was “in and out of jail or
prison” for decisions he made trying to provide for their family. Considering him one of her
biggest supporters, Keshe often talked about how her father encouraged her to pursue her degree.
Tragically in 2020, prior to the start of her sophomore year, Keshe’s father was killed, and this
loss had a profound impact on her mental health. Despite this tragic loss, Keshe continued to
persist through the help of her community and immediate family. Keshe’s oldest sister was her
best friend, confidant, and when speaking about the nature of their relationship, she stated that
they are “attached to the hip”. When discussing the difficult and traumatic events encountered
throughout her life, she often talked about how her sister’s presence provided comfort and
support when she needed it most.
When speaking about her identity as a “Black woman”, Keshe talked about carrying
herself with poise, having morals, maintaining high standards, and nurturing her relationship
with God. She views herself as a representative of all African Americans, but especially Black
women, and aims to defy negative stereotypes by being educated and respectful. Motivated by
doing something differently, Keshe sees obtaining a college degree as her way of “breaking a
generational curse” and seeks to set a new precedent in her immediate family.
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Zeaux
“…Being Black led me to believe that I wanted to be successful; I’d be the best at whatever I
wanted to do. The success that I’d seen in Black people was multidimensional…there was a
quality control that was related to my Blackness”.
Zeaux, who identifies as non-binary and prefers the pronouns he/him/they/them, moved
to Atlanta, Georgia from Boston, Massachusetts with their mother and sister at the age of three.
Zeaux and his family have lived in the same predominantly Black neighborhood on the
southwest side of Atlanta for 19 years. Growing up in the West End community had a positive
impact on Zeaux’s racialized identity, and they expressed gratitude for the community’s intradiversity and role in exposing them to new opportunities and experiences. Additionally, Zeaux’s
perception of “being Black” led them to believe they wanted to be successful and “the best” at
whatever they decided to conquer.
Zeaux is an architecture major at Technology University, a PWI near Atlanta with an
African American student population of 23% (IPEDS, 2022). They described their institution as
“potentially diverse” and mentioned that the student population resembled their high school but
was “a little more southern”. When describing the campus’ climate, Zeaux shared that they had
not found themselves making any “strategic moves” to bring themselves out of any
“uncomfortable situations”. After surviving the challenges of finding a sense of on-campus
belonging, being “really depressed”, and feeling “unmotivated” during their freshman year,
Zeaux had a “really good” sophomore year experience. For Zeaux, the differences in experiences
between their first and second years were attributable to a rekindled love for architecture,
enjoyable architecture courses, and a newfound social presence on campus where they actively
participated as a member and leader of several on-campus organizations.
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Sage
“What motivated me to persevere is knowing that there are lives that I could change”.
Sage, an Elementary Education major, attended Flagship University. Moved by the
purpose of the study, she recommended that her roommate, Skylar, participate. Sage is a native
of Atlanta, Georgia, and an only child. Primarily raised by her mother and maternal
grandparents, there was a time during her early middle school years when she and her father lost
contact. They did not reconnect until months later. Sage described her family as being “really
heavy in their faith”, shared that she grew up in “the church”, and explained how her family’s
relationship with Christianity shaped how she relates to certain family members. Sage described
her mother as a “helicopter parent,” though well-intentioned and supportive. Highlighting her
parents’ temperamental differences, Sage often talked about how much she adored her father and
his laid-back personality.
Sage is not a first-generation college student and claimed that the importance of
education had been instilled in her since childhood. Not only was satisfactory academic
performance expected of her by her parents, but Sage also expressed that she had always worked
hard to do well in school because she “wanted to make good grades”. After attending all
predominantly Black primary and secondary schools prior to college, growing up in Atlanta
rendered Sage unprepared for the campus climate and southern, white small-town culture of
Flagship University. Citing incidents where she and other Black students were othered or made
to feel uncomfortable by their white counterparts at Flagship, Sage underscored that college was
the first time her awareness of her Black identity was associated with negativity. When reflecting
on how her Afrocentric perspective has shaped her collegiate experience thus far, Sage shared:
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As I move through the second semester of my junior year, I sometimes think about how I
worried that attending a PWI would change me in terms of my Blackness, but now I
realize I honestly have not changed. I’ve been true to myself.
Passionate about becoming an educator, Sage finds motivation in knowing that she will one day
teach the next generation of Black children.
Ivy
“I cope with a lot of my personal stress and stressors by being busy – multitasking. Always
having something at my fingertips and doing something.”
Ivy, a first-generation college student, was born in Columbia, South Carolina, and has
lived in several cities throughout the southern region of the United States. Ivy is a daughter,
granddaughter, and older sister. Proud of the example that she is setting for her siblings by
matriculating successfully through college, Ivy was postured at an early age to be a poster child
of resilience. As Ivy narrated her life story, particularly the dynamics of her family, she
highlighted various traumatic experiences she endured as a young child. Ivy shared that she
witnessed her mother survive a physically abusive romantic relationship, resulted in Ivy having
to raise her younger siblings; experienced parental neglect; and experienced verbal and physical
abuse perpetrated by her mother. Ivy quipped, “I learned a lot during my childhood years that I
think a lot of grown folks haven’t even learned yet”. Motivated by being a trailblazer and an
example of excellence for her siblings, Ivy was very honest about the impact various traumas had
on her schooling experiences. Throughout the transcripts, there was an expressed pattern of
“blocking out negative things,” of which Ivy also characterized as “being dingy”.
Ivy, a former participant of her institution’s summer bridge program for entering
freshmen, immediately found ways to get involved once she arrived on campus. A student leader
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since her freshman year, at the time of the study, Ivy was a resident assistant for freshmen
students, a newly initiated member of a historically Black sorority, and the president of a public
health student organization. Ivy majored in Public Health. When reflecting on her identity as a
Black woman, Ivy noted the challenges that accompanied being Black and a woman in America
but also talked about her attempts to defy known stereotypes and set new precedents.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the participant profiles represented the narrative element of this
study’s hybrid methodology. Through their life story narratives, participants detailed their
upbringing, relationships with family members, early schooling experiences, and initial
encounters with blackness. The achievement-oriented motivational factors identified by
participants were each influenced by the communitarian values imparted them during their
childhood and adolescent years.
Emergent Theme One: Factors of Achievement-Oriented Motivation
Achievement motivation as an emergent theme is made meaningful by its subthemes:
Degree Attainment, Career Preparation And Access, Making A Difference, Trailblazing, Making
Family Proud, Gift Aid Retention, and Fear. As illustrated in Figure 2, this grouping
consolidates various sources of motivation mentioned by the study’s participants as they
explained their reasons for persisting to junior year.
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Figure 2. Factors of Achievement-Oriented Motivation and Affiliated Stressors

Gift Aid Retention
When Sage’s mother suggested that she take a break from school after experiencing a
tough semester, Sage refused. Sage said:
I don’t think quitting was ever really an option for me. Even when my mom suggested it
my freshman year, in my head I was like, “Are you crazy? I just got here”. The same was
true for sophomore year. In spite of everything, I was blessed to not have to pay for
anything, so I didn’t want to just throw that all away.
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Five of the study’s participants were recipients of at least one type of financial aid award. As the
students recalled their sophomore year and the challenges caused by COVID-19, such as being
displaced from their college’s campus, mass layoffs and unemployment, or living in less than
favorable conditions, many of them acknowledged the benefit of being the recipient of a fully- or
partially-funded education. Participants received gift aid in the form of state lottery-funded
scholarships, institutional scholarships, and traditional scholarships from churches or other
community organizations. At the time of the study, Ma’at reported that her church kept in close
contact with her as she matriculated at her out-of-state institution. They also continued to provide
her with wrap-around support and scholarship funds.
Zeaux emphasized the relief they felt knowing that there were financial resources
available to them through organizations: “I coped with those things by using what I had so
scholarships like Achieve Atlanta were really good at offering financial help to students”. Ivy
who was a full-ride scholarship recipient, and the beneficiary of her grandfather’s G.I. Bill,
shared similar sentiments.
It would be very ridiculous and stupid of me to give up the opportunity of coming to
college for free and getting that degree. It is as if I am getting paid to come to school to
further my education. That was motivation right there in itself to do what I have to do to
obtain that degree within the time frame they gave me.
From this account, Ivy expressed gratitude for the opportunity to go to college with tuition and
fees paid. While there were other stressors that participants had to contend with during their
sophomore year, gift aid in the form of scholarships and stipends aided in the students’
persistence toward degree attainment.
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Degree Attainment
All six of the study’s participants highlighted degree attainment as one of their primary
goals for persisting to junior year. Though the complexities of their sophomore year were further
compounded by personal challenges and external factors like the global COVID-19 pandemic,
social justice protests against police brutality, and the 2020 presidential election, stopping out
was not an option because of the value each participant placed on earning their undergraduate
degree (Tinto, 1993). Of the many factors motivating their persistence journeys, earning their
undergraduate degree was postured as the baseline accomplishment. When sharing her reasons
for attending college, Ivy stated:
The success that I see for myself has something to do with a degree. Some people see
success within entrepreneurship and sometimes that doesn't consist of getting a degree in
something… some people think success is the military or whatever it may be but for me,
my vision is education so that is the main reason I came to school. I want to get my
undergrad degree and I plan to go get my masters right after just because I'm young and I
can knock it out while I can.
For Ivy, her personal academic success identity was measured by degree attainment. Zeaux
similarly shared their reasons for pursuing an undergraduate degree and referenced how their
desire to attain their degree intersected with their personal goals and career aspirations. For
Zeaux, attending college was “solely personally motivated”. Zeaux exclaimed, “…I think my
goal of getting a degree, or going to college, is like my own because there aren’t a lot of people
that are like, rooting for me…”. When talking about the academic challenges they faced during
their sophomore year, Zeaux stated:
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When I face academic challenges, I’m motivated to push harder by the return. I didn’t
quit or drop out of school because my goals seemed the same, like achievable. They
remained achievable and I was able to move forward towards them.
They continued, “I think that the education that I’m receiving, and the benefit that I’m going to
have after is valuable to me”. Speaking about their decision to major in architecture, Zeaux
shared that receiving a degree in a “very broad subject” would give them a “powerful hand”
post-graduation. For Zeaux, earning their undergraduate degree in architecture and becoming an
architect was the desired “return”.
Career Preparation and Access
Five participants notably acknowledged undergraduate degree attainment as a
prerequisite to their future careers. For Ivy, Sage, Zeaux, Ma’at, and Skylar, not earning a fouryear degree would serve as a barrier to entry into their desired career fields; therefore, dropping
out was not an option. For Ma’at, not only did her desire to earn a master’s degree and one day
attend law school fuel her persistence, but also her career aspirations determined her choice to
attend Jeffersonian University. Ma’at stated, “I made my transition also to be in proximity to my
professional interests and future education interests…I decided to come Jeffersonian University
because they had a great politics program”. When talking about overcoming the “negative effects
from staring at a screen all day and not having the social interaction”, Ma’at said that her interest
in her major and desire to be a lawyer kept her focused. Ma’at stated, “I still had an interest in
what I was studying; I still had the end goal in sight, law school. I know for a fact that I want to
be a lawyer and wasn’t really gonna let anything stop that…” As a future lawyer, Ma’at looked
forward to making a difference through prison reform advocacy.
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Making a Difference
Acknowledging the disproportionate number of African Americans in their respective
fields and the need for more representation of all African American intersectional identities, five
participants mentioned that they looked forward to making a difference within their career fields
and communities as a result of earning their undergraduate degree. For example, Skylar, a queer,
non-binary, public health major, talked extensively about the gap in African American and
LGBTQIA+ representation in the American public health sector. Skylar stated this gap also
apparent in extant public health literature.
By me being an addition to that field, I am bringing along with me experiences, ideas,
and theories that wouldn’t necessarily be thought of or created by people who are not
Black or people who don’t share my experiences as a Black, queer person.
As they continued to speak, they also stated that “we need more Black doctors, just like we need
more therapists, more Black everything. I strongly believe we need more Black public health
specialists because we’re the ones who are shaping those health policies, those health
interventions and programs”. Similarly, Sage, who wants to become an elementary school
teacher, mentioned that her motivation to persevere was driven by the young Black children that
will occupy her future classroom. According to Sage, “our Black children need more Black
teachers to teach and nurture them into adolescence and adulthood”. Ma’at, an aspiring lawyer,
stated:
So at first you kinda just go to school; just like, oh, that’s what I’m supposed to do – go
to school. Once I got here, I understood and learned about a passion that I truly have
which is the rights, livelihood, and betterment of the Black community. So, that’s why I
started studying politics with the intersection of African American studies just to see
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where we’ve been in the past and what we had to go through and comparing that to what
we're going through now and how there’s been changes and continuities of just like the
same oppressions but in a different way, experienced a different way, and how I can
possibly change that and make it better. So, I say my degree is for the people. Um, yes,
self-knowledge but to help the people I want to help, so when I go to law school, I want
to do civil rights law, prison reform legislation.
In each of these narratives, the participants centered their rationales on the differences
their individual successes could make on the larger, African American community. Similar to the
participants who sought to attain their undergraduate degree for the purposes of making a largescale impact on the Black community, there were three participants who were motivated to
persist by pioneering post-secondary educational success in their immediate family groups.
Trailblazing
Three of the study’s six participants identified “trailblazing” as an active motivation
factor for their persistence. In addition, 67% of the study’s participants were first-generation
college students. For them, graduating from college with an undergraduate degree would set a
new family precedent. During the study, participants often juxtaposed their success with the joy
of family members or personal stories of tragedy and triumph. Although the subordinate codes
Trailblazing and Make Family Proud share the intersection of family being a benefactor of the
participants’ accomplishments, the premise of trailblazing, the factor that differentiates it from
any other code, is the participant’s orientation of being the first – the vanguard.
Keshe, when talking about the significance of her eventually graduating from college,
commented on the impact that degree attainment would have on her family. Keshe said, “Just
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knowing that my family is looking to me to be that college graduate, the first one in our family,
definitely keep me going on”. Similarly, Ivy stated:
I’m a first-generation college student…I wanted to break that seal. I wanted to be the one
that my family can brag on; the one that breaks the seal not only for me but for my
family. If I don’t do this for anybody else, I’m doing this for me and my siblings.
Ivy often made references to her two younger siblings throughout the interview, but especially
when she narrated her purpose for seeking to attain a college degree.
As a cluster of meaning, Making Family Proud was made meaningful by instances where
all six participants cited the expressions of joy and pride by their family, biological or chosen, as
primary sources of motivation. Ma’at, sharing the experience of losing her father at age 12,
mentioned that her “mother’s sacrifice” motivated her to persevere. She said:
My family’s contributions to where I am today motivates me to persevere. Specifically,
very, very specifically, my mother’s sacrifice… financial sacrifices, job sacrifices, time
commitment just to make sure that we were still experiencing the life that she would want
us to have and that we would have had if my dad was there. Because I know that since
she’s given up so much for me to be where I am, and I want to give back to that.
Keshe, while also reflecting on the motivational role her father played in her life prior to him
passing, commented, “My dad played a huge role in my life…He was very happy for me. I know
that he’s smiling down very proud of me…knowing that he’s proud of me definitely keeps me
going”. Keshe not only prioritized making her family proud, but she also persisted because the
alternatives of not graduating with a college degree were filled with too much uncertainty.
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Fear
For three of six participants, the thought of dropping out of college scared them. With no
backup plan or a clear pathway to a career, Skylar stated, “… I was afraid. I was afraid of what
would have happened had I decided to drop out. It was just fear of what I would do”. Sage
shared that she was fearful of the potential regret she would make after making such a big
decision. Sage said, “I knew that if I dropped out, I wouldn’t forgive myself. I would just be like,
I should have done this; I wish I had done that”. Keshe focused on the financial implications of
dropping out of school and expressed that she did not “want to struggle financially.” Keshe
explained, “You know, I knew that not going to school would cause all types of struggles. So, I
guess looking at it from a bigger picture, I was just like let me keep going.” Fear of disappointing
family was also a source of motivation that emerged from the data; however, participants
recognized the need to silence external detractors that would impede their ability to earn their
undergraduate degree.
Emergent Theme Two: Soundproofing
The second emergent theme, Soundproofing, is defined as the intentional muting,
silencing, or avoidance of social interactions that are perceived as negative, threatening, harmful,
or violent (Booker, 2016; Cabrera et al., 2016; Grier-Reed et al., 2021; Gusa, 2010; Morley,
2003; Rodgers & Summers, 2008). Subthemes Compartmentalization and Eyes Front
characterized the narratives used to inform this coping strategy. Figure 3 illustrates the
relationship between reported stressors and coping strategies that helped participants persist to
junior year.
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Figure 3. Soundproofing Coping Strategies and Affiliated Stressors

Compartmentalization
According to the American Psychological Association (APA) (2022),
compartmentalization is defined as “a defense mechanism in which thoughts and feelings that
seem to conflict or to be incompatible are isolated from each other in separate and apparently
impermeable psychic compartments”. Four participants vocalized that they exercised a form of
compartmentalization. For example, Ma’at shared that she disassociated the institution’s history
and current controversies from her goal of attaining an undergraduate degree. Despite her
characterizing Jeffersonian University as “pseudo elite”, “majority white”, and “southern white”,
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Ma’at asserted what she was getting out of the institution was independent of the school’s
campus climate or reputation. Ma’at shared, “I very much separated myself from what I’m
getting out of the institution and what the institution actually is…I don’t spend a lot of time
physically on grounds”. Zeaux, like Ma’at, lived off campus and only visited campus for
instructional purposes. Sharing that they still primarily socialized with friends from middle and
high school, Zeaux stated, “I compartmentalize my time at school and my relationships at
school…I only associate with the social community at school when I have class or am on
campus”. Based on this account, compartmentalization served as the strategy Zeaux employed to
thwart unwanted social interactions that served to threaten their comfortability on campus.
Eyes Front
In his poem “See It Through”, British-born American poet Edgar Albert Guest (1917)
wrote, “Don’t give up whate’er you do; Eyes front, head high to the finish. See it through!” (p.
17). As a subtheme, Eyes Front represents the metaphorical blinding of oneself to potential
peripheral distractions. The intentional muting of audible distractions is housed within this theme
as well. Five participants admitted to intentionally resisting peripheral distractions by focusing
on what was ahead of them. For each participant, the target or goal to be attained varied. Just as
they so easily explained their various sources of motivation, the participants were able to identify
threats to their persistence. For example, Ivy, in speaking about racially charged encounters
experienced as a resident assistant (RA) during the 2020 presidential election season, highlighted
the need for her to remain professional and “as neutral as possible”. Ivy stated:
Being in those moments with my residents, or just with anybody here at school, I guess
you could say I put blinders on because I was trained to do so in situations like that. I
have to be as neutral as possible. I can’t be so personable or personal with my residents
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because money over everything. If you lose residents, you lose money. I will never forget
this one resident had a Trump flag up and she was very, very intimidating – she and her
boyfriend. Her boyfriend stood beside Trump 100% and everything Trump has done to
the United States since he has been in office. I put blinders on and ignored my own
values and other things I wanted to say in that moment. I just ignored it.
By attempting to objectively carry out her duties using tactics such as remaining “neutral” or
putting on “blinders”, Ivy sought to avoid any situation that might have jeopardized her housing
scholarship or placed her in a position to appear unprofessional.
Emergent Theme Three: Centripetal Autonomy
The third emergent theme, Centripetal Autonomy, is defined as the intentional centering
of Black self-governance and decision making to effect change or resist the status quo. The
adjective centripetal was selected to describe the curvilinear, centralized nature with which the
participants’ behaviors situated blackness or Black people as the beneficiaries of their selfdetermined actions. As illustrated in Figure 4, this emergent theme is made meaningful by
participants’ stories within subthemes: Sankofian Homage, Black Agency, Black Advocacy,
Courageous Candor, and Black Joy.
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Figure 4. Centripetal Autonomy Coping Strategies and Affiliated Stressors

Sankofian Homage
During their interviews, three participants referenced the plight endured by their enslaved
African ancestors and how Black American predecessors paved the way for their opportunity of
attending their respective PWIs. Notably, references to the storied past of African Americans
were made by participants when they recounted their decisions to persevere and persist towards
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goals despite encountering obstacles. Participants used their voices as a tool of advocacy for the
benefit of Black students on their campuses or Black people in the communities surrounding
their collegiate campuses. Skylar referenced the efforts of African American predecessors when
they reflected on why they decided to engage in the social action protests following the murder
of George Floyd. Skylar also talked about how American political activist and scholar Dr.
Angela Davis’ resistance strategy during the historic anti-Vietnam and Black Power movements
of the late 1960s and early 1970s informed their own social justice identity and engagement
strategy.
Black Agency
Within the subtheme of Black Agency, participants used their individual decision-making
abilities to center narratives that effectively spotlighted and advanced interests that benefitted
Black people or presented perspectives that countered status quo narratives of American history.
For example, Zeaux highlighted how they used their coursework to center equity and posture the
reimagining of historical relics within a more modern and critical context. Zeaux shared details
of this occurrence by sharing that, “…my architecture studio professors decided to make our
project about addressing Stone Mountain as a racial artifact and deciding on whether the
monument on Stone Mountain should be preserved, destroyed, or if we should design around it”.
In their completed proposal, Zeaux shared that their solution was not to destroy the mountainside
carving but instead design a social gathering space at the base of the mountain that would
“provide opportunities for protests or educational things”. They envisioned an inclusive, safe
space where libraries, auditoriums, or conference facilities would be erected to host experiences
that would serve to provide well-rounded historical lessons and dismantle historically inaccurate
rhetoric of white heroism, especially in relation to the former Confederacy of the United States
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of America and its role in the American Civil War. Ultimately, according to Zeaux, their goal
was to reimagine Stone Mountain as a place that could serve as “the future of better social
experiences” for all visitors.
Black Advocacy
As a cluster of meaning, Black Advocacy consisted of the initial codes that demonstrated
participants’ willingness to use their voices or autonomous decision-making ability to illuminate
issues of racial inequity within the collegiate environment and institutional policies or practices.
Three participants vocalized instances of advocacy where they used their role as an athlete or
student leader to benefit other Black students. As a member of her track and field team’s
leadership council, Ma’at stated that her role was to “act as an advocate and representative for
my specific event and group”. As an advocate and liaison between the track and field athletes
and their coaches, Ma’at elevated her teammates’ collective voices and concerns, especially for
those who were afraid to speak up. Ma’at elaborated on her the role she played on campus.
Some would say my role is as an athlete, but I know I’m much more than that. I think my
involvement in various organizations speaks more to who I am in my role on ground than
does my athletic achievements. I feel like I am a disruptor when it comes to my role on
campus; not sitting right the status quo. I’m okay with being the complainant or bringing
up issues because if it’s not right, I am going to speak up to it and things should be
changed. If I don’t speak up to it and somebody else is scared to speak up, who will? So,
I feel like overall, my role is giving a voice to people who go on unheard.
According to Ma’at, “fearlessness armed with purpose and truth” was her advocacy strategy. A
distinguishing characteristic of Black advocacy in this example is the amplification of communal
voices.
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Courageous Candor
While Black advocacy focused primarily on highlighting a multitude of unheard voices,
Courageous Candor reflected instances when participants challenged racism directly while
simultaneously parrying acts of invalidation and discrimination. This cluster was made
meaningful by courageous moments where participants immediately and directly addressed the
offensive behaviors of white peers, classmates, or professors. When describing techniques of
navigating within her school’s predominantly white environment, Ma’at told a story about a
negative encounter she had with a white peer, an example of her “being real” and immediately
addressing the racialized missteps.
When I am on grounds, I’m usually just spending time with a specified group that I am
comfortable with. When I first arrived here, I went out with some of my teammates and
one of the guys, a white guy, who actually knew one of my former teammates and best
friend at my past institution. He asked me, again, this is one of our very first
conversations, “Ma’at, so I heard you don’t like white people.” I said, “How are you? I
don’t know where you heard that. I may have issues with certain things, but I don’t
dislike white people. There are certainly things, including this conversation right here,
that would lead me to that train of thought, however”.
In this interaction, Ma’at’s immediate response not only deflected her white peer’s offensive
accusation, but it also empowered and reinforced her autonomy as Black woman. When talking
about microaggressions and their prevalence on campus, Ma’at shared, “…in my situations, I
address it up front so I’m not really going to be faced with that because people know not to say
that to me or not to act that way around me”. Ma’at, while explaining the adverse effects of her
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Black counterparts allowing instances of micro-aggressive behavior to go unaddressed, asserted
that “navigating in a white environment doesn’t mean shying away, running away from it. I
think, honestly, it means embracing it. So being real and being blunt and honest about
experiences…”.
While Ma’at referenced interactions with her white peers, Skylar divulged details about a
time when they directly confronted their professor regarding a statement made during a class
session. Skylar recalled:
Spring semester of my sophomore year, we were going over internships and the professor
was saying something along the lines of, “there are certain internships that aren’t solely
for people of color, but they would prefer people of color apply for that position.” And
one white girl asked, “Hey, if I am really headstrong on this particular health issue and
the listing says that they would prefer a person of color fill that position, but I really,
really want that position, would it be bad to fill it out? They didn’t say that it was
mandatory that a person of color had to apply for that role but that it would be preferred.”
The white professor goes, “Yeah, if you are really into that health issue and you really
want to get that position, that sounds perfect for you and you’re right, you should still
apply.” And in my mind, I heard a record scratch…I emailed my professor after class was
over. It is hard enough for us to get positions to begin with, and especially in public
health, which is already a white-dominated space, and then you’re encouraging a white
person to apply anyway? And while you’re not necessarily taking the role away from a
person of color because it wasn’t required, if they prefer a person of color, why would
you as a white person try? It’s just like that’s another opportunity taken away from
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somebody who could very well need it, provide a lot of input and experience that you as a
white person do not have because, well, you are white.
As Skylar continued to provide contextual details about this incident, they acknowledged that
they knew that a power dynamic was at play and admitted that at the time, they worried about
retaliation. To this point, Skylar said, “I was extremely nervous because at that time, I didn’t
know the professor like that… I didn’t know if she had that jurisdiction to be like “I don’t like
you, [grade] F!” In preparation to send the email, Skylar asked a few individuals they trusted to
review the email and even inquired about whether or not they were “being irrational”. Skylar
admitted feeling paranoid, “like, oh my gosh, if I confront her about this would she be able to
change my grades? Would she make my learning experience that much harder than it already
is?” Despite the apprehension they felt, Skylar was determined to address the professor about the
offensive nature of her class-time comments, and they eventually did, even after taking several
days to prepare their initial email to the instructor.
When faced with obstacles on campus, participants countered white resistance with their
various forms of resistance. According to their narratives, within the classroom environment, the
most common form of resistance exercised by the study’s participants was their academic
excellence. Though microaggressions and explicit attempts to discredit Black occupancy within
academic environments were plentiful, participants metabolized these encounters to fuel their
steadfast persistence. Aside from their academic excellence and intellectualism, the study’s
participants sought moments of joy as a buffer to challenges as another form of resistance.
Black Joy
The subordinate theme of Black Joy consolidated instances where participants
consciously utilized laughter, humor, and quality time with close friends or family to cope with
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difficulties experienced in majority-white spaces. Such was attributable to the COVID-19
pandemic, the 2020 presidential election, and the over-saturation of Black death and trauma on
social media. For example, when recalling how unsafe they felt living on campus during the time
leading up to the 2020 presidential election, Skylar recalled instances when she and her friends
used laughter and telling jokes as a method of coping. Skylar stated, “I vividly remember us just
making a bunch of jokes when we have to deal with this kind of stuff, like stress in general”. At
another point in the interview, they also shared that “…even though this was a very serious and
dire situation, nobody wants to be down in the dumps quivering in fear or whatever; so we were
just being funny. We used humor to cope essentially.”
Keshe and Zeaux also elaborated on the role laughter played in their matriculation
journeys by referencing moments of joy with biological and chosen family members. Keshe
shared:
Challenges I encountered my sophomore year was really my mental health…and dealing
with staying at my mom’s house. You know, just not having quietness to be able to read
my notes or listen to videos. That was very frustrating for me. I guess just also being in
the house, and I wasn’t working so I was always in that chaotic house…living with my
mom made me miserable and I dealt with it, honestly, by just going to school. I just did it
the best as I could, you know, whenever it was quiet. The area, Glenwood Road, like
gunshots and you know, a lot of traffic. It wasn’t even my family; it was more so the
area…I enjoyed being with my family. You know, we laughed, we talked. I love being
with them. My sister is so funny, we make each other laugh.
While Keshe expressed displeasure in her temporary home environment, laughter with her sister
provided her with some relief and a brief reprieve from her less than favorable situation.
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Emergent Theme Four: Centripetal Grouping
The fourth emergent theme, Centripetal Grouping, is defined as the deliberate, and, in
rare instances, subconscious impulse to gravitate toward other African Americans in
predominantly white spaces for connection and community cultivation. The minutiae that drive
this connection and fortifies the bonds between members of this collective are a result of a shared
history of generational trauma, culture, and shared experiences. Made meaningful by the
subthemes Black Tribalism, Black Visibility, and Clubs and Organizations, this coalescence
provided participants with safe spaces, support and belonging, resources, accountability,
knowledge sharing, and visibility. Figure 5 illustrates the interaction between reported stressors
and revealed coping strategies.
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Figure 5. Centripetal Grouping Coping Strategies and Affiliated Stressors

Note: Within the Centripetal Grouping illustration, several components can be located. The circle represents the
community of African American students. Around the perimeter of the circle are tangential lines that seemingly
intersect the circle as they follow a curvilinear path towards the center of the circle. Each line represents a facet of
African American history or culture that are unique to American descendants of enslaved Africans. At the center of
the circle are the words “American Blackness”.
For this study, as noted in Chapter 1 during the introduction and within the glossary of relevant terminology, the
words Black or blackness are encompassing of the humanity and experiences of American citizens who are
descendants of the enslaved Africans. On the outside of the circle, within the emptiness of the unutilized white
space, are the words “Predominantly White Space” along with other race-related stressors prevalent in white
environments. The white space surrounding the circle is analogous to the predominantly white campuses for which
each undergraduate matriculation experience documented for this study was situated. The heavier weight of the
circle’s outline represents a protective barrier for the contents within the circle. Alongside the circle’s inner outline
is the word “Community”.
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Within the concept of Centripetal Grouping, as evidenced by the participants of this study, the community found
within the circle served as a buffer or protection against elements found within predominantly white spaces that
possessed the potential to impede persistence to junior year.

Black Tribalism
On each of the campuses represented in this study, viable communities of African
Americans existed as independent subgroups of their institution’s white student majority. Fictive
kiths and kinships were fostered due to commonalities in racial and cultural identities and major
program or career aspirations; however, intersectional differences also served to fortify the
heterogeneous collective group of Black students. Skylar and Sage both talked about the thriving
community of Black students living in their dormitory at Flagship University. Both participants
spoke about the sense of protection they felt having a Black resident assistant during the last year
of the Trump presidency and at the height of the 2020 presidential election campaigns. Located
in a small, politically-conservative college town, Flagship University was, according to Skylar,
“a stronghold of Trump supporters,” which made for a sometimes-uncomfortable experience.
Recalling moments where they felt uncomfortable during the 2020 presidential election season,
Skylar said:
I remember walking towards one of my next classes and there’s this dude that had a
MAGA hat and Trump pins on his backpack and me feeling super uncomfortable. After
the 2020 election, there were people with either Trump or MAGA sticky notes or poster
boards on their windows in the dorm. I would just see that, like walking past, especially
when I was running. One semester, I don’t remember which one, I was like jogging or
running around like the neighborhood or whatever, and I actually took a wrong turn. I
ended up going to this neighborhood with a whole bunch like Republican stuff on their
lawns like political signs and stuff. I immediately got out of there as fast as I could.
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Ma’at, sharing an experience of Black student comradery, talked about the vibrant community of
African American students at Jeffersonian University and how their sophisticated network of
self-governance ensured that Black students were well-informed, well-connected, involved in
activities on and off of campus, housed, and had access to goods and essential services. Ma’at
stated:
When I came here, I had to look for roommates and first reached out to athletics because
that was my first point of contact. Coming here looking for roommates, preferably Black,
and then I also knew a girl from high school who was Black but hung out with primarily
white people. I just asked her, “Hey, is there a Black group chat?” I found my way into
the Black group chat, introduced myself, and asked, “Is anyone looking for a roommate?”
Once I was in the group chat, I saw how it’s a very diverse and open forum for all of their
events, any type of discourse that’s happening in the community…I found my roommate.
Social media, text messaging, and group messaging phone applications such as GroupMe
or Discord were the primary ways participants communicated with their community of Black
students on campus. Instagram, another phone application and social media platform for
photograph and video sharing, was also used to communicate leisure and social justice events,
such as protests, to the larger group. Ma’at described their group chat as “very diverse” and
stated that it functioned as an “open forum for all events and any type of discourse that’s
happening in the community”. According to Skylar, Black students attending Flagship
University also had a group chat. Additionally, Skylar admitted to having been a member of
“multiple group chats” and highlighted how beneficial they were during the 2020 presidential
election season and the COVID-19 social distancing and digital learning protocols. When talking
about how they and their roommate utilized technology and digital communications to ensure the
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safety of their comrades, Skylar said, “…we were texting each other, making sure everybody
was okay. They would post breaking news about what was going on, and others would take
information from social media and copy and paste it to the chat”. Participants also used digital
communication methods to keep in touch with their family and friends who did not attend their
respective institutions. Through in-person meetings were restricted during much of COVID-19,
study participants maintained memberships in on-campus organization, especially if they served
on an organization’s executive board.
Clubs and Organizations
Three participants used their on-campus involvement to connect with other Black
students. Participants played active roles within the organizations they chose to join by assuming
leadership roles such as president or treasurer. One participant, Ivy, became a member of a Black
Greek letter organization (BGLO). Prior to joining a BGLO, Ivy’s community involvement was
minimal. During her interview, she said, “…before I got into the sorority, my community
involvement was slim to none. Now being in a sorority, it has definitely increased”. Attributing
her personal growth and shift in perspective to her membership in a sorority, Ivy discovered the
value of cooperative determination and the impact of being a member of a like-minded collective
when it came to organizing service efforts on Lowcountry University’s campus and throughout
the surrounding community. Being around other like-minded Black men and women made
blackness more visible to Ivy.
Black Visibility
For this study, Black Visibility is the outcome of interpersonal acknowledgments rendered
from one Black person to another within majority white environments where African Americans
are alienated and treated as invisible by their campus’ white populous.
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While recalling an experience where her racial identity benefited her while matriculating
at Jeffersonian University, Ma’at excitedly shared how the dean of the public policy program, a
Black man, acknowledged her for two weeks as they crossed paths just because she was Black.
Ma’at recalled:
I remember one day I was walking from class, and I see the dean and he smiles at me. I
smiled back but I’ve never spoken to him before. And then…probably two weeks later or
a week later, I see him again and he waves. I’m like, okay, I know for sure he doesn’t
know who I am but just him greeting me, seeing my face in a crowd of white faces, really
brought something to me…
In acknowledging Ma’at with a smile and wave, the dean made blackness visible to Ma’at.
Skylar discussed similar behavior:
I make sure to greet any Black worker on campus, whether they are sanitation or
construction workers. I make sure to say ‘hey’, ‘good morning’ or whatever. Like, give a
simple head nod, and they give me a head nod back.
Black visibility was needed at all levels of the community.
Emergent Theme Five: Self-Monitoring
This grouping relates to how three of the study’s participants shared stories about actively
observing, regulating, or controlling their public presentation through aesthetic, cosmetic, or
conversational enhancements, to assimilate into threatening intellectual and social spaces on their
respective campuses (Day et at., 2002; Snyder, 1974). Additionally, four participants also
detailed encounters where their deservingness (Gusa, 2010) or competence were made
meaningful by them being the only Black person in the class. Illustrated in Figure 6 are the
correlating subthemes, Hyperawareness of Phenotypical Blackness and Black Exceptionalism,
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that encompass the coping strategies utilized by the participants to persevere and successfully
persist.
Figure 6. Self-Monitoring Coping Strategies and Affiliated Stressors

Hyperawareness of Phenotypical Blackness
The most unexpected accounts were related to the Black body, the Black aesthetic, and
the ways in which students monitored their appearance according to white standards of beauty or
decorum while on campus. When juxtaposed against the backdrop of a predominantly white
campus, four participants, Keshe, Skylar, Zeaux, and Ma’at, found themselves more self-
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conscious about their phenotypical qualities, such as hair, body weight, nose, and skin
complexion.
In narrating her life story and phenomenological interview, Keshe used the word “hair”
34 times. For Keshe, her hair was an essential component of African American culture and a
beloved expression of her blackness. As she narrated her childhood, she made a connection
between the levels of importance her mother placed on taking care of her hair as a child and the
present-day relationship she had with her hair. When asked to explain what hair represented to
her, Keshe responded:
…its basically about being presentable in a sense, like just you know, making sure you’re
representing yourself well. It’s kind of like your hair is your crown of glory… it is the
first thing people see so just having your hair look presentable and be done, it’s just
always been very important to me.
For Keshe, academic performance was important, especially because performing well was
directly tied to her eventually earning her undergraduate degree; however, she wholeheartedly
believed that her physical aesthetic determined whether or not her professors or classmates
would respect her.
Skylar, too, talked about the significance of hair in African American culture and agreed
with the historical sentiment of hair being an indicator of professionalism; however, their
narrative focused more on their volatile, yet evolving, relationship with their own outward
appearance. Sharing their lifelong struggles with weight gain and weight loss, Skylar admitted to
internalizing ideas of self-hate over their lifetime. Even though they are becoming more
accepting of their phenotypical features, Skylar maintained:
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I have done damage to my body to fit a beauty standard and it got worse in college. So
imagine, you’re now at a PWI, and you see all these people who are skinny and fit and
whatnot. So, it’s like, okay, I need to not necessarily fit in because I don’t want to fit in
with white people; but I’m uncomfortable because I am already getting stares because
I’m the Black person with the dark skin and the textured hair or whatever.
For Skylar, attending a PWI initially amplified their self-hatred or “internalized racism” because
being around numerous white people further encouraged the Eurocentric beauty standards they
once longed to embody. Outside of the pervasive context of the white gaze (Rableo et al., 2020),
Skylar shared that in seeking to build community amongst Black people, on an interpersonal
level, complimenting another person’s hairstyle or talking about hairstyles is a go-to
conversation starter with great success of building bonds of relatedness quickly.
Black Exceptionalism
For this study, Black Exceptionalism is representative of instances where participants
observed that their effort, output, and academic acumen far exceeded that of many of their white
peers. The classroom environment, virtually and in-person, often served as spaces where the
participants found themselves actively working to dispel stereotypes. While describing their
experiences, three participants used the words “mediocre” or “mediocrity” to describe the quality
of their white classmates’ intellectual contributions. Having attended predominantly Black
schools their whole lives prior to enrolling at Flagship University, Skylar was particularly
shocked at the lack of excellence shown by their white counterparts. As Skylar talked about
various sources of motivation, they made this statement regarding their exceptionalism:
I’m going to sound so egotistical but what motivates me is the fact that I’m slowly
building up confidence in the idea that I am just generally better at this than my white
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classmates. When I first got here, it was just a lot of imposter syndrome…and then first
academic semester rolls around and I’m peer reviewing people’s work. At first, my
thought process was that I was doing the most, like “oh, I am just an overachiever,” and
then time continues on, and I realized that they were really just that mediocre. That is
why I am so driven. It ties back into my parents embedding into our heads the importance
of a college education and working twice as hard. They do okay work and can get away
with it, but I have to be phenomenal… I reap what I sow. I get the grades I get because of
the quality of my work.
As evidenced by Skylar’s account, the pressure of performing well academically was
exacerbated by the notion of not only meeting but exceeding established expectations and
criteria.
Similar to Ma’at’s sentiment of the “weight of being Black”, Sage talked about the depth
of premeditated thought Black people have to put into their actions. Sage said:
It’s a lot of things you have to constantly think about before you act. As a Black person
you have to be more mindful of how you walk around anywhere, not like literally walk
around, but just do whatever you do in the real world. You have to understand that the
world isn’t set out to give you the best life, so you have to work extra hard to get
whatever it is you are trying to go.
Sage reiterated the other participants’ assertions that African Americans have to exert more
effort than others to be considered proficient and in alignment with the perceived standard of
excellence inherent to whiteness. Additionally, while reflecting on the ways in which her
racialized identity as a Black woman has influenced her personal perceptions of success, Sage
said that attending a PWI helped her realize that she has to “work a lot harder.” She commented:
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I realized that I have to work a lot harder than what a white person would have to work in
order to get where it is that I am trying to go, and even then, it is like, I can work harder
and still not even make like half. I remember in my elementary education pedagogy class,
my teacher showed us a graph where they were talking about how much a white person
makes by sex and then how much a Black person makes, how much an Asian person
makes and it was like a white person who had just like a bachelor’s degree still made
more than a Black person who had their PhD… so it seems like you just can’t win in
terms of success but for me, it just drives me to still do the best I can and know like when
to fight for more, especially when I know that I deserve more.
The study’s participants were acutely aware that their academic acumen surpassed that of
their white peers and despite their proven abilities, they still had to exert more effort to gain the
respect of their white peers or professors. They had to constantly prove that they belonged, and
when self-monitoring became too much, many of the participants sought rest in hobbies or
grooming rituals.
Emergent Theme Six: Self-Care
The stress caused by the participants’ constant need to self-monitor and manage the
bombardment of threatening stimuli while navigating white academic spaces, in addition to other
stressors experienced during their sophomore year such as “extreme loneliness”, “uneasiness,” or
“a lot of anxiety”, encouraged them to explore ways of centering or prioritizing their holistic
wellbeing. The fifth emergent theme, Self-Care, is an amalgamation of how the study’s
participants motivated themselves or coped through activities or behaviors that promoted mental,
physical, and emotional wellness. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction between participantreported stressors and subthemes.
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Figure 7. Self-Care Coping Strategies and Affiliated Stressors

Faith
Three of the study’s participants, Keshe, Sage, and Ma’at, identified as Christian, with
each participant making several references to the impact their relationship with God has had on
their life but, most notably, their persistence journey. One participant, Zeaux, identified as “faith
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based” but, did not subscribe to a particular religion, and the two other participants, Skylar and
Ivy, identified as “not religious”.
After losing her father, Keshe leaned into her Christian faith for support and comfort. For
Keshe, she often talked about how her relationship with God sustained her through some of her
most difficult trials. Keshe’s father was murdered the summer of her sophomore year in college.
In speaking about the affects her father’s murder had on her mentally, Keshe shared:
God has a plan and I’m gonna have to assume that was a part of His plan. I do know that
His plan is always bigger and greater than anything I could imagine… I feel guilty, I still
do, but I know God loves me; I know that He shows mercy and grace, so he’s forgiven
me. I just still have to forgive myself.
When talking about the occasional academic struggles or feelings of burnout she experienced her
sophomore year due to virtual coursework and her less than favorable home environment, Keshe
shared that she would call on God to give her strength and help her keep everything organized by
praying, “Please give me the energy to do this assignment and the strength to understand the
material…please let me give this to you; I know you will take care of it”. Additionally, Keshe
valued her “peace” and intentionally sought God in the process of maintaining her “peace of
mind”. She further explained:
I just know that internally having peace, being calm, being happy, like, that is what
success is to me. You know, as long as I have that along with my college degree, the nice
car and house, that is what success is to me…it’s not even just having that stuff but peace
of mind, the happiness, the joy; combining all of those is what success is to me. I can
only get that peace of mind, joy, and calmness from calling on the Lord, you know, just
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reaching out to Him. Knowing that He has a plan, knowing that He is faithful and being
faithful to Him. Giving Him time, spending time with Him.
When overwhelmed with the responsibilities of being a top athlete and honors student,
Ma’at reported that she “leans into prayer and faith.” For Ma’at, pursuing her undergraduate
degree was aligned with her destiny, and her faith allowed her to view challenges as a part of her
predestined journey. To this end, Ma’at shared:
So even when life knocks you down, there is a brighter side, and everything we do is for
a reason. It has intention. And I think that has led me into a lot of the spaces that I am
now just remembering that yes, I am struggling, yes it wasn’t easy, but this is just one
step in the path. I have been predestined, I have been manifested to achieve, to do
something. And it’s not about me so that’s a major thing, so selflessness. Just
understanding that there’s a greater community, there's a greater good than myself so I’m
just a part of The Will to be done.
In this narrated account, Ma’at acknowledged that her matriculation journey, and eventual degree
attainment, would be an act of service to the “greater community,” a conviction that is a
testament to her Christian faith. While exercising faith was a coping strategy adopted by some of
the participants, those same participants and a few more articulated secular activities or
behavioral practices they engaged in when seeking an escape from the challenges of their
immediate realities as a persisting sophomore at a southern PWI.
Escapism
During their interviews, five participants, Ivy, Sage, Keshe, Ma’at, and Skylar, reported
participating in certain activities that served as fun, relaxing distractions that granted temporary
reprieve during such a stressful year. For these participants, activities such as playing video
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games, reading books, watching movies or television shows via subscription streaming services
such as Netflix or Hulu, ordering take-out fast food, listening to podcasts or music, online
shopping, meditation, sleeping, exercising, going to the nail shop, or a getting a fresh, new
hairstyle, provided necessary school and life balance. According to Sage, video games were her
go-to escape:
Engaging in my interests like video games such as The Sims 4, Among Us, Valorant, and
Dark Deception really just filled the time and kept me sane when I felt like school and
life were becoming a bit too much. You can almost always count on fictional worlds to
take you away from reality for a bit. I think my only problem with that though is that I
don’t know how to play in moderation, in terms of getting enough sleep. But I never let it
get in the way of me completing my work.
Unlike Sage, “resting” and being intentional about taking time to sleep was one of the ways
Keshe escaped during that “difficult time”. Keshe also reported taking time to meditate to help
her mental health and committed to “exercise every morning” before her online classes. Ivy and
Ma’at shared an interest in going to the nail parlor to get their nails done. Ivy emphatically
shared that getting her hair and nails done were both forms of her taking “self-care time”
declaring that those moments “charged” her up for dealing with “stressful moments” which were
frequent during the 2020-2021 school year.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore how Afrocentric African American college
students successfully coped with the challenges of sophomore year to include the COVID-19
social distancing learning imperative, heightened racial tensions throughout America, and the
2020 presidential campaign and election season. This chapter reiterated the study’s research
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questions, provided an overview of the sample and corresponding demographic information,
contained thick, rich descriptions of the six participants, and summarized the research findings.
After qualitative data analysis, there were six emergent themes: 1) Achievement Motivation, 2)
Soundproofing 3) Centripetal Autonomy, 4) Centripetal Grouping, 5) Self-Monitoring, and 6)
Self-Care. As illustrated in Figure 3, the data collected provided insight into how racial and
cultural identity factors, culture-specific coping, and motivation intersected to prevent
sophomore-year stop out and encourage persistence to junior year. Chapter 5 will include a
discussion of the six emergent themes as they relate to the research questions and theoretical
framework, conclusions, implications of the findings, and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Chapter 1 introduced the study and contained the problem statement, a discussion of
relevant background information, the research questions, a purpose statement, a statement of
significance, an introduction of the theoretical frameworks, a summary of research methods, the
limitations and delimitations of the study, and lastly, a glossary of relevant terminology. Chapter
2 was an in-depth review of extant literature related to anti-Black racism in America,
Afrocentricity, Black identity development, race-related traumatology, African America student
motivation, the history of African Americans, and higher education in America, and sophomore
persistence. The theories chosen as the frameworks for this study were also discussed in great
detail. Chapter 3 described the methodology chosen for this study, reiterated the purpose of the
study, and included the following sections: Research Questions, Research Design, Participants
And Sample, Statement of Subjectivity, Trustworthiness, Data Collection, and Data Analysis.
Chapter 4 provided the participants’ demographic information and contained the results of the
study, six emergent themes generated from the interview responses of six participants. Finally,
this chapter, Chapter 5, includes a summary and an interpretive discussion of major findings
related to the theoretical framework, research questions, and extant literature on Afrocentricity
and Black identity development, Africultural coping, African American student motivation, and
sophomore persistence. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the study’s real-world
implications and recommendations for future research.
Summary of the Study and Major Findings
In 2020, the national persistence rate fell two percentage points to 73.9%, the lowest in
eight years (National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, [NSCRC] 2021). At 78.0%,
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African American students still possessed the lowest persistence rate for public four-year
institutions (2021); and, according to the NSCRC (2021), the national six-year graduation rate of
the Fall 2015 cohort was 69%. Black students in that same cohort had a national completion rate
of 51.3%, a 1.3% increase from the previous cohort but still the lowest of all racial and ethnic
groups. Despite improvement in first-year student persistence and retention data for all racial and
ethnic groups, second-year attrition increased yearly, especially amongst African American
students (Causey et al., 2020; Tetley et al., 2010).
This phenomenological narrative study aimed to explore how Afrocentric African
American college students coped with the challenges experienced during their sophomore year of
college at predominantly white institutions (PWIs) located in the southern region of the United
States. A qualitative study was designed to answer the research questions, and a
phenomenological narrative methodological approach was the chosen to gain an in-depth
understanding of the experiences endured by this niche population of undergraduate student. A
total of six participants sat for two one-on-one, semi-structured interviews. From those
interviews, six themes emerged: (1) Achievement-Oriented Motivation, (2) Soundproofing, (3)
Centripetal Autonomy, (4) Centripetal Grouping, (5) Self-Monitoring, and (6) Self-Care. Those
six emergent themes consisted of a total of 22 subthemes.
Emergent theme one, Achievement-Oriented Motivation, encompassed various sources of
motivation cited by the study’s participants as they explained their reasons for persisting to
junior year. All six participants shared the goal of graduating with an undergraduate degree
because in doing so, they would be able to make their families and friends proud, gain the
necessary credentials to enter into their respective career fields and contribute to society in an
impactful way. Emergent theme two, Soundproofing, was characterized by the participants’
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conscious compartmentalization of their matriculation experiences and their decisions to
intentionally turn a blind eye to peripheral distractions that could have distracted from their goal
attainment. Emergent theme three, Centripetal Autonomy, represented participants’ intentional
centering of Black self-governance, Black advocacy, and Black agency while endeavoring to
effect change or resist the status quo for the benefit of the entire Black student body. Emergent
theme four, Centripetal Grouping, referred to the affinity-based grouping behavior demonstrated
by the participants on their predominantly white campuses. Participants sought to gain support
and belonging, safety, information, and other resources within these autonomous pods of Black
students. Emergent theme five, Self-Monitoring, was the outcome of participants often being one
of few Black people in a predominantly white space and the effects of living within a cultural
society that values whiteness. Not only did participants control their public presentation through
aesthetic, cosmetic, or conversational enhancements, they also recognized that their effort,
output, and academic acumen far exceeded that of many of their white peers. The final emergent
theme, Self-Care, encompassed the selfless ways participants chose to motivate, entertain, and
relax as they dealt with personal and school-related challenges. Each of the six emergent themes
answered at least one of the research questions. Major findings of the study are summarized as
follows:
•

The salience of the racial and cultural identities of Afrocentric Black sophomores
revealed itself through sustained connections with family and friends, centripetal
community-building grouping patterns, and feelings of collective grief and fear
experienced as a result of high-profile acts of anti-Black racism in America.
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•

COVID-19 displacement, academic challenges, family tragedies, a lack of belonging, the
2020 presidential election, and heightened racial tensions were stressors Black
sophomores had to contend with during the 2020-2021 school year.

•

Black sophomores matriculating at rural PWIs in the South reported more overt racebased encounters than Black sophomores at urban institutions.

•

Black sophomores used social media platforms, standard text messaging, and group
messaging platforms to organize and sustain autonomous campus-based countercommunities of Black students during the COVID-19 social distancing learning
imperative and 2020 presidential election campaign season.

•

Black sophomores who were recipients of gift aid were highly motivated to persist to
junior year.

•

Black sophomores coped with day-to-day life stressors by engaging in hobby-oriented
activities such as playing video games, reading books, watching movies or television
shows via Netflix or Hulu, ordering take-out fast food, listening to podcasts or music,
online shopping, meditating, sleeping, exercising, and going to the nail shop or hair salon.

In the next section, the major findings will be discussed and interpreted according to the research
questions and the study’s theoretical frameworks.
Discussion of Major Findings and Research Questions
The study’s central research question was: “How does an Afrocentric perspective inform
how African American students cope with the challenges of their sophomore year of college at a
four-year southern, predominantly white institution?” The three sub-questions that guided the
study were:
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a. How does an Afrocentric perspective manifest in the educational experiences of
African American students?
b. What coping strategies do African American sophomore students utilize as they
face challenges that threaten their persistence to junior year?
c. What motivational factors do African American sophomore students utilize to
persist to junior year successfully?
Research Sub-Question A: Influence of Afrocentricity
The following section includes a discussion of how Afrocentricity, or an Afrocentric
perspective, manifested in the participants’ educational experiences. Additionally, related
findings are juxtaposed with the extant research discussed in Chapter 2 and new findings are
highlighted. The data revealed that participants’ early exposure to Black-affirmative knowledge
in childhood influenced their communitarian natures and lifelong efficacious beliefs about their
Black and academic success identities.
Pre-College Schooling Experiences, Epiphanies of Blackness, and Nigrescence.
The life story interviews revealed a lot about the pre-college schooling experiences of the
participants. Of the six participants, only two had attended racially and culturally diverse schools
prior to attending college. As previously highlighted in the participant profiles, most of the
participants were born, raised, and educated within the inner-city suburbs of Atlanta and
therefore, had little to no cultural interactions with white people. Five participants reported
knowing that they were Black from an early age noting their skin complexion as being “brown”
or recalling nostalgic stories of cultural experiences such as sitting in the kitchen getting the tips
of their ears burned with the hot comb or getting their hair braided by their mother or sister. In
their younger years, blackness consisted of knowing that their parents were Black, having all
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Black teachers and classmates, and celebrating Black History Month and Kwanzaa at their
respective elementary or middle schools. Of those participants, three attended chartered middle
schools in Atlanta that had an Afrocentric ethos. Participants reported that their schools were
“very much Afrocentric” in that each school was fashioned after a tribe where communitarian
values of community, elder reverence, creative expression, history-sharing and storytelling, and
self-pride were fundamental to their daily schooling experiences. Middle school was the time
that most participants shared that they learned to love and embrace their blackness.
These narratives regarding pre-college Black identity development are significant
because for the students who lived within racially homogenous environments for the first 17 or
18 years of their life before deciding to attend a PWI, immersion into a predominantly white
space impaled their previous understanding of themselves as African descendants and American
citizens. For the first time in their lives, their blackness was reconstructed within the context of
southern whiteness; they realized the burden of being Black in America. Two participants
articulated personal feelings and experiences that aligned with the Immersion-Emersion stage of
Cross’ (1991) revised model of nigrescence where anti-white, pro-Black sentiments were
indicative of high racial salience and a high rate of activism and Black involvement (Vandiver,
2001). The high volume of activism and boots-on-the-ground involvement that participants
might have ordinarily engaged in per assertions made within the literature, were hampered due to
the global COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing imperatives; however, Black students used
digital technology to organize and build community.
Factors of Achievement-Oriented Motivation and Afrocentricity
As a “communitarian philosophy” (Karenga, 2003, p. 90), Afrocentricity conceptualizes
society as an environment where people and systems exemplify civility, reciprocity, equity, and
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equality. Additionally, within the Afrocentric paradigm (Asante, 2003), human identity is a
collective, rather than individual, entity (Schiele, 2003). Five of the participants’ decisions to
attain an undergraduate degree were heavily influenced by how their new knowledge or
credentials would empower and equip them with skills to directly benefit their immediate
homestead community or the collective African American community. The participants’ desire
to make a difference in the community aligned with four principles of the Nguzo Saba (Karenga,
1998): Umoja, Kujichagulia, Ujima, and Nia.
In addition to wanting to use their talents and degree to make a difference in the Black
community, all participants articulated a desire to make their family and friends proud. This
finding is supported by Guiffrida’s (2003) assertion in his reimagining of Tinto’s (1993) theory
of student departure. According to Guiffrida (2003), the salience of “home social systems” (p.
460), the family members and friends of the student, has a continual influence on the
matriculation experiences of racially minoritized students. As first-generation college students,
four participants shared similar experiences of their home social systems pooling resources to
contribute to their collegiate experience. Ultimately, the collectivist perspectives of the
participants made it difficult for them to view their successes as independent of their families and
friends. In Figure 8, an illustration has been created to demonstrate how the factors of
achievement-oriented motivation are situated within the Afrocentric framework, the Nguzo Saba
(Karenga, 1998).
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Figure 8. Achievement-oriented Motivation and Afrocentricity

Centripetal Autonomy and Afrocentricity
According to Asante (2003), “Afrocentricity liberates the African by establishing agency
as the key concept for freedom” (p. 50). In order to be agentic, an African American must first be
autonomous (Deci & Ryan, 1995) and “view themselves as centered or central to their own
history” (Asante, 2009, para. 5). This study revealed that Black sophomores exercised their
autonomy by centering the narratives, concerns, and needs of Black people in predominantly
white spaces. Behaviors such as using classroom assignments to elevate and advance the
concerns of equity and racial reckoning for the benefit of Black Americans were reminiscent of a
model of academic discourse posited by Asante (2003). Asante (2003) stated that within
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intellectual discourse, Afrocentricity is evidenced by African descendants postulating African
people as action generators within the European or Western experience.
As the participants persisted through their sophomore year, their identities as Black or
African American were accompanied by an awareness or consciousness of Black progenitors,
martyrs, and predecessors who sacrificed so that they might be able to pursue an undergraduate
degree at the PWI of their choice. Within the literature, the participants’ awareness and vocalized
reverence for ancestors, elders, and community leaders indicated their Afrocentricity (Asante,
2003; Cokley, 2003; Utsey et al., 2000b). According to Mazama (2003), Marcus Garvey
conceptualized African agency as the deep respect and appreciation shown for the
“accomplishments, struggles, and sufferings” (p. 11) of the ancestors. As illustrated in Figure 9,
coping strategies characteristic of centripetal autonomy embodied the following principles of the
Nguzo Saba (Karenga, 1998): Umoja, Kujichagulia, Ujima, Nia, Kuumba, and Imani.
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Figure 9. Centripetal Autonomy and Afrocentricity

Research Sub-Question B: Coping Strategies
The study’s second sub-question was: “What coping methods do African American
sophomore students utilize as they face challenges that threaten their persistence to junior year?”
Lazarus and Folkman (1984) defined coping as the “constantly changing cognitive and
behavioral efforts to manage specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as
taxing or exceeding the resources of the person” (p. 141). In Chapter 2, coping strategies specific
to African Americans were reviewed concerning race-related stress and trauma encounters. In
this study, participants identified the following stressors: COVID-19 displacement from campus,
academic challenges presented by COVID-19 displacement and online learning, family
tragedies, feelings of loneliness and a lack of belonging, the 2020 presidential election, and the
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heightened racial tension experienced as a result of social justice uprisings in response to
incidents of police brutality. The aforementioned stressors could have functioned as barriers to
persistence had the participants failed to implement the coping strategies discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Centripetal Grouping and Coping
This study included participants who successfully persisted to junior year during the
2020-2021 school year, a time characterized by social distancing protocols that required
institutions to either keep campuses closed or limit in-person gatherings. Theoretical
explanations of student attrition and college sophomore persistence posited that students who
successfully persist in college possess a feeling of belongingness within their campus community
(De Sisto et al., 2021; Tinto, 1993, 2015). According to participants, when their respective
institutions reopened and allowed students to move back into dormitories, students attempted to
reestablish former connections and establish new relationships to cope with feelings of
loneliness, the challenges of readjusting to an in-person instructional environment, and the
heightened racial tensions between racially minoritized students and their politically conservative
white peers. The propensity of African Americans to seek refuge from stressful situations within
kinship or other community groups is an Africultural coping method discussed in Chapter 2,
entitled collective coping (Utsey et al., 2000a). Groups created by Black students functioned
independently as autonomous subsections of the larger student body and established
communication networks to pass important safety information, facilitate intragroup
accountability and connection. These social circles functioned as a safe space for their members
to be unapologetically Black and their authentic selves. Figure 10 illustrates the centripetal
community-building grouping pattern used by students.
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Figure 10. Model of Centripetal Community-building Grouping Pattern

Centripetal Autonomy and Coping
Booker (2016), Morley (2003), and Rodgers and Summers (2008) reported that Black
collegians attending PWIs had to contend with hostile learning environments where white
professors and classmates underestimated their scholastic aptitude and challenged their academic
integrity. According to Grier-Reed et al. (2021), Black students are now being assaulted on
predominantly white campuses through “verbal insults, threats, and violence” (p. 2). When faced
with racially-charged, microaggressive encounters within academic and social spaces such as
classrooms and student centers, participants in this study coped by directly addressing the
offending person or entity. Griffin and Armstead (2020) considered the act of “demanding
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respect or asserting oneself” (p. 7) “equalizing” (p. 5) and called this type of coping strategy
problem-focused coping. Before addressing the offense, the participant reported regulating the
tone of their voice, facial expressions, and posture to avoid consequences that were likely to be
inequitably rendered by the institution’s all-white administrative team. Due to “chilly” (Hall &
Sandler, 1982) campus climates and numerous unpleasant experiences, four participants reported
ignoring or compartmentalizing certain offenses. Compartmentalization would be considered
“avoidance coping” (Griffin & Armstead., 2020, p. 5).
Black Joy. Having study participants identify Black Joy as a coping mechanism was a
significant finding of this study. While extant literature contains Africultural coping strategies
(Utsey et al., 2000b) and various ways African Americans cope (Greer, 2007; Griffin &
Armstead, 2020; Lewis-Coles & Constantine, 2006; Utsey et al., 2000b), references to conscious
moments of joy being employed as a coping strategy were not found. Griffin and Armstead
(2020) identified emotional coping as one of seven “racial coping pluralities” (p. 5); however, in
listing the emotions associated with that method, only anxiety, aggression, general anger,
depression, and distress were named. According to Watkins et al. (2017), joy is an emotion; this
finding extends current psychological literature about African American coping strategies.
Self-Care and Coping
Faith was one of two subthemes that informed the emergent theme Self-Care. As a major
tenet of Afrocentricity (Johnson, 2001), spirituality is an inherent aspect of African culture
(Asante, 2008) and is represented by the Nguzo Saba principle of Imani, which translates to
“faith” (Karenga, 1998). In this study, two participants identified their faith, or faith-based
spiritual practice, as a medium through which they coped with “everyday stressful situations”
(Utsey et al., 2000a, p.197), grief, and challenges characteristic of the sophomore year, such as
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choosing a major and completing rigorous coursework (Gohn et al., 2001). According to Daly et
al. (1995), coping behaviors such as prayer and meditation are considered metaphysical
approaches, and the Africultural Coping Systems Inventory (ACSI) classified coping behaviors
such as prayer or meditation as spiritual-centered coping (Utsey et al., 2000a).
Escapism. As African American sophomores, the participants’ challenges were just as
nuanced, multi-dimensional, and intersectional as their personal identities. This study revealed
that participants employed coping strategies to cope with factors outside of academic and racially
discriminatory contexts. Study participants used the following strategies to cope with the
challenges of day-to-day living: playing video games, reading books, watching movies or
television shows via subscription streaming services such as Netflix or Hulu, ordering take-out
fast food, listening to podcasts or music, online shopping, meditating, sleeping, exercising, going
to the nail shop, and getting a fresh, new hairstyle at the hair salon. The above findings are
significant because they extend extant literature on Black student coping and PWI matriculation
experiences. Prior to completing the study, search inquiries did not return data that identified
hobbies such as playing video games, binging television shows on Netflix or Hulu, or listening to
podcasts as coping methods or strategies. Activities such as online shopping, going to the nail
shop, getting a new hairstyle, or ordering take-out fast food were also undiscoverable in the
existing literature; however, they are included in this discussion to add cultural or generational
context to the coping strategies of persisting Black sophomores.
Self-Monitoring and Coping
Many of the coping mechanisms implemented by Black Americans are a result of
centuries-long exposure to various forms of anti-Black oppression (Ashley, 2014; DeGruy, 2009;
Griffin & Armstead, 2019; Parry, 2021). To this end, DeGruy (2009) posited that through the
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adoption of the “slave master’s value system” (p. 254), African Americans have internalized
beliefs of Black inferiority. DeGruy (2009) entitled the process of internalizing white beliefs of
superiority “racial socialization” (p. 254). During data collection, participants articulated
thoughts, behaviors, and values that mirrored the effects of racial socialization. One participant
noted that for them, white acceptance was not needed for the sake of receiving white approval
but rather to attain the mutual respect and comfortability that accompanied not being perceived
as a threat. Participants also reported being stared at in academic spaces, particularly when they
were the only Black person present. When called upon, participants shared that they were asked
to speak monolithically for all Black people and stated that their white peers visually and audibly
disregarded their experiences by laughing, talking over them while they spoke, or challenging
the validity of their stories.
To cope with feelings of isolation resulting from alienation caused by white estrangement
(Gusa, 2010) and to gain the respect of white professors or peers, participants monitored their
physical appearance and speech patterns. For example, two participants discussed their efforts to
make sure that their hair was styled in a professional manner prior to joining a virtual or inperson class session, noting that they quickly perceived the difference in how they were received
when entering predominantly white spaces. DeGruy (2009) cited the Black aesthetic, particularly
the historical relationship Black women have had with their hair and how it is policed, as an
effect of racial socialization. According to the way participants responded to chilly (Hall &
Sandler, 1982) classroom environments, Griffin and Armstead (2020) would classify their
coping strategy as “cultural assimilation” (p. 5); and Utsey et al. (2000a) would consider
participants’ adaptive thought processes to white-wash (DeGruy, 2009; Harris, 2014; Lee &
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Hicken, 2016; Pitcan et al., 2018) their phenotypical appearance as cognitive/emotional
debriefing.
Lastly, participants coped with the challenges of persisting at a PWI by defying white
expectations of Black intellectualism. Four participants reported instances where they observed
that their effort, output, and academic acumen far exceeded that of many of their white peers. In
the literature, Volpe et al. (2021) found that 80% of Black college students actively coped by
“working harder to defy white expectations” (p. 7). Mirroring the findings of Volpe et al. (2021),
study participants reported that they worked harder to achieve their academic goals to debunk
racist tropes while coping with a bombardment of microaggressions and blatant acts of racial
prejudice.
Research Sub-Question C: Motivational Strategies
The study’s third sub-question was: “What motivational strategies do African American
sophomore students utilize to persist to junior year successfully?” Without motivation,
persistence to junior year and undergraduate degree attainment would be impossible for African
American college students (Cokley, 2003; Hattie et al., 2020; Ryan & Deci, 2017). Motivation is
defined as the impetus that “moves people to action” (Ryan & Deci, 2017, p.13), energizes their
behavior, and functions as the complex interplay of internal and external factors that determine
human behavior (Trenshaw et al., 2016). Within the literature, several theories were referenced
to explain the achievement motivations of African American college students (Cokley, 2003).
However, historically, researchers of African American student achievement motivation have
utilized a deficit approach to frame their research, and such approaches consequentially led to a
broadening of inequities within social science literature (Dudley-Marling, 2007; Harper, 2010;
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Valencia, 1997; Venzant Chambers & Spikes, 2016). The findings of this study corroborated
some existing findings within African American student motivation literature.
Career Preparation and Access as a Motivational Strategy
With the college degree being the essential representation of cultural capital in the United
States (Glisczinski, 2007), study findings are consistent with the literature that identified career
access as a motivational factor for African American college students (Brower, 1992; Griffin,
2006; Kaplan & Maehr, 1999). Black sophomore participants in this study were motivated to
persist because a college degree was the baseline pre-requisite to gain access into their respective
career fields. With a college degree, the participants would be unable to fulfill some of the other
motivational factors mentioned, such as make their families proud, make a difference within
their communities through their career, or serve as an educational vanguard within their family
systems.
Gift Aid as a Motivational Strategy
The COVID-19 pandemic presented several challenges for the study’s participants;
however, paying for tuition and fees was not an issue due to their status as gift aid recipients.
Notably, five participants revealed that they were motivated to persist because they did not want
to give up the opportunity to attend school for free or at a low cost due to scholarships or grants.
This finding is consistent with college student success literature that identified inadequate
finances and college affordability as barriers to degree attainment for Black and other racially
minoritized students (St. John et al., 2005; Tierney, 2015). As illustrated in Figure 11, career
preparation and access align with the Nguzo Saba principle Nia.
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Figure 11. Achievement-oriented Motivation and Theoretical Frameworks

Conclusions
This study addressed the high levels of African American student sophomore-year
attrition by examining the coping and motivational strategies of collegiate juniors who
successfully persisted from year two to year three at southern PWIs. As illustrated in Figure 12,
the findings of this study corroborated the meaning-making salience of racial and cultural
identities, proving that: (1) possessing an African self-consciousness and positive “cultural selfconception” (Chambers et al., 1998, p. 370) influences how Black students cope with stressors of
their sophomore year at southern PWIs, and (2) cultural norms and social systems of family and
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friends significantly affect student motivation, academic performance and persistence decisions
(Guiffrida, 2006). Study participants attributed their ability to persist to junior year to: (1)
intentionally centering Black self-governance and decision making to effect change or resist the
status quo; (2) intentionally connecting and remaining connected with other Black people on
campus; (3) intentionally muting, silencing, or avoiding perceived negative, threatening,
harmful, or violent social interactions; (4) actively observing, regulating, or controlling their
public presentation through aesthetic, cosmetic, or conversational enhancements; and (5)
motivating themselves through activities or behaviors that promoted mental, physical, and
emotional wellness. Additionally, the emergent theme Achievement Motivation functioned as an
amalgamation of motivation factors identified by study participants: degree attainment, career
preparation and access, making a difference, trailblazing, retaining gift aid, making the family
proud, and fear.
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Figure 12. The Interplay and Outcomes of Afrocentrism, Africultural Coping, and Motivation

Implications for Practice in Higher Education
This study provided an overview of the second-year experiences of Afrocentric African
American students who successfully persisted at southern PWIs during the 2020-2021 school
year, a school year characterized by the COVID-19 pandemic and heightened racial tensions of
the Trump presidency. The data, findings, and interpretations from this study extend extant
literature in five areas: student persistence, African American student motivation, African
American degree attainment, African American psychology, and asset-based academic success.
The following sections discuss implications for practice in higher education.
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Embrace: Establishing Wrap-Around Support for African American Sophomore Students
Since 1964, African Americans have had access to predominantly white colleges and
universities. College choice studies have shown that college-bound Black students select
institutions based on the college’s reputation, academic program offerings, family legacy,
geography, and affordability (Comeaux et al., 2020). While research shows that HBCUs are
culturally safer and more supportive of Black students and their academic development, high
costs of attendance and a lack of sufficient financial aid (St. John et al., 2005) have often forced
prospective students to pursue their undergraduate degrees at a public four-year PWI. Regardless
of the motivation for attending a PWI, once enrolled, racially minoritized students, especially
Black students, need to feel adequately supported, academically and socially, to persist to
graduation.
The collegiate first year has historically been a stressful transition for incoming students;
therefore, it is ladened with institutional safety nets that, prior to COVID-19, increased the
overall first-year persistence rate (NSCRC, 2021) nationwide. Unfortunately, when the
sophomore year begins, support systems to which students have become accustomed are
removed, and sophomore students are left in a “period of developmental confusion” (Richmond,
1987, p. 15). The findings of this study support existing research that underscores the need for
PWIs to establish student support policies, programming, and services tailored to African
American students’ unique needs. The uniqueness of the African American plight substantiates
the need for the exclusivity of practice, and practitioners are strongly cautioned against “ethnic
minority clustering” (Johnson, 2003, p. 818). Racially minoritized groups are not homogeneous;
each cultural or ethnic group possesses its own history, struggle, attitudes, and perceptions and,
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therefore, deserves its own set of interventions. A few suggestions for implementation are as
follows:
•

Before initiating the implementation phase, Afrocentric literature that decenters
Euroamerican theoretical and conceptual frameworks of knowledge by situating African
American academic achievement within their African heritage and American history
must be acquired to inform interventions and practice.

•

Emphasize African American student retention and persistence as a priority in the
institution’s strategic plan and subsequently allocate funds from the university’s budget
to finance the establishment of a new department or office created solely to address the
particular needs of Black sophomores through student support policies, programming,
and services. With these funds, a task force of African American faculty, highly-qualified
higher education professionals, and students should be identified to lead and oversee the
project.

•

Within the new department or office, services and programming should be designed with
Afrocentric values such as communitarianism, spirituality, self-determination, and culture
to ensure that persisting sophomores’ needs are in alignment with the contexts of their
life circumstances. Practical application of this suggestion might look like the creation of
public service opportunities or collaborations within the community surrounding the
institution, academic and professional empowerment through a series of skill-based
seminars that address a student-identified gap in understanding, or a mentoring program
where collegiate juniors or esteemed faculty and staff persons serve as an advisory and
advocacy council to matriculating sophomore students.
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•

Findings of this study suggest that being a recipient of gift aid is a significant
motivational factor of Black sophomore persistence. Therefore, in addition to the
recommendations mentioned above for wrap-around support, creating a line-item budget
for gap funding to prevent Black sophomore undergraduate dropout due to unexpected
tuition and fees or housing costs is also suggested. Such a resource would provide shortterm financial assistance to qualifying students allowing them more time to figure out a
long-term solution to their financial shortfall.

Amplify: Championing Black Voices
The second principle of the Nguzo Saba, Kujichagulia, empowers African descendants to
define, name, create, and speak for themselves (Karenga, 1998). The principle of selfdetermination empowers Black people to define the world without the interjection of
imperialistic forces and assumes that the answers of identity and success lie within the realm of
the collective American Black experience. As Johnson (2001) stated, “to determine the needs of
African American students… researchers and practitioners have to simply looks at what African
Americans say about themselves, psychologically and socially” (p. 407). In order to find
solutions to Black sophomore attrition and the disproportionately low graduation rate, higher
education researchers, administrators, and practitioners need to start centering the voices of those
for whom the interventions are designed to impact. Without the amplification of the Black
sophomore voice, other presumptuous soundbites are mute.
Entwine: Integrating the Culturally-Aligned Theory into Policy
Research designed to explore, describe, or explain the psychosocial behavior of African
Americans must be conducted using theories and culturally-aligned frameworks that humanizes
and acknowledges Black people as efficacious, agential actors within their own stories. There are
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several theoretical models, Cross’ Model of Nigrescence (Cross, 1971,1991; Vandiver et al.,
2001), Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity (Sellers et al., 1998), and psychometric tools
such as the Africultural Coping Systems Inventory (Utsey et al., 2000a), Cultural Resilience
Measurement Model (Utsey et al., 2007), and the model of Critical Consciousness of Anti-Black
Racism (Mosley et al., 2020), that could aid researchers in understanding Black coping
strategies, motivational factors, and psychosocial adaptation behaviors from an Afrocentric
perspective. The Nguzo Saba (Karenga, 1998) and the theory from which it was derived,
Kawaida (Karenga, 1977, 1998), are culturally-aligned, Afrocentric ideologies upon which future
African American college student success interventions should be based. For student affairs
professionals, Johnson’s (2001) foundational model of African American college student
development theory is recommended as a blueprint for incorporating the Nguzo Saba (Karenga,
1998) into policies and programming designed to increase retention and persistence rates of
Black undergraduates.
Recommendations for Future Research
Further research within the Afrocentric paradigm is necessary to continue the
conversation about African American college student success. Continued research could lead to a
better understanding of how the historical background of a geographic region, such as the
American South, shapes the matriculation experiences of Black students and the amplification of
African American student voices as they report their lived experiences in predominantly white
spaces. The recommendations for future research are for researchers to (1) recreate the current
study with more people and representation from all eight southern states; (2) design a mixedmethods study to assess whether there is a connection between epiphanies of blackness, Cross’
(1971, 1991) stages of nigrescence, and the coping and motivational strategies of Black college
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students; and (3) design a mixed-methods study to explore the phenomenon of Black joy and its
relatedness to African American college student persistence.
Same Study, Larger Sample
A limited amount of time and financial resources prevented a larger-scaled
implementation of this study; therefore, it would be beneficial for this study to be reconstructed
to capture the life stories and matriculation experiences of Afrocentric African American
sophomores at more southern PWIs. The majority of the participants selected for this study
attended PWIs located in the State of Georgia. One participant attended an institution located in
South Carolina, and the other participant attended a PWI in the State of Virginia. The American
South consists of five additional states that were not represented in this sample: Alabama,
Mississippi, Florida, Tennessee, and North Carolina. Due to the limited number of studies that
have utilized the phenomenological narrative methodology, a reconstructed study would
continue to fill that methodological gap in extant literature.
Epiphanies of Nigrescence, Coping, and Motivation
As evidenced in this study’s findings, the point in which African Americans experience
their personal period of nigrescence is different for everyone (Cross, 1971). For the three
participants who grew up in predominantly Black neighborhoods with limited exposure to white
people prior to attending college, their stages of nigrescence began in college. Conversely, the
three participants who had more racially diverse schooling experiences prior to attending college
did not share the experiences of shock because of their lack of familiarity with their differences
in white and Black American culture. Based on this study’s findings, college-initiated
nigrescence was most prevalent amongst participants who grew up within a major American city
with a large African American population. A new study designed to explore the relationship
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between nigrescence, coping, and motivational factors for Black students attending PWIs might
serve to inform persistence and African American college student success literature. An
understanding of these factors could inform student and academic affairs practices designed to
ensure Black collegian success.
Black Joy and African American College Student Success
Black joy possessed significance as a finding and subtheme of the emergent theme of
Centripetal Autonomy within this study. Future research designed to explore how Black joy
manifests within a predominantly white environment such as a college or university would
inform asset-based student success literature and expound on what is known about African
American coping strategies. Additionally, such a study would contribute to African American
psychology literature as participants mentioned practicing moments of Black joy to preserve
their mental health.
Final Thoughts
The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated existing disparities in academic achievement
within higher education; therefore, African American sophomores enrolled at a public four-year
institution still have the lowest persistence and graduation rates amongst their white, Latinx, and
Asian peers (NSCRC, 2021). For Black students persisting at southern PWIs, this study revealed
that coping with the unique challenges inherent to the collegiate sophomore year also involved
coping with a global pandemic and heightened racial tensions due to the Trump presidency.
Nevertheless, African American sophomore students successfully employed a combination of
Afrocentric coping and motivational strategies to persist to junior year at a southern PWI.
This phenomenological narrative study detailed the participants’ motivational factors and
coping strategies using six emergent themes. The major findings of the study were: (1)
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Afrocentric Black sophomores sustained connections with family and friends, used centripetal
community-building grouping patterns, and collectively experienced feelings of grief and fear as
a result of high-profile acts of anti-Black racism in America; (2) Black sophomores used social
media platforms, standard text messaging, and group messaging platforms to organize and
sustain autonomous campus-based counter-communities of Black students during COVID-19
and the 2020 presidential election campaign season; (3) stressors experienced by Black
sophomores during the 2020-2021 school year were characteristically intersectional because they
were not just school-related. Stressors also originated from the students’ personal lives and from
within American society; (4) Black sophomores coped with day-to-day life stressors by engaging
in hobby-oriented activities such as playing video games, reading books, watching movies or
television shows via Netflix or Hulu, ordering take-out fast food, listening to podcasts or music,
online shopping, going to the nail shop or hair salon, meditating, sleeping or exercising; (5)
Black sophomores matriculating at rural southern PWIs reported more overt race-based
encounters than Black sophomores matriculating at urban institutions within the same region;
and lastly, (6) Black sophomores receiving gift aid were highly motivated to persist to junior
year.
These findings suggested an inextricable link between Black sophomores’ need for
connection, the salience of their racial and cultural identity as African American or Black, and
their motivations for persevering despite challenges encountered during their sophomore year.
Findings also revealed that white opposition served as the impetus for Black sophomores to seek
kith and kinship connections rather than withdraw into silos for survival. For the sophomores
living on campus, those connections provided a sense of safety, belonging and visibility,
academic support, resources, accountability, and knowledge sharing in the absence of their
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biological or chosen families. White opposition also motivated Black sophomores to defy
stereotypical perceptions of Black intellectualism. For the study’s participants, persisting was a
direct act of resistance.
The study’s findings and interpretations extend existing literature in five areas; therefore,
the implications for practice in higher education are as follows: institutions should establish
wrap-around support for African American sophomore students, amplify and champion Black
sophomore student voices, and integrate culturally-aligned theory into higher education policy.
As mentioned in the problem statement, the disparities associated with Black undergraduate
degree attainment remain and have worsened due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Consequently, more studies are needed to illuminate the needs of Black sophomores, so for that
reason, there are three recommendations for future research. It is recommended that researchers
(1) recreate the current study with more people and representation from all eight southern states;
(2) design a mixed-methods study to assess whether there is a connection between epiphanies of
blackness, Cross’ (1971, 1991) stages of nigrescence, and the coping and motivational strategies
of Black college students; and (3) design a mixed-methods study to explore the phenomenon of
Black joy and its relatedness to African American college student persistence.
In closing, American society and “the larger human community” (Karenga, 2003, p. 73)
are characterized by a richness of human diversity that must be embraced and strengthened by
allowing each racial or cultural group “to speak its own special cultural truth and make its own
unique contribution to the forward flow of societal and human history” (p. 73). For a
representative body of literature, researchers must first abandon using Eurocentric theoretical
models to study Black Americans because Euroamerican and African American value
orientations do not align. Secondly, without decentering whiteness and dismantling the
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systemically racist ways with which the American ethos relegates Black humanity to the fringe
of American society, Black success will never be seen as meritorious enough to withstand white
interpretations of excellence. African American students are successfully persisting to degree
completion at southern PWIs under unique, self-determined conditions. In the spirit of the
second principle of the Nguzo Saba, Kujichagulia, to further understand those unique conditions,
particularly the coping and motivational strategies employed during the critical sophomore year,
student success researchers must center Black cultural values and allow Black sophomores to
define their realities by speaking for themselves.
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Demographic Questionnaire Questions
1. What is your first and last name?
2. How old are you?
3. What is your gender identity?
4. What is your marital status?
a. Single
b. Married
c. Separated
d. Divorced
e. Widowed
5. How many dependents do you have?
a. No dependents
b. 1
c. 2-3
d. More than 4
e. Prefer not to say
6. Are you registered to vote and able to actively participate in the electoral process on a
local, state, and federal level?
a. Yes
b. No
7. Are you a first-generation college student?
a. Yes
b. No
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8. Where are you from (City & State)?
9. When did you graduate from high school?
a. 2015
b. 2016
c. 2017
d. 2018
e. 2019
f. 2020
10. What is your current religion, if any?
11. Were you active in the social justice protests of 2020?
12. What cultural holidays do you celebrate, if any?
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Interview Questions
Interview #1: Narrative – Life Story Interview Prompts
1. Describe your childhood.
2. Describe your family.
3. Tell me about your educational (or schooling) experiences.
4. Describe your culture.
Interview #2: Phenomenological Interview Questions
1. Umoja – Unity
• “How has family and/or community helped you in your college experience?”
• “What does the quotation, ‘I am because we are’ mean to you?”
2. Kujichagulia – Self-Determination
• Define ‘self-determination’.
• “Who are you?”
• “What does it mean to be ‘Black’?”
• “How has your racialized identity influenced your perception of success?”
3. Ujima – Collective Work & Responsibility
• Tell me about your campus involvement.
• Tell me about your community involvement.
4. Nia – Purpose
• “Why are you seeking to attain an undergraduate degree?”
• Describe your role on campus.
• Describe your role within your community.
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5. Imani – Faith
• “How has faith or cultural traditions influenced your self-worth or confidence?”
• “How has faith or cultural traditions influenced your success identity?”
• “How has faith or cultural traditions influenced your academic success identity?”
6. Afrocentricity/ Black Identity Development
• “When did you know that you were ‘Black’?”
• “What role did family and/or community play in the cultivation of your Black identity?”
• Describe a positive campus-based experience or encounter that you attribute to your
Black identity.
• Describe a negative campus-based experience or encounter that you attribute to your
Black identity.
7. Coping
• “How did you cope with the stressors of attending a PWI as an African American?”
• Tell me about a time when you successfully coped with a racist encounter during your
sophomore year.
• “What challenges did you encounter during your sophomore year?”
8. Motivation
• “What motivates you to persevere?”
• “In your experience, what motivates your best performance?” or “In your experience,
what motivates you to ‘push harder’ when faced with obstacles on campus?”
• “When faced with obstacles during your sophomore year, why didn’t you quit or drop
out?”
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APPENDIX F
CODE BOOK

Emergent

Sub-Themes

Initial Codes

Theme
Achievement

Degree Attainment –

Choosing a major

Motivation

Participants' desire to

Life's passion

earn their

Making a difference

This theme

undergraduate degree

No alternative plan

consolidates

served as a

Scholarships/Grants

various sources

motivational factor.

Family's Sacrifice

of motivation

Make my family proud

mentioned by

Career Prerequisite -

career and college alignment

the study’s

Participants

"my degree is for the people"

participants as

recognized

First-Generation College Student

they explained

undergraduate degree

"I'm blessed"

their reasons

attainment as a

"my college experience... its solely personally

for persisting to necessary precursor to

motivated".

junior year.

gaining access into

self-determination

their career field.

perseverance
"coming to college for free"

Making a Difference -

Getting a college degree

Participants sought to

graduating
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attain their

defying the odds

undergraduate degree
for the purposes of
making a large-scale
impact on the Black
community.

Trailblazing Participants were
motivated by being the
first to graduate from
college or being the
first to accomplish a
certain task.

Making Family Proud
- Participants cited the
expressions of joy and
pride by their family
and friends as a
primary source of
motivation.
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Gift Aid Retention Participants' desire to
retain financial support
in the form of
scholarships, grants, or
stipends served as a
motivation factor.

Fear - Participants
remained enrolled in
college because they
had no viable
alternatives, did not
want to disappoint
family, or suffer the
financial implications
of dropping out.
Soundproofing Compartmentalization- Kept it Cordial
Participants isolated

"put blinders on"

the intentional

various aspects of their

"I didn't internalize"

muting,

matriculation

"kind of ignored it"

silencing, or

experience into

"I try to Black out those things"

avoidance of

separate spheres for

"I have to be as neutral as possible"
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social

the purposes of staying

"not dealing with it"

interactions

focused or protecting

"I had to pick my battles at that point"

that are

themselves from

"keep my mind off of the negativity"

perceived as

perceived harm.

"I did not talk to anyone I did not know"

negative,
threatening,

Eyes Front-

harmful, or

Participants

violent.

metaphorically
blinding themselves to
potential peripheral
distractions.

Centripetal

Sankofian Homage-

Black Resistance

Autonomy

Participants referenced

"Confronting issues head on"

the plight endured by

Black Agency

the intentional

their enslaved African

Telling Jokes

centering of

ancestors and how

Choosing Positivity

Black self-

Black American

Sankofa

governance and

predecessors paved the

Enlightening others; Being a resource

decision

way for their

"we laughed a lot"

making to

opportunity of

Acknowledging the Black Plight

effect change

attending their

Classwork Assignments

or resist the

respective PWI.

Being Honest; Being Real

status quo.
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Black AgencyParticipants used their
individual decisionmaking abilities to
center narratives that
effectively spotlighted
and advanced interests
that benefitted Black
people or presented
perspectives that
countered status quo
narratives of American
history.

Black AdvocacyParticipants’
willingness to use their
voices or autonomous
decision-making
ability to illuminate
issues of racial
inequity within the
collegiate environment
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and institutional
policies or practices.

Courageous CandorInstances when
participants
immediately redirected
the behaviors of
offending white peers,
classmates, or
professors.

Black Resistanceparticipants met white
resistance with their
various forms of
resistance when faced
with obstacles on
campus.

Black Joy- Participants
consciously utilized
laughter, humor, and
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quality time with close
friends or family to
cope with difficulties
experienced in
majority-white spaces.
Centripetal

Black Tribalism-

On-campus activities fair

Grouping

Fictive kiths and

safe spaces

kinships fostered due

Black community of campus

the deliberate

to commonalities in

Intragroup Accountability

impulse to

racial and cultural

Tribe

gravitate

identities, major

Black visibility

toward other

program or career

congregating with other Black folk

African

aspirations.

Text messaging

Americans in

Group Chat

predominantly

Black Visibility- the

Instagram

white spaces

outcome of

Discord

for connection

interpersonal

Facebook

and community

acknowledgments

Passing the word

cultivation.

rendered from one

Clubs/Organizations

Black person to
another within
predominantly white
environments.
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Clubs and
OrganizationsParticipants used their
on-campus
involvement to
connect with other
Black students.
Self-

Hyperawareness of

African American Vernacular English (AAVE)

Monitoring

Phenotypical

Beauty/Outward Appearance

Blackness- codes

Internalized Racism

actively

related to the Black

Hair

observing,

body, the Black

Code Switching

regulating, or

aesthetic, and the ways

Lips

controlling

in which students

Nose

their public

monitored their

Making Good Grades/ Academic Performance

presentation

appearance according

Black people have to work harder

through

to white standards of

Uncomfortable Classroom Moments

aesthetic,

beauty or decorum

Overachieving

cosmetic, or

while on campus.

Microaggressions

conversational

Imposter Syndrome

enhancements,

Black Exceptionalism-

Gendered Presentation

to assimilate

instances where

Consequence Inequities
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into threatening

participants observed

intellectual and

that their effort,

social spaces

output, and academic

on their

acumen far exceeded

respective

that of many of their

campuses

white peers.

Self-Care

Faith- Participants

God

referenced a

Prayer

participants

relationship with God,

“faith-based”

motivated

affiliation with

Meditate

themselves

Christianity, or

“destined”

through

acknowledgement of

Exercising/ Working Out

activities or

the belief in a higher

Creating a Routine

behaviors that

power.

"self-care"

promoted

White Faculty Inconsideration

Talking to family and friends

mental,

Escapism- Participants

video games

physical, and

engaged in fun,

Therapy

emotional

relaxing activities that

Listening to Music

wellness.

served as positive

Intentionally relaxing

distractions during

Getting nails done

such a stressful year.

Getting hair done
Reading
Listening to Podcasts
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APPENDIX G
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